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Combinatorial problems are ubiquitous in our society and solving such problems efficiently is 
often crucial. One technique for solving combinatorial problems is constraint-based local 
search. Its compositional nature together with its efficiency on large problem instances have 
made this technique particularly attractive. In this thesis we contribute to simplifying the 
solving of combinatorial problems using constraint-based local search.  

To provide higher-level modelling options, we introduce set variables and set constraints 
in local search by extending relevant local search concepts. We also propose a general scheme 
to follow in order to define what we call natural and balanced constraint measures, and ac-
cordingly define such measures for over a dozen set constraints. However, defining such 
measures for a new constraint is time-consuming and error-prone. To relieve the user from 
this, we provide generic measures for any set constraint modelled in monadic existential 
second-order logic. We also theoretically relate these measures to our proposed general 
scheme, and discuss implementation issues such as incremental algorithms and their worst-
case complexities.  

To enable higher-level search algorithms, we introduce constraint-directed neighbour-
hoods in local search by proposing new constraint primitives for representing such 
neighbourhoods. Based on a constraint, possibly modelled in monadic existential second-
order logic, these primitives return neighbourhoods with moves that are known in advance to 
achieve a decrease (or preservation, or increase) of the constraint measures, without the need 
to iterate over any other moves.  

We also present a framework for constraint-based local search where one can model and 
solve combinatorial problems with set variables and set constraints, use any set constraint 
modelled in monadic existential second-order logic, as well as use constraint-directed 
neighbourhoods. Experimental results on three real-life problems show the usefulness in 
practice of our theoretical results: our running times are comparable to the current state-of-
the-art approaches to solving the considered problems.  
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Svensk sammanfattning (Swedish Summary)

Att lösa ett kombinatoriskt problem innebär att hitta bästa möjliga värden på

olika komponenter eller variabler så att vissa villkor blir uppfyllda. Ett exem-

pel som nyligen blivit mycket populärt är Sudoku där variablerna kan sägas

vara rutorna i rutmönstret, värdena är heltalen 1 till 9 och villkoren är re-

glerna för ett korrekt ifyllt pussel. Sudoku har följande tre typer av villkor:

alla rader i pusslet måste innehålla alla tal mellan 1 och 9 exakt en gång;

alla kolumner i pusslet måste innehålla alla tal mellan 1 och 9 exakt en gång;

alla delrutmönster i pusslet måste innehålla alla tal mellan 1 och 9 exakt en

gång. Att lösa Sudoku innebär då att hitta värden mellan 1 och 9 till alla

variabler så att dessa tre typer av villkor är uppfyllda. Andra exempel på kom-

binatoriska problem är produktionsplanering givet tillgång och efterfrågan så

att vinsten maximeras, kontrollering av luftrum givet säkerhetsbestämmelser

så att flygtider minimeras, tillskärning av textilier så att spill minimeras, och

varutransportering givet start- och slutpunkt så att leveranstider minimeras.

Någon form av sökmetod är nödvändig för att lösa många kombinatoriska

problem och den här avhandlingen utgår från en sådan metod som kallas

lokalsökning. För att lösa ett kombinatoriskt problem med lokalsökning star-

tar man från en första gissning där alla variabler har något (ofta slumpmäs-

sigt) värde. Sedan utforskar man delar av alla möjliga kombinationer i små

steg som kallas förflyttningar med målet att röra sig närmare och närmare en

lösning. En sådan förflyttning kan till exempel innebära att värdet på en enda

variabel ändras eller att två variabler tar varandras värden. Lokalsökning är en

välbeprövad metod och har visat sig vara konkurrenskraftig speciellt när det

gäller att lösa problem med många variabler och värden.

Nuvarande metoder för lokalsökning innebär ofta att ett stort maskineri

måste programmeras om och om igen för varje nytt problem som ska lösas.

I det valda programmeringsspråket (vilket ofta är något lågnivåspråk som C

eller Java) representeras förutsättningar för lokalsökning såsom gissningar,

lösningar och förflyttningar. Detta innebär visserligen ofta hög effektivitet,

men medför tyvärr också brist på återanvändning av programkod och att en ut-

trycksnivå som ofta är mycket lägre än problemformuleringen används. Den

låga nivån innebär också ändringar i komplicerade datastrukturer vilka kan

vara väldigt tidskrävande och innebära att fel introduceras.

Forskning har relativt nyligen fokuserat på att lösa dessa problem genom

att separera sökningen från specifikationen av problemet samt genom att inte-

grera mjukvarukomponenter med högre uttrycksnivå. Detta innebär stora vin-
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ster i användbarhet då varje mjukvarukomponent kan uttrycka, till exempel,

en egenskap som måste vara uppfylld i en lösning. För att återgå till exem-

plet med Sudoku ovan kan man där tänka sig en mjukvarukomponent som ett

villkor som är uppfyllt endast om dess variabler har olika värden. Genom att

använda sig av detta villkor för varje rad, kolumn och delrutmönster i pus-

slet kan man modellera Sudoku och sedan lösa modellen med någon form av

lokalsökning på variablerna i pusslet. Samma mjukvarukomponent kan sedan

återanvändas till andra problem och därigenom kan tid och energi sparas.

Det övergripande målet för den här avhandlingen är att utöka och förenkla

nuvarande tekniker baserade på lokalsökning. För att uppnå detta har följande

behandlats:

• Effektiva mjukvarukomponenter som möjliggör modellering samt lös-
ning av problem på en mycket hög nivå. Mängdvariabler och mängd-

villkor har integrerats med lokalsökning. Detta innebär att redan när

de olika variablerna bestäms kan en högre nivå än vad som tidigare

var möjlig användas. Där traditionella variabler endast kan tilldelas ett
värde kan istället mängdvariabler tilldelas flera värden. Detta är an-

vändbart till exempel vid schemaläggningsproblem där grupper av per-

soner schemaläggs tillsammans.

• Enkel utbyggnad genom modellering av nya mjukvarukomponenter. Att

införa ett nytt villkor kan vara tidsödande eftersom det oftast innebär

programmering i något lågnivåspråk. För att förenkla detta har an-

vändandet av matematiskt modellerade mängdvillkor integrerats med

lokalsökning.

• Effektivare lösning genom alternativa angripssätt. För att förbättra tek-

niken där förflyttningar bestäms utifrån villkoren (till skillnad från vari-

ablerna) har en teknik integrerats med lokalsökning där effekten av en

viss förflyttning givet specifika villkor kan vara känd på förhand. I och

med detta är det möjligt att, till exempel, på förhand se om en viss

förflyttning skulle innebära att en lösning av de specifika villkoren är

närmare eller ej. Därigenom kan många förflyttningar ignoreras redan

innan de har utforskats.

Utöver de teoretiska resultaten ovan innehåller avhandlingen även praktiska

resultat. Ett system för lokalsökning med mängdvariabler och mängdvillkor

har konstruerats där villkoren kan modelleras matematiskt och där förflytt-

ningar i sökalgoritmerna kan beskrivas utifrån villkoren. De teoretiska resul-

taten är utvärderade genom att tre verkliga kombinatoriska problem är lösta

med detta system. Resultatet av utvärderingen är positivt, den visar att det

konstruerade systemet med mängdvariabler och mängdvillkor är jämförbart

med dagens bästa tekniker för att lösa dessa problem. Alltså innebär inte

modellering av problem på högre nivå med mängdvariabler och mängdvillkor

nödvändigtvis sämre prestanda.
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Notation

We use standard mathematical notation in the thesis. In the table below we

list notation that we believe different readers may interpret in different ways:

Z the integers: Z = {. . . ,−2,−1,0,1,2, . . .}

N the natural numbers: N = {0,1,2, . . .}

U the universe

A⊆ B A is a subset of B

A⊂ B A is a strict subset of B

A\B set difference

A	B symmetric set difference: (A\B)∪ (B\A)

A complement: A = {x ∈U | u /∈ A}

P(A) power set

domain( f ) domain of a function: domain( f ) = A

(given a function f : A→ B)

range( f ) range of a function: range( f ) = B

(given a function f : A→ B)

f ◦g function composition ( f ◦g)(x) = f (g(x))

(given functions f and g such that domain( f ) = range(g))

f ⊕g binding replacement: f ⊕g = the union of f and g where

( f ⊕g)(x) = g(x) for any x ∈ domain( f )∩domain(g)
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1. Introduction

We introduce combinatorial problems and two different techniques
for solving such problems: constructive search and local search.
We then motivate our research in terms of the latter technique,
which is the topic of this thesis. After this we state objectives,
contributions, as well as assumptions and limitations, before we
provide an outline of the rest of the thesis.

1.1 Solving Combinatorial Problems by Search

Combinatorial problems are ubiquitous in our society and appear in many

guises such as Sudoku puzzles, DNA sequencing, scheduling, configuration,

airline-crew and nurse rostering, combinatorial auctions, vehicle routing, and

financial portfolio design. It is often crucial to be able to solve these prob-

lems efficiently, and this has been the target for much research during the last

decades.

A typical combinatorial problem is the map colouring problem, which can

be stated as follows:

Given a map and a number of colours, determine whether it is pos-
sible to paint each country on the map in one of the colours such
that any two bordering countries are painted in different colours.

For example, consider a map of the Nordic countries and let the colours be

green, red, and yellow.1 We can obtain a solution to the problem by painting

Sweden and Iceland in yellow, Denmark and Finland in green, and Norway

in red. This solution is shown in Figure 1.1 on the following page. We can

obtain another solution to the problem by painting Sweden in green, Denmark

and Finland in red, and Norway and Iceland in yellow. Note that Denmark

and Sweden are considered as bordering countries due to the bridge over the

Öresund strait.

How did we reason to find the two solutions above? Perhaps we saw the

solutions directly since the map in this case only contains five countries? How-

ever, this may not be possible when the map in question contains many coun-

tries, such as a map of Europe, for example. In such cases we may need to

follow a more structured approach to find a solution. We could for example

reason as follows:

1Note that it is possible to colour any map using at most four colours [RSST97].
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Figure 1.1: Coloured map of the Nordic countries.

1. Pick a country, say Denmark.

2. Pick a colour and paint Denmark in that colour, say green.

3. Pick another country, say Finland.

4. Pick a colour not used yet to paint any bordering countries to Finland

and paint Finland in that colour, say green.

5. Pick another country, say Iceland.

6. Pick a colour not used yet to paint any bordering countries to Iceland

(there are none) and paint Iceland in that colour, say yellow.

7. Pick another country, say Norway.

8. Pick a colour not used yet to paint any bordering countries to Norway

(so we cannot pick green since Finland is painted in this colour) and

paint Norway in that colour, say red.

9. Pick the last country, Sweden.

10. Pick a colour not used yet to paint any bordering countries to Sweden

(so we cannot pick green nor red since Finland is painted in green and

Norway is painted in red) and paint Sweden in that colour, say yellow.

2



After we have performed steps 1 to 10 above, we have painted the map as in

the solution in Figure 1.1. We have constructed a solution to the problem and,

hence, the approach taken is called constructive search. Note that we made

a choice at each step above: picking the next country to paint or picking the

colour for a selected country. We were lucky in this case since we only made

good choices leading to a solution. In general, however, we may make bad

choices from which we must learn and redo. Assume, for example, that we

picked the colour yellow instead of green for Denmark in step 2. All else

being equal, this would mean that there would not be a colour left for Sweden

in step 10, since then all colours would have been used already: green for

Finland, red for Norway, and yellow for Denmark. Hence, we would have to

undo some of the choices and start over, remembering not to pick yellow for

Denmark in step 2.

We could also reason as follows to find a solution to this problem:

1. Paint each country in some random colour, say Denmark in yellow, Fin-

land in green, Iceland in yellow, Norway in red, and Sweden in green.

2. Pick a country that is painted in the same colour as one of its bordering

countries, say Sweden (which is painted in green together with Finland).

3. Pick a colour different from the colour Sweden is painted in and repaint

Sweden in that colour, say red.

4. Pick a country that is painted in the same colour as one of its bordering

countries, say Sweden again (which is now painted in red together with

Norway).

5. Pick a colour different from the colour Sweden is painted in and repaint

Sweden in that colour, say yellow.

6. Pick a country that is painted in the same colour as one of its bordering

countries, say Denmark (which is now painted in yellow together with

Sweden).

7. Pick a colour different from the colour Denmark is painted in and re-

paint Denmark in that colour, say green.

Again, after we have performed steps 1 to 7 above, we have painted the map

as in the solution in Figure 1.1. However, we arrived at the solution using

a very different approach: starting from a completely painted map we made

local changes to the map by repainting one country at a time until we found a

solution and, hence, the approach taken is called local search. This technique

for solving combinatorial problems is the topic of this thesis.
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1.2 Motivation

Local search [AL97, HS04] is a collective term for a number of incomplete

search heuristics for solving combinatorial problems. Starting from a can-

didate solution to a given problem, a local search algorithm examines other

candidate solutions (a neighbourhood) that are not too far away from the cur-

rent one in the search space. Whenever an improved candidate solution is

found with respect to some evaluation function, the process is repeated start-

ing from this improved candidate solution. When an actual solution is found

(with respect to the evaluation function) among the candidate solutions, this

solution is returned by the algorithm. This is a very simple process that may

get stuck in local optima, i.e., places in the search space from which there

are no improving candidate solutions. In such cases it is possible to extend

the heuristic with metaheuristics, possibly diversifying the search enough to

find a global optimum (a solution). Examples of such metaheuristics in-

clude tabu search [Glo89, Glo90], simulated annealing [KGV83], guided lo-
cal search [Vou97], and variable neighbourhood search [MH97].

Traditionally, a local search algorithm is tailored for each new combinato-

rial problem, possibly with the need for sophisticated neighbourhoods or eval-

uation functions. This implies that the amount of theory and code reuse be-

tween two different problems might be minimal, and that a significant amount

of programming work must be performed to solve a new problem with lo-

cal search. Constraint-based local search [VHM05] is aimed at reducing the

amount of programming work to be performed when a new problem is to

be solved with local search. In the spirit of constraint programming [VH89,

Tsa93, MS98, Apt03], it features ready-made software components, called

constraints, that can be combined in different ways to model the requirements

on a solution to a problem. For a particular such constraint model of a combi-

natorial problem, each constraint then provides information about its share of

the evaluation function of the problem, where this problem evaluation func-

tion is usually a weighted sum of the values of the evaluation functions of each

constraint.

However, constraint-based local search being inspired by constraint pro-

gramming, we believe that there are still more constraint programming con-

cepts to bring into the area. One such concept is the idea of higher-order
variables, such as set variables [Ger97] or graph variables [DDD05], which

has been the target of much research in the constraint programming commu-

nity over the last years. Another such concept is the idea of user-defined con-
straints by specifying new constraints in some (possibly declarative) language,

such as, for example, indexicals [VHSD93], finite automata [Pes04, BCP04],

context-free grammars [Sel06], graph properties [BCDP06], or monadic exis-

tential second-order logic [TSS06].
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Constraint-based local search also opens up new ideas for constraint di-
rected search, since the combinatorial substructures that are captured by con-

straints can be used to design neighbourhoods with specific properties.

1.3 Objectives

The grand objective of this thesis is to contribute to the simplification of solv-

ing combinatorial problems using local search. To achieve this objective, we

want to show that it is possible to introduce set variables and set constraints

in a constraint-based local search framework. Apart from being a convenient

modelling device for users, we aim at showing that higher-order (set) vari-

ables can also imply improved solution performance. We also want to provide

the possibility of user-defined set constraints in constraint-based local search,

specified in some language, without sacrificing too much of the solution effi-

ciency. We further want to simplify the design and increase the efficiency of

local search algorithms by means of the automatic construction of neighbour-

hoods with respect to combinatorial substructures of constraints.

1.4 Contributions

Set Variables and Set Constraints

In order to introduce set variables and set constraints in local search, we extend

the definitions of local search concepts, and present move and neighbourhood

functions for set variables. We also show the importance of using (what we

call) natural and balanced evaluation functions, and present a generic scheme

to follow in order to define such evaluation functions for set constraints.

By following our generic scheme we then introduce over a dozen set con-

straints in local search. We are able to give natural and balanced evaluation

functions for all but one of these constraints and provide proofs that these

functions do possess these important properties. We also sketch algorithms

for the incremental maintenance of the evaluation functions for some of the

more involved set constraints.

Generic Set Constraints

We introduce in local search the usage of monadic existential second-order

logic for specifying set constraints. This is particularly useful when a neces-

sary set constraint for modelling a given combinatorial problem is not avail-

able yet. In such cases, the development time of the problem model may be re-

duced significantly without reducing solution quality. Towards this we present

evaluation functions for set constraints specified in this logic and theoretically

relate these functions to our generic scheme for evaluation functions for set

constraints. We also present algorithms for the incremental maintenance of
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the evaluation functions for any set constraint specified in this logic. These

incremental algorithms are also analysed in terms of their worst-case space

and time requirements. We also discuss issues that may arise when modelling

set constraints in the logic and a possible extension to the logic that resolves

some of these issues.

Generating Neighbourhoods from Constraints

We introduce the usage of constraint-directed neighbourhoods in local search

algorithms. Towards this, we propose new constraint primitives for represent-

ing such neighbourhoods. Based on the semantics of the constraint, or just

on a specification of the constraint in monadic existential second-order logic,

these primitives provide neighbourhoods with moves that are known in ad-

vance to achieve a decrease (or preservation, or increase) of the value of the

evaluation function, without the need to iterate over any other moves. Us-

ing these primitives we reconsider and simplify several known local search

algorithms.

Experimental Validation

To validate our theoretical results we have implemented a local search frame-

work based on the ideas in the thesis. Using the framework, it is possible to

model and solve combinatorial problems with set variables and set constraints,

to specify and use set constraints in monadic existential second-order logic,

as well as to use constraint-directed neighbourhoods. We provide experimen-

tal results that show the usefulness in practice of our approach by modelling

and solving three real-life problems, with and without the usage of set con-

straints specified in monadic existential second-order logic, as well as with

and without the usage of constraint-directed neighbourhoods.

Generality

Some of the contributions made during this thesis work are independent of set

variables and carry over to other kinds of variables as well, such as the tradi-

tional scalar variables. These results are presented in the set variable context

since this has been the theme and motivation of our research. These results in-

clude parts of the evaluation function for constraints specified in monadic exis-

tential second-order logic, as well as much of the contributions on constraint-

directed neighbourhoods.

1.5 Assumptions and Limitations

We assume that some users are willing to use set variables and set constraints

in local search. In addition, we assume that there exist users who are willing

to specify some of their constraints in monadic existential second-order logic.

Finally, we assume that there are combinatorial problems where higher-order
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variables (such as set variables) are a necessity due to space or time problems

when using traditional scalar variables.

One limitation of the thesis is that we do not consider combinatorial optimi-
sation problems, i.e., combinatorial problems where, in addition to finding a

solution, we are interested in finding an optimal solution with respect to some

measure of optimality [PS98]. Another limitation is that we only consider set

variables in our problem models, and not problem models where, e.g., both

scalar variables and set variables are present.

1.6 Outline and Relation to Prior Publications

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 – Background

We provide further necessary background material for the thesis. This in-

cludes introducing constraint satisfaction problems as a modelling tool for

combinatorial problems as well as two techniques for solving such problems:

constraint programming and constraint-based local search. Since local search

with set variables is the topic of this thesis, we introduce general local search

concepts illustrated on scalar variables as well as provide a definition of set

variables and an example of how such variables can be used to model a given

constraint satisfaction problem. We also discuss in general the importance of

(what we call) natural and balanced evaluation functions.

Chapter 3 – Set Constraints in Local Search

We introduce a terminology for using set variables and set constraints in lo-

cal search. This includes generalising local search concepts such as move

functions and neighbourhood functions for set variables. We also define the

concept of ideal evaluation functions for set constraints, which is our approach

for defining natural and balanced evaluation functions for set constraints.

This chapter is based on [ÅFP05b, Section 2]. Apart from renaming some

concepts, we extend that section here by adding more examples, by adding an

additional evaluation function for set constraints, and by proving properties

about ideal evaluation functions.

Chapter 4 – Built-in Set Constraints

Taking a model-driven approach, we propose several set constraints and show

whether or not their constraint measures give ideal values. We also sketch

algorithms for the incremental maintenance of the evaluation functions for

some of the more involved set constraints.

This chapter (together with Appendix A) is based on [ÅFP05b, Sections 3

and 4]. We extend those sections here with more set constraints, more exam-

ples, as well as proofs to all propositions.
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Chapter 5 – Generic Set Constraints

We introduce in local search the usage of monadic existential second-order

logic for specifying set constraints. This includes defining evaluation func-

tions for constraints specified in this logic and relating these evaluation func-

tions to the ideal evaluation functions defined in Chapter 3. We also discuss

implementation issues as well as worst-case space and time complexities of

the algorithms of the implementation. We finally discuss issues that may arise

when modelling set constraints in the logic and a possible extension to the

logic that resolves some of these issues.

This chapter is based on [ÅFP05a, ÅFP06, ÅFP07a]. We extend those pa-

pers here with more details, more examples, by correcting [ÅFP07a, Section

5.3], the discussion on modelling issues, and the possible extension.

Chapter 6 – Constraint Neighbourhoods

We introduce the usage of constraint-directed neighbourhoods in local search

algorithms. This includes defining such constraint-directed neighbourhoods

in terms of built-in constraints as well as in terms of constraints modelled in

monadic existential second-order logic. We also show how constraint-directed

neighbourhoods can simplify the design of some local search algorithms.

This chapter is essentially equivalent to [ÅFP07c], which in turn is based

on [ÅFP07b, minus Section 5].

Chapter 7 – Experiments

We provide experimental results that validate the viability of our contribu-

tions. This includes solving three real-life problems using our local search

framework, with and without the usage of set constraints specified in monadic

existential second-order logic, as well as with and without the usage of con-

straint directed neighbourhoods. We also compare our results with other state-

of-the-art local search and constraint programming techniques used to solve

these problems.

This chapter is based on the relevant sections in [ÅFP05b, ÅFP05a, ÅFP06,

ÅFP07a, ÅFP07c]. We extend those papers here with more details, additional

experiments, and improved runtime results due to a more careful reimplemen-

tation of much of our local search framework.

Chapter 8 – Conclusion

We summarise the thesis and discuss future work. Related work is discussed

within the relevant chapters: more precisely in Sections 2.3 – 2.6, 3.3, 4.6, 5.8,

and 6.4.

Appendix A – Built-in Set Constraints

This is an extension to Chapter 4 discussing the constraints presented there

together with a dozen others.
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2. Background

We introduce constraint satisfaction problems as a modelling tool
for combinatorial problems, and consider two techniques for solv-
ing such problems: constraint programming and constraint-based
local search. Since the latter technique is the theme of this thesis,
we discuss the importance of measures in constraint-based local
search. We end the chapter by introducing the concept of set vari-
ables as well as by discussing incremental algorithms. Note that
related work is discussed within the relevant subsections. Note
also that we have chosen a precise presentation format where con-
cepts are introduced both as inlined text as well as through formal
definitions. We have done this to enable formal inductive defini-
tions of some concepts in chapters that follow this one.

2.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problems

We use constraint satisfaction problems [Mac77] to formally model a given

combinatorial problem:

Definition 2.1 (CSP) A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is a three-tuple

〈V,D,C〉 where

• V is a finite set of variables;

• D is a domain containing the possible values for the variables in V; and

• C is a set of constraints, each constraint in C being defined on a sequence

of variables taken from V and specifying the allowed combinations of

values for that sequence. �

Given the definition above: Without loss of generality, all variables share

the same domain since we can always achieve smaller domains for particular

variables by additional membership constraints. Also, the set of variables in

the variable sequence of a constraint c is referred to by vars(c).

Example 2.2 Recall the Nordic map colouring problem presented on page 1

where we want to paint Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden in

green, red, or yellow such that any two neighbouring countries are painted in

different colours. We may model this problem as a CSP as follows:
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Model 2.3 A CSP model of the Nordic map colouring problem.

1: csp NORDICMAPCOLOURING

2: variables

3: {d, f , i,n,s}
4: end variables

5: domain

6: {g,r,y}
7: end domain

8: constraints

9: {d �= s, f �= n, f �= s,n �= s}
10: end constraints

11: end csp

• The set of variables V is the set {d, f , i,n,s} where d is the variable for

Denmark, f is the variable for Finland, i is the variable for Iceland, n is

the variable for Norway, and s is the variable for Sweden.

• The domain D is the set {g,r,y} where g stands for green, r stands for

red, and y stands for yellow.

• The set of constraints C is the set {d �= s, f �= n, f �= s,n �= s} correspond-

ing to the borders of the countries, where we assume that �= is defined on

the colours in D and has its natural meaning.1 For example, the allowed

combinations of values for the variable sequence 〈d,s〉 of the constraint

d �= s are 〈g,r〉, 〈g,y〉, 〈r,g〉, 〈r,y〉, 〈y,g〉, and 〈y,r〉.

In Model 2.3, the variables and their possible values are given on respectively

the lines 3 and 6, and the constraints are given on line 9. Note that we will

present all CSPs in this style in the following: the variables and their possible

values listed first and the constraints following thereafter. �

In order to solve a CSP we must find an assignment to all the variables that
satisfies all the constraints:

Definition 2.4 (Configuration and Solution) Let P = 〈V,D,C〉 be a CSP:

• A configuration is a function k : V→ D.

• The set of all configurations for P is denoted KP.

• A configuration k is a solution to c ∈ C (or k satisfies c, or c is satisfied
under k) if and only if 〈x1, . . . ,xm〉 is the variable sequence of c and

〈k(x1), . . . ,k(xm)〉 is one of the allowed combinations of values for that

sequence as specified by c.

1Denmark and Sweden are considered as bordering countries due to the bridge over the Öresund

strait.
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• A configuration k is a solution to P if and only if k is a solution to all

constraints in C. �

Note also that for simplicity of notation, we will usually refrain from (as

we did above) explicitly naming a CSP as

“Let P = 〈V,D,C〉 be a CSP. . . ”

but consider the arbitrary CSP P = 〈V,D,C〉 always to be implicit in the cur-

rent context. As a result of this, we usually also write K instead of KP and

when we reason with/about, e.g., a variable x or a set of variables X , a value v,

a constraint c, or a configuration k, and so on, it is always implicit that x ∈ V,

X ⊆ V, v ∈D, c ∈ C, and k ∈ K.

Example 2.5 Considering the CSP of the Nordic map colouring problem

〈{d, f , i,n,s},{g,r,y},{d �= s, f �= n, f �= s,n �= s}〉

the configuration {d �→ g, f �→ g, i �→ g,n �→ g,s �→ r} is not a solution since it

does not satisfy the constraint f �= n. However, the configuration {d �→ g, f �→
g, i �→ y,n �→ r,s �→ y} does satisfy all the constraints and is the same solution

as the one shown in the figure on page 2. �

In the next example we give a CSP model of another typical combinatorial

problem, the n-queens problem:

Example 2.6 The n-queens problem is stated as follows:

Place n queens on an n× n chess board such that no two queens
attack each other following the rules of chess.

Hence, we must place the queens on the chess board such that no queen can

attack another queen either vertically (vertical constraint), horizontally (hori-

zontal constraint), or diagonally (diagonal constraint). A solution to this prob-

lem for n = 8 is displayed in Figure 2.7 on the next page where each of the

black dots represents a placed queen.

We here present a classical CSP model of this problem: Assuming that we

number the queens from 1 to n, the set of variables V is the set {q1, . . . ,qn},
where each qi ∈ V is the variable for the ith queen. The domain D is the set

interval 1 . . .n where each j ∈ D is the value for the jth row. Hence, in this

model, given a variable qi representing the ith queen, we let the index i denote

the column of queen i (so we always place the ith queen in column i), while

the value of qi under a configuration denotes the row of queen i. For example,

the solution displayed in Figure 2.7 is the configuration:

{q1 �→ 5,q2 �→ 3,q3 �→ 1,q4 �→ 7,q5 �→ 2,q6 �→ 8,q7 �→ 6,q8 �→ 4}

Since the column of each queen is predetermined in such a way that the verti-

cal constraint is satisfied (each queen is placed in a unique column), the only
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Figure 2.7: A solution to the n-queens problem for n = 8.

constraints left to handle are the horizontal and diagonal ones. We may state

the horizontal constraint by:

∀1≤ i < j ≤ n : qi �= qj (2.8)

By forcing two different queens to be assigned different values (i.e., differ-

ent rows), we make sure that they do not attack each other horizontally. The

diagonal constraint is split in two parts according to the north-west to south-

east (nw-se) and north-east to south-west (ne-sw) diagonals respectively. The

nw-se part is stated by:

∀1≤ i < j ≤ n : qi− i �= qj− j (2.9)

Given two different queens qi and qj, by forcing qi and qj to be assigned values

such that qi− i �= qj− j, we make sure that they do not attack each other on the

north-west to south-east diagonal. A similar reasoning gives us the constraints

for the ne-sw part:

∀1≤ i < j ≤ n : qi + i �= qj + j (2.10)

The set of constraints C is the set of all �= constraints in (2.8) to (2.10) above.

We show the model of the n-queens problem in Model 2.11 on the facing page:

the variables of the queens and their possible row values are given on respec-

tively the lines 3 and 6, and the no-attack constraints are given on lines 9

to 11. �

2.2 Constraint Programming

Constraint programming (e.g., [VH89, Tsa93, MS98, Apt03, RvBW06]) tra-

ditionally offers a programming front-end to a complete search technique for
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Model 2.11 A CSP model of the n-queens problem.

1: csp QUEENS(n)

2: variables

3: {q1, . . . ,qn}
4: end variables

5: domain

6: 1 . . .n
7: end domain

8: constraints

9: ∀1≤ i < j ≤ n : qi �= qj � horizontal constraint

10: ∀1≤ i < j ≤ n : qi− i �= qj− j � nw-se constraint

11: ∀1≤ i < j ≤ n : qi + i �= qj + j � ne-sw constraint

12: end constraints

13: end csp

solving CSPs. This means that the (whole) search space of a CSP is (implic-

itly) explored in some systematic way, which gives rise to a search tree, until

a solution is found or until it is proved that no solution exists. This is done

by extending partial assignments into solutions, and by backtracking (undo-

ing some assignment extension) if an infeasible state is reached. In its most

simple version, such a complete search technique may enumerate each possi-

ble configuration of the CSP in question. For example, a possible (complete)

search tree for the Nordic map colouring problem is shown in Figure 2.12 on

the next page, where the solution {d �→ g, f �→ g, i �→ y,n �→ r,s �→ y} is shown

as the highlighted path. This is clearly not practical given a CSP with many

variables or a large domain. The beauty of constraint programming lies in

the ability (in most cases) to avoid enumerating each possible configuration

of the CSP. This is achieved by reasoning about the semantics of the problem

constraints at every node in the search tree and, a priori, restricting certain

variables from taking certain impossible values. To do this, each constraint is

represented by one or more filtering algorithms that may reduce the possible

values for the variables according to some levels of consistency. The common

theme for such filtering algorithms is to exploit necessary conditions of con-

straints and to recognise values that, if taken, would violate some necessary

condition.

The success of constraint programming is due to the concept of global con-
straints. These are primitive constraints that are defined on a non-fixed num-

ber of variables and capture some combinatorial substructure.

Example 2.13 Recall the n-queens problem from Example 2.6. We modelled

this problem as a CSP in Model 2.11 using three sets of �= constraints on

the variables denoting the rows of the queens. Consider now the set of �=
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constraints on line 9 in Model 2.11 above:

{qi �= qj | 1≤ i < j ≤ n} (2.14)

For each distinct pair of variables qi and qj there is a constraint qi �= qj. So the

meaning of the set of constraints in (2.14) above is actually that:

“the variables in {q1, . . . ,qn} must all take different values”

The global constraint AllDifferent({q1, . . . ,qn}) has exactly this meaning. So

we can replace the three sets of �= constraints in Model 2.11 by just three

AllDifferent(X) constraints. This is reflected in Model 2.16. �

The constraint AllDifferent(X) [Rég94] is the classical example of a global

constraint. It captures the combinatorial substructure that all variables in X
must take distinct values: a common substructure in many combinatorial prob-

lems. The importance of global constraints comes from the higher levels of

consistency they make possible.

Example 2.15 Consider the constraints x �= y, x �= z, and y �= z. Assume that

the (current) set of possible values for x and y is {1,2} and that the (current)

set of possible values for z is {1,2,3}. There is clearly no solution s to all

constraints above where s(z) = 1 or s(z) = 2, since then there would not be

enough values left for x and y to make them distinct. Hence, the values 1 and 2

should be removed from the set of possible values for z. But by considering the

three �= constraints in isolation we cannot deduce this. However, if we instead

consider the global constraint AllDifferent({x,y,z}), which is equivalent to the

three �= constraints, we can make this deduction. So the level of consistency

when using AllDifferent(X) can be higher than the level of consistency when

using a set of �= constraints. �

We will next introduce constraint-based local search. As the name hints,

this is the integration of constraint programming and local search. In place of

the complete search technique of classical constraint programming, where the

constraints are used to restrict certain variables from taking certain values, in

constraint-based local search the constraints are used to guide the local search

to promising regions in the search space. Although we here only consider

“pure” local search, there are many approaches for actually combining com-

plete search and local search, e.g., by performing local search at each node in

the search tree, or by using constraint programming in neighbourhood explo-

ration (see, e.g., [PG99, CLLPR01, SDBF02, SH02]).

2.3 Constraint-Based Local Search

As we discussed above, in constraint programming, the (whole) search space

of a CSP is (implicitly) explored in some systematic way. In this way, a
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Model 2.16 A CSP model of the n-queens problem using AllDifferent(X).

1: csp QUEENS(n)

2: variables

3: {q1, . . . ,qn}
4: end variables

5: domain

6: 1 . . .n
7: end domain

8: constraints

9: AllDifferent({q1, . . . ,qn}), � horizontal constraint

10: AllDifferent({q1−1, . . . ,qn−n}), � nw-se constraint

11: AllDifferent({q1 + 1, . . . ,qn + n}) � ne-sw constraint

12: end constraints

13: end csp

solution to the CSP can always be found or proven not to exist, albeit pos-

sibly after a very long time. Contrasting this, in (constraint-based) local

search [VHM05], only parts of the search space of a CSP are explored. So

finding a solution to the CSP can never be guaranteed, nor can its non exis-

tence be proven.

A local search algorithm for solving the n-queens problem is shown in Al-

gorithm 2.17 on the facing page. In the following description of this algorithm

we use terminology not yet introduced: this is deliberate and the remainder

of this section is devoted to this. The greedy algorithm is based on the min-

conflicts heuristic [MJPL90, MJPL92] and was used to solve the n-queens

problem also in, e.g., [MVH02, Boh04, VHM05]. In the algorithm, which

takes a CSP model of the n-queens problem as the only argument, an initial

(arbitrary) configuration for the variables is maintained (line 3). A loop then

continues until the penalty of the CSP is zero (line 4). Until then, a most con-
flicting variable is chosen (line 5), as well as a move in the neighbourhood that

changes the value of the chosen variable, such that the move minimises the

penalty (lines 6 and 7). The configuration is then updated to be the chosen

move (line 8). When (and if) a solution is found (i.e., when the penalty is

zero) that configuration is returned (line 12).

We will now introduce all the missing terminology used above. First, to find

solutions a local search algorithm iteratively moves between configurations:

Definition 2.18 (Move) A move function is a function:

m : K → K

Given a configuration k we call m(k) a move from k, or a neighbour of k. �
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Algorithm 2.17 A greedy local search algorithm for the n-queens problem.

1: function MAXQUEENMINROW(QUEENS(n))

2: 〈V,D,C〉 ← QUEENS(n)

3: k← a random configuration for the queens in V

4: while penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k) > 0 do

5: choose x ∈ V maximising conflict(〈V,D,C〉)(x,k) for

6: choose assign(x,v)(k) ∈ ASSIGN({x})(k)
7: minimising penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(assign(x,v)(k)) for

8: k← assign(x,v)(k)
9: end choose

10: end choose

11: end while

12: return k
13: end function

Example 2.19 Consider a variable x and a value v. Given a configuration k,

the move function assign(x,v) is defined by:

assign(x,v)(k)
def
= k⊕{x �→ v}

Hence, the move assign(x,v)(k) differs from k (at most) in the binding for x,

which is now bound to v. For example, assuming that k = {x �→ a,y �→ b}, we

have that assign(x,b)(k) = {x �→ b,y �→ b}. �

Local search examines the merits of many moves from the current con-

figuration until one of those moves is chosen as the next configuration. The

configurations thus examined constitute the neighbourhood of the current con-

figuration:

Definition 2.20 (Neighbourhood) A neighbourhood function is a function:

n : K →P(K)

Given a configuration k, the set of configurations n(k) is called a neighbour-
hood of k, and each element thereof a neighbour of k. �

Example 2.21 Consider a set of variables X and a configuration k. The neigh-

bourhood function ASSIGN(X)(k) is defined by:

ASSIGN(X)(k)
def
= {assign(x,v) | x ∈ X ∧v ∈ D} (2.22)

Hence, the neighbourhood ASSIGN(X)(k) is the set of all possible assign
moves for the variables in X . For example, considering k = {x �→ a,y �→ b}
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and D = {a,b}, we have that:

ASSIGN({x,y})(k) =

{
assign(x,a)(k),assign(x,b)(k),

assign(y,a)(k),assign(y,b)(k)

}

= {assign(x,a)(k),assign(x,b)(k),assign(y,a)(k)}

= {k,{x �→ b,y �→ b},{x �→ a,y �→ a}} �

In constraint-based local search, penalties and variable conflicts are used

to navigate between configurations in the search space: these are estimates

on how much the constraints are violated respectively how much particular

variables contribute to those constraint violations. In the following we use

constraint measures as a collective term for penalties and variable conflicts

and start by giving the definition of penalty:

Definition 2.23 (Penalty) A penalty function of a constraint c is a function

penalty(c) : K → N

such that penalty(c)(k) = 0 if and only if k satisfies c, given a configuration k.

The penalty of c under k is penalty(c)(k). The penalty of 〈V,D,C〉 under k is

the sum:

∑
c∈C

penalty(c)(k)
�

Penalty functions are used to guide the local search algorithm towards promis-

ing regions in the search space and to determine whether or not a given con-

figuration is a solution. It is therefore very important that a penalty function

reflects the semantics of its constraint in a natural way. In this way the defi-

nition above is quite loose in the sense that many different penalty functions

of a given constraint comply with it – some of which do not guide the local

search algorithm particularly well. We discuss this more in Section 2.4 where

we compare different penalty functions of the AllDifferent(X) constraint and

see their impact on the local search algorithm on the previous page. One of

these penalty functions is given already in the following example:

Example 2.24 Consider the AllDifferent(X) constraint and assume that we

want its penalty to reflect the least number of variables that must change for

the constraint to be satisfied. We can define such a penalty function by:2

penalty(AllDifferent(X))(k)
def
= |X |− |{k(x) | x ∈ X}|

2Note that AllDifferent(X) comes also in a version with shifts, as seen on lines 10 and 11 in

Model 2.16 on page 16. To adapt the penalty function given here (as well as the variable-

conflict function presented in the next example) to accommodate such shifts is a simple task

that we leave to the reader.
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Assuming, for example, that k = {w �→ a,x �→ b,y �→ b,z �→ b} we have:

penalty(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(k) = 2

Indeed, at least two variables must be changed in order to satisfy the constraint.

For example, by changing the value of y to c and the value of z to d we obtain

a solution to the constraint. �

Our next measure is used to identify conflicting variables. These are vari-

ables that, if they are changed, may imply a penalty decrease. While this

measure is not crucial in a local search algorithm, using the measure may

drastically decrease the time necessary to find a solution, without making the

algorithm less effective. However, to introduce this measure, we must be

able to reason about the moves from a configuration where only a particular

variable may have changed. This is captured by the variable-specific neigh-
bourhood under a configuration:

Definition 2.25 The variable-specific neighbourhood of a variable x under a

configuration k is the set of all configurations that differ from k for at most x:

{� ∈ K | ∀y ∈ V : y �= x→ k(y) = �(y)} �

Having defined variable-specific neighbourhoods, we can now introduce

variable conflicts:

Definition 2.26 (Variable Conflict) Let penalty(c) be the penalty function of

a constraint c ∈ C. A variable-conflict function of c is a function

conflict(c) : V×K → N

such that, given a variable x and a configuration k: if conflict(c)(x,k) = 0 then

penalty(c)(k)≤ penalty(c)(�), for each configuration � in the variable-specific

neighbourhood of x under k. The variable conflict of x with respect to c and

penalty(c) under k is conflict(c)(x,k). The variable conflict of x with respect

to 〈V,D,C〉 and k is the sum:

∑
c∈C

conflict(c)(x,k)
�

Variable-conflict functions play an important role when it comes to making

the local search algorithm more efficient since they allow one to directly dis-

card many moves in a given neighbourhood that would not be considered any-

way. Similarly to penalty functions, it is therefore important that a variable-

conflict function reflects the semantics of the constraint in a natural way. How-

ever, a variable-conflict function should also take into account a particular

penalty function. We illustrate this by presenting a variable-conflict function

of the AllDifferent(X) constraint that estimates the amount of penalty decrease

possible by only changing the given variable with respect to the penalty func-

tion of AllDifferent(X) above:
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Example 2.27 Consider the penalty function of AllDifferent(X) on page 18

and assume that we want its variable conflicts to reflect the maximum penalty

decrease possible by only changing the given variable. We can define such a

variable-conflict function by:

conflict(AllDifferent(X))(x,k)
def
=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1, if x ∈ X and

|{y �= x ∈ X | k(x) = k(y)}| ≥ 1

0, otherwise

The conflict of the given variable is one if there exists another variable with

the same value, and zero otherwise. Indeed, the penalty of AllDifferent(X)
may be decreased by at most one by changing one variable. Considering the

configuration k = {w �→ a,x �→ b,y �→ b,z �→ b} once more, we have that:

conflict(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(w,k) = 0

conflict(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(x,k) = 1

conflict(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(y,k) = 1

conflict(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(z,k) = 1

This tells us that, to decrease the penalty of the constraint, we should change

any of the variables x, y and z, but not w: the variables x, y and z all take the

same values under k, while no other variable takes the value of w.

Given that the variable-conflict of w is zero, we should have that

penalty(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(k) ≤ penalty(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(�)

for each configuration � in the variable-specific neighbourhood of w under k.

Indeed, the variable-specific neighbourhood of w under k is the set of configu-

rations ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

k0 = k,

k1 = {w �→ b,x �→ b,y �→ b,z �→ b},

k2 = {w �→ c,x �→ b,y �→ b,z �→ b},

k3 = {w �→ d,x �→ b,y �→ b,z �→ b}

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

which implies that:

penalty(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(k0) = 2

penalty(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(k1) = 3

penalty(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(k2) = 2

penalty(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(k3) = 2 �

As for penalty functions, there are many different variable-conflict func-

tions of a given constraint – some of which do not perform well when used in

a local search algorithm. We discuss this more in Section 2.4 below.
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Note that even though we may construct different measures of a given con-

straint c, we usually consider penalty(c) and conflict(c) to be the constraint

measures of c, and we will use them as such, sometimes without giving their

definition. We only diverge from this in Section 2.4 where we give additional

measures for the AllDifferent(X) constraint.

Related Work

Localizer [MVH97, VHM00] is a modelling language to allow the definition

of local search algorithms in a high-level, declarative way. It introduced in-

variants to obtain efficient incremental algorithms. It also stressed the need for

globality by making explicit the global invariants distribute, dcount, and ele-
ment, which all have counterparts in terms of global constraints in constraint

programming.

A constraint-based local search approach to integer optimisation [WN88]

is taken in [Wal99]. The constraints are (hard and soft) inequalities over

integer variables and a constraint-directed local search algorithm similar to

WalkSAT [SKC94] is used to solve these constraints. We discuss this further

in Section 6.4.

A key component to the success of constraint programming is the notion of

global constraints. Early usages of global constraints in local search can, e.g.,

be found in [GH00, CD01, Nar01] where measures for such global constraints

are introduced.

Comet [MVH02, VHM05], by the creators of Localizer, is an object-oriented

language tailored for modelling and solving combinatorial problems. With

Comet, the concept of differentiable object was introduced, which is an ab-

straction that reconciles incremental computation and global constraints. A

differentiable object may for instance be queried to evaluate the effect of a

local move. Comet also introduced, among other things, abstractions for con-

trolling search [VHM03] and modelling using the combinators of constraint

programming, such as logical connectives and reification [VHML04].

An approach to the compositional design of global constraints for local

search is taken in [Boh04]. In that work, constraint measures and associated

(incremental) algorithms are obtained from a description of a global constraint

in terms of graph properties [Bel00].

To our knowledge, none of the approaches to constraint-based local search

above consider set variables and set constraints, which is the theme of this

thesis. It should be noted that both Localizer and Comet have set invariants
but these are not used as variables in constraints. The motivation that we

share with all approaches above is to achieve a more high-level design of local

search algorithms by the introduction of constraint programming techniques

and ideas. And this without sacrificing the speed that has made local search

so popular in tackling hard combinatorial problems.
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2.4 Natural and Balanced Constraint Measures

Natural constraint measures reflect the semantics of the constraints in a way

that a “more” violating configuration implies a higher measure value com-

pared to a “less” violating configuration. If this is not the case, then the local

search algorithm may not get enough guidance from the constraints. Balanced
constraint measures of different constraints are comparable to each other. If

this is not the case, then some of the constraints may be easier to satisfy than

others. Both of these properties are important and if the measures of the con-

straints in a problem do not respect them, a given local search algorithm may

perform poorly and, e.g., be guided to local minima.

We will now illustrate the meaning of natural and unnatural measures in the

light of the AllDifferent(X) constraint and the n-queens problem. While we

do this for the simplicity of the AllDifferent(X) constraint and the n-queens

problem, the ideas would be the same for other constraints and problems as

well.

Recall first the constraint measures of AllDifferent(X) that we gave on pages

18 and 20 respectively:

penalty(AllDifferent(X))(k)
def
= |X |− |{k(x) | x ∈ X}| (2.28)

conflict(AllDifferent(X))(x,k)
def
=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1, if x ∈ X and

|{y �= x ∈ X | k(x) = k(y)}| ≥ 1

0, otherwise

(2.29)

Recall also the values of these constraint measures under the configuration

k = {w �→ a,x �→ b,y �→ b,z �→ b}:

penalty(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(k) = 2

conflict(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(w,k) = 0

conflict(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(x,k) = 1

conflict(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(y,k) = 1

conflict(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(z,k) = 1

The value given by the penalty function (2.28) shows that the least number of

variables that must change to satisfy the constraint is two. Indeed, by, e.g.,

changing the value of y to c and the value of z to d we obtain a solution to the

constraint. The values given by the variable-conflict function (2.29) show that

those two variables must be two of x, y and z, since these variables all take

the same value under k, while the value of w under k is unique. If we change

any of x, y and z, the penalty given by (2.28) may decrease by one. With such

a decrease, we obtain feedback that the change brings us closer to a satisfied

constraint.
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Next, consider the following constraint measures:

penalty(AllDifferent(X))(k)
def
=

{
1, if ∃x �= y ∈ X : k(x) = k(y)

0, otherwise
(2.30)

conflict(AllDifferent(X))(x,k)
def
=⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
1, if x ∈ X and |{y �= x ∈ X | k(x) = k(y)}| = 1 and

|X |− |{k(x) | x ∈ X}|= 1

0, otherwise

(2.31)

Given a configuration k, the penalty of AllDifferent(X) is one if at least two

variables in X take the same value under k, and zero otherwise. Correspond-

ingly, the conflict of a variable x with respect to AllDifferent(X) under k is one

if x is one of exactly two variables in X that do not take unique values under

k, and zero otherwise.

Considering again the configuration k = {w �→ a,x �→ b,y �→ b,z �→ b} we

have that

penalty(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(k) = 1

and

conflict(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(w,k) = 0

conflict(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(x,k) = 0

conflict(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(y,k) = 0

conflict(AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}))(z,k) = 0

according to (2.30) and (2.31), respectively. The value given by (2.30) shows

that at least two variables in {w,x,y,z} take the same value under k (e.g.,

k(x) = b and k(y) = b). So at least one variable must be changed in order

to satisfy the constraint. However, we do not obtain any guidance on which

variable to change, since the values given by (2.31) do not identify any par-

ticular variables in {w,x,y,z} under k. Indeed, no matter what change we do

to any of the variables, the penalty given by (2.30) is still one. Hence, in this

case, we obtain no feedback from the penalty function.

Given these two pairs of constraint measures, we consider the former pair

to be natural since:

• The penalty function (2.28) provides information about the amount of
violation of the constraint.

• The variable-conflict function (2.29) always provides information about

the amount of penalty decrease possible by changing a particular vari-

able.
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We consider the latter pair to be unnatural since:

• The penalty function (2.30) only provides information whether or not
the constraint is violated: any violating configuration gives the same

penalty.

• The variable-conflict function (2.31) only provides useful information
when the constraint is almost satisfied, and not at all for most of the

violating configurations.

To illustrate the importance of natural measures, we will now use Model 2.16

and Algorithm 2.17 on pages 16 and 17, respectively. In this way, we present

results from running Algorithm 2.17 with natural respectively various unnat-

ural penalty functions of the AllDifferent(X) constraint. In order to obtain

different such unnatural constraint measures, we use the technique of measure
scaling: a technique that is more commonly used to obtain balanced measures
of different constraints. This means that, given a particular constraint mea-

sure, a scale function

σ : N→ N

is applied to all the values given by the measure. Assuming, for example,

that we use the natural (2.28) as the penalty function of the AllDifferent(X)
constraint, we can transform this penalty function into the unnatural (2.30) by

always applying the function σ defined by

σ|X |(p)
def
=

⌈
1

|X |
· p

⌉

to its result. Measure scaling is a generalisation of measure weighting where,

in the latter technique, the scale function σ is restricted to be of the form

σ(p)
def
= w · p for an integer constant w.

We display the results of running Algorithm 2.17 on Model 2.16 of the

n-queens problem in Table 2.32 on the facing page. Each row in the ta-

ble contains results for a particular instance n of the problem, where n is

the number of queens of the instance. The constraint measures used for the

AllDifferent(X) constraints in the model are (2.28) and (2.29). To obtain un-

natural versions of the penalty function (2.28), its given values are scaled by

the different scale functions on the topmost row of the table. For each such

scale function and each instance n, we give the number of successful runs out

of 50 in the columns marked S (where an instance is unsuccessful if it is not

solved within 100,000 iterations), and the average number of iterations (i.e.,

the number of times the loop in Algorithm 2.17 is executed) of the successful

runs in the columns marked I (where a dash means that none of the 50 runs

were successful). Viewing the numbers in the table, we clearly see deteri-

orating results even for the least unnatural penalty function (when the scale

function is σ4). Compared to the natural penalty function of AllDifferent(X)
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Table 2.32: Results on the n-queens problem when using different scale functions for

the penalty function (2.28) of the AllDifferent(X) constraints.

σ(p)
def
= p σ4(p)

def
=
⌈

4
5
· p
⌉

σ2(p)
def
=
⌈

2
5
· p
⌉

σ1(p)
def
=
⌈

1
5
· p
⌉

n S I S I S I S I

32 50 65 50 94 47 151 48 178

64 50 94 50 136 48 284 50 414

128 50 121 50 238 50 632 50 916

256 50 210 50 456 50 1277 50 2061

512 50 332 50 938 50 2821 50 4789

1024 50 585 50 2064 50 5983 50 10975

2048 50 1093 50 4499 50 13364 50 24038

4096 50 2087 50 8908 50 29268 50 54025

8192 50 4076 50 19541 50 66472 0 −

16384 50 8051 50 43575 0 − 0 −

(when the scale function is σ ) the average number of iterations is roughly four

times higher for n = 1024 and above. For the penalty functions when the scale

function is σ2 and σ1 respectively, we see even worse results. In particular,

the largest instance n = 16384 is unsuccessful in all 50 runs for both of these

penalty functions, and the instance n = 8192 is unsuccessful in all 50 runs

for the latter penalty function. We did not include any results for the penalty

function when the scale function is σ|X | above. These results are even worse

than those when the scale function is σ1.

So natural constraint measures are important in constraint-based local search

which may not perform well (or not at all) without them. In Chapter 3 we dis-

cuss this in the scope of set constraints, which is the theme of this thesis,

and give properties that natural set-constraint measures should respect in our

opinion. In the end of that chapter we also discuss related work concerning

constraint measures.

Having natural constraint measures is a good starting point for an efficient

constraint-based local search approach. However, a CSP model of a problem

may consist of many different constraints, and their natural measures may

not perform well when used together in a local search algorithm: we call

such constraint measures unbalanced since some tend to dominate the others

and guide the search to local minima. In these cases it may be possible to

use measure scaling (or measure weighting) to make the constraint measures

balanced. This is for example used in the Comet models of the progressive

party problem in [MVH02, VHM05].
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Model 2.34 A set-CSP model of Steiner triple systems.

1: csp STEINERTRIPLE(A)

2: n← |A|,m← n · n−1
6

3: variables

4: {T1, . . . ,Tm}
5: end variables

6: domain

7: P(A)
8: end domain

9: constraints

10: ∀1≤ i≤m : |Ti|= 3

11: ∀1≤ i < j ≤ m : |Ti∩Tj| ≤ 1

12: end constraints

13: end csp

2.5 Set Variables

The theme of this thesis is constraint-based local search on set variables. In

fact, we only consider CSPs where all variables are set variables, and such

CSPs are here called set-CSPs:

Definition 2.33 A set-CSP is a CSP 〈V,D,C〉 where the domain D is the

power set P(U) of a set of values U of some type, called the universe. �

Although U could itself contain set values we only consider (finite) uni-

verses of scalar values in this thesis. For example, the problem of finding

Steiner triple systems (see problem 44 of [GW99]) can be stated as follows:

Given a set A of n values, find n · n−1
6 subsets of A of size three

such that each distinct pair of values occur in at most one subset.

We give a set-CSP model of Steiner triple systems in Model 2.34. In the

model, the triples and their possible values are given on respectively the lines 4

and 7; the cardinality constraints for each triple are given on line 10; and the

occurrence constraints for each pair of values are given on line 11: indeed,

if a distinct pair of values occurred in more than one triple, the intersection

between at least two triples would be at least two.

Related Work

Set variables and set constraints were introduced in constraint programming

in the 1990s (e.g., [Pug92, Ger94, Pug96, Ger97, MM97]). These approaches

made it possible to use set variables in a complete search setting. Since the

domain in a set-CSP grows exponentially with the size of the universe U,

these complete search approaches usually approximate the domain by keeping

information only about its lower and upper bounds. This may have a negative
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impact on the amount of domain reduction possible during the search since

the reasoning can then only be performed on these bounds. To address this

problem, more recent works have been aimed at extending this approximation

with additional information (e.g., [AB00, SG04, GVH06]), or at representing

the complete domain in an efficient way (e.g., [HLS05]).

2.6 Incremental Algorithms for Constraint Measures

A local search algorithm may perform many moves and, for each move, a large

number of candidate moves may be evaluated in terms of their effect on the

penalty of the CSP. Due to this, the effort of evaluating each such move must

not be too high in terms of time (and space) requirements since, otherwise,

the performance of the local search algorithm may be very poor. To achieve

a low such effort, the evaluation of moves is usually done using incremental
algorithms.

Assume that penalty(c) and conflict(c) are the constraint measures of a con-

straint c as discussed in Section 2.3. Assume further that x ∈ vars(c) and that

k and � are configurations in K. The definition of an incremental algorithm for

these constraint measures is here rather loose. We consider such an incremen-

tal algorithm to consist of two parts: an initialise part and an update part, oper-

ating on a given data structure D(c). The data structure D(c) is used to main-

tain penalty(c) and conflict(c) and has (at least) the fields D(c).penalty (an in-

teger, initially zero) and D(c).conflict (an array of integers indexed by vars(c),
initially containing only zeros). Given this, after a call initialise(D(c))(k) we

must have that:

D(c).penalty = penalty(c)(k)

D(c).conflict[x] = conflict(c)(x,k)

Similarly, assuming that D(c).penalty = penalty(c)(k) and D(c).conflict[x] =
conflict(c)(x,k), after a call update(D(c))(k, �) we must have that:

D(c).penalty = penalty(c)(�)

D(c).conflict[x] = conflict(c)(x, �)

Example 2.35 Recall the measures of the AllDifferent(X) constraint given in

Examples 2.24 and 2.27:

penalty(AllDifferent(X))(k)
def
= |X |− |{k(x) | x ∈ X}|

conflict(AllDifferent(X))(x,k)
def
=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1, if x ∈ X and

|{y �= x ∈ X | k(x) = k(y)}| ≥ 1

0, otherwise
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Given these measures, the corresponding data structure D(AllDifferent(X))
(denoted D for short) also consists of the array fields D.count (an array of

integers) and D.vars (an array of variable sets), indexed by the values in the

domain D. Now, with respect to any configuration k ∈ K, variable x ∈ X , and

value u ∈D, the fields in D must have values such that:

• D.count[u] is the number of variables in X that are equal to u under k.

• D.vars[u] is the set of variables in X that are equal to u under k. Hence:

D.count[u] = |D.vars[u]|

• D.penalty = ∑
u∈D

max{D.count[u]−1,0}

• D.conflict[x] =

{
1, if D.count[k(x)] > 1

0, otherwise

Given a configuration k, the initialisation is performed as follows. Starting

from D such that D.penalty is zero, D.conflict and D.count contain only zeros,

and D.vars contains only empty sets:

1. For each variable x in X : increase D.count[k(x)] by one (this can be

performed in Θ(1) time).

2. For each variable x in X : add x to D.vars[k(x)] (this can be performed in

O(log |X |) time, since it means inserting one element into a set of size at

most |X |−1).

3. For each value u in D:

(a) Increase D.penalty by max{D.count[u]− 1,0} (this can be per-

formed in Θ(1) time).

(b) If D.count[u] > 1: set D.conflict[x] to one, for each variable x in

D.vars[u] (this can be performed in O(|X |) time, since it may mean

iterating over a set of size at most |X |).

By summing the worst-case time complexities of these steps, the worst-case

amortised time complexity of the initialisation above is:

O(|X |+ |X | · log|X |+ |D|+ |X |)

= O(|X | · log |X |+ |D|)

For example, consider the configuration k = {w �→ a,x �→ b,y �→ b,z �→ b}
and assume that D = {a,b,c,d}. After the call initialise(D)(k) we have that

D.count = [1,3,0,0]

D.vars = [{w},{x,y,z}, /0, /0]
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assuming that D.vars is indexed by a, b, c, and d, in that order. Consequently

we then have that:

D.penalty = 0+ 2+ 0+ 0 = 2

D.conflict[w] = 0

D.conflict[x] = 1

D.conflict[y] = 1

D.conflict[z] = 1

These values are the same as given by the corresponding constraint measures

of AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}) under k.

We next consider updating the data structure D with respect to a move of the

form assign(x,v)(k). Given a call update(D)(k,assign(x,v)(k)), the updates

are performed as follows:

1. Decrease D.count[k(x)] by one (this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

2. Remove x from D.vars[k(x)] (this can be performed in O(log |X |) time,

since it means removing one element from a set of size at most |X |).

3. If D.count[k(x)] > 0: decrease D.penalty by one and set D.conflict[x] to

zero (this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

4. If D.vars[k(x)] contains only one variable y: set D.conflict[y] to zero

(this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

5. Increase D.count[v] by one (this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

6. Add x to D.vars[v] (this can be performed in O(log |X |) time, since it

means adding one element to a set of size at most |X |−1).

7. If D.count[v] > 1: increase D.penalty by one and set D.conflict[x] to one

(this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

8. If D.vars[v] contains exactly two variables x and y: set D.conflict[y] to

one (this operation can be performed in Θ(1) time).

By summing the worst-case time complexities of these steps, the worst-case

time complexity of the update above is:

O(2 · (1+ log |X |+ 1+ 1))

= O(log |X |)

For example, assume that the configuration k = {w �→ a,x �→ b,y �→ b,z �→ b}
above is changed into its neighbour assign(x,c)(k), i.e., x is changed from b to

c. To update incrementally D by a call update(D)(k,assign(x,c)(k)), we must

do the following:
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• Decrease D.count[b] by one.

• Remove x from D.vars[b].

• Since D.vars[b] is not empty, decrease D.penalty by one to one, and set

D.conflict[x] to zero.

• Increase D.count[c] by one.

• Add x to D.vars[c].

After these changes we have that

D.count = [1,2,1,0]

D.vars = [{w},{y,z},{x}, /0]

D.penalty = 1

D.conflict[w] = 0

D.conflict[x] = 0

D.conflict[y] = 1

D.conflict[z] = 1

These values are the same as given by the corresponding constraint measures

of AllDifferent({w,x,y,z}) under �. �

Related Work

Coming up with the data structure D and designing the two parts initialise(D)
and update(D) of an incremental algorithm can be time-consuming and error-

prone tasks. Hence, an underlying layer that provides support for these tasks

would be useful. One such layer is the concept of invariants [Pai86]. With

invariants, one can state equalities of the form:

I = f (x1, . . . ,xn)

The value of variable I is then automatically maintained (using finite differ-

encing [PK82]) during program execution to equal the value of f (x1, . . . ,xn),
even if any of x1, . . . ,xn is changed. While we list the usage of invariants as

future work in Chapter 8, invariants are already used in local search settings,

since both Localizer [VHM00] and Comet [VHM05] have such a layer.
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3. Set Constraints in Local Search

We introduce the move and neighbourhood functions for set vari-
ables that we use in the thesis. We then present a scheme for de-
signing natural and balanced measures for set constraints before
we end the chapter by discussing related work.

3.1 Moves and Neighbourhoods for Set Variables

Recall from Section 2.3 that a move function maps configurations to config-

urations. We there saw a general example of the assign move function. Con-

trasting this, the following example lists move functions that are specific to

set variables:

Example 3.1 Given two set variables S and T and a configuration k, we define

the following move functions for set-CSPs:

• add(S,v) adds v to S: add(S,v)(k)
def
= k⊕{S �→ k(S)∪{v}}

• drop(S,u) drops u from S: drop(S,u)
def
= k⊕{S �→ k(S)\{u}}

• flip(S,u,v) replaces u in S by v:

flip(S,u,v)(k)
def
= k⊕{S �→ (k(S)\{u})∪{v}}

• transfer(S,u,T ) transfers u from S to T :

transfer(S,u,T )(k)
def
= k⊕{S �→ k(S)\{u},T �→ k(T )∪{u}}

• swap(S,u,v,T ) swaps u of S with v of T :

swap(S,u,v,T )(k)
def
= k⊕

{
S �→ (k(S)\{u})∪{v},

T �→ (k(T )\{v})∪{u}

}

For ease of presentation, the feasibility condition

u ∈ k(S)∧u ∈ k(T )∧v ∈ k(S)∧v ∈ k(T )

is always implicit above. �
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For each of these move functions (and as for the assign move function in

Section 2.3), we have corresponding neighbourhood functions, mapping con-

figurations to sets of configurations, specific to set variables. We list these in

the next example:

Example 3.2 Given sets X and Y of set variables and a configuration k, we

define the following neighbourhood functions for set-CSPs:

• ADD(X) returns the set of all add moves with respect to X :

ADD(X)(k)
def
= {add(S,v)(k) | S ∈ X ∧v ∈ k(S)}

• DROP(X) returns the set of all drop moves with respect to X :

DROP(X)(k)
def
= {drop(S,u)(k) | S ∈ X ∧u ∈ k(S)}

• FLIP(X) returns the set of all flip moves with respect to X :

FLIP(X)(k)
def
= {flip(S,u,v)(k) | S ∈ X ∧u ∈ k(S)∧v ∈ k(S)}

• TRANSFER(X ,Y ) returns the set of all transfer moves between X and

Y :

TRANSFER(X ,Y )(k)
def
=

{
transfer(S,u,T )(k)

∣∣∣∣∣ S ∈ X ∧T ∈Y ∧S �= T

∧u ∈ k(S)∧u ∈ k(T )

}

• SWAP(X ,Y ) returns the set of all swap moves between X and Y :

SWAP(X ,Y )(k)
def
={

swap(S,u,v,T )(k)

∣∣∣∣∣ S ∈ X ∧T ∈ Y ∧S �= T ∧u ∈ k(S)

∧v ∈ k(S)∧v ∈ k(T )∧u ∈ k(T )

}

Consider the set variables in {S,T} and assume that U = {a,b}. Given a con-

figuration k such that k(S) = {a} and k(T ) = /0, we have:

ADD({S,T})(k) = {add(S,b)(k),add(T,a)(k),add(T,b)(k)}

=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
{S �→ {a,b},T �→ /0},

{S �→ {a},T �→ {a}},

{S �→ {a},T �→ {b}}

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭

DROP({S,T})(k) = {drop(S,a)(k)}

= {{S �→ /0,T �→ /0}}

FLIP({S,T})(k) = {flip(S,a,b)(k)}

= {{S �→ {b},T �→ /0}}

TRANSFER({S,T},{S,T})(k) = {transfer(S,a,T )(k)}

= {{S �→ /0,T �→ {a}}}

SWAP({S,T},{S,T})(k) = /0 �
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Given this, we are now able to define combinatorial problems as set-CSPs

and to move between configurations in their search spaces using the move and

neighbourhood functions just given. In Chapters 4 and 5 we will present mea-

sures for some set constraints. Before we do that however, we next propose a

scheme for defining natural and balanced such measures.

3.2 Natural and Balanced Measures for Set Constraints

In Section 2.4 we stressed the importance of natural and balanced constraint

measures. We will here present a scheme for defining such measures for set

constraints. To be able to reason about the amount of violation of a constraint

under a given configuration, we consider move functions that transform a vio-

lating configuration into a satisfying one, and come up with a length measure

for such move functions. This involves viewing the move functions as com-

positions of atomic move functions, i.e., move functions that (only) add/drop

one value to/from a set variable, as defined next:

Definition 3.3 (Atomic Move) An atomic move function is a move function

of the form add(S,v) or drop(S,u). Given an atomic move function m and a

configuration k, the configuration m(k) is called an atomic move of k. �

Any number of atomic move functions may be composed into one move

function. We use the number of atomic move functions as the length of such

a compound move function:

Definition 3.4 (Compound Move) Given atomic move functions m1, . . . ,mn,

where each variable-and-value pair (S,u) is used in at most one atomic move

function mi, the move function

M
def
= m1 ◦ · · · ◦mn

is a compound move function. The length of a compound move function is the

number of atomic moves in its composition. �

A compound move function is unique up to ordering:

Proposition 3.5 Consider a compound move function m1 ◦ · · · ◦mn and any

permutation σ : 1 . . .n→ 1 . . .n. Then

(m1 ◦ · · · ◦mn)(k) = (mσ(1) ◦ · · · ◦mσ(n))(k)

given any configuration k ∈ K.

Proof. Given a configuration k ∈K and two compound move functions mi ◦mj

and mj ◦mi, such that i �= j, we have that (mi ◦mj)(k) = (mj ◦mi)(k). This is a

direct consequence of the definition of function composition and the fact that
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the variable-and-value pair represented by mi is different from the variable-

and-value pair represented by mj by Definition 3.4 of compound move. The

result now follows directly since any permutation in the symmetric group Sn

can be written as a product of transpositions [Her75]. �

Example 3.6 Considering the move functions given in Example 3.1:

• The lengths of add(S,v) and drop(S,u) are both one, since they are

atomic move functions.

• The length of flip(S,u,v) is two, if we define it by the compound move

function:

flip(S,u,v)
def
= add(S,v)◦drop(S,u)

• The length of transfer(S,u,T ) is two, if we define it by the compound

move function:

transfer(S,u,T )
def
= add(T,u)◦drop(S,u)

• The length of swap(S,u,v,T ) is four, if we define it by the compound

move function:

swap(S,u,v,T )
def
= add(T,u)◦drop(T,v)◦add(S,v)◦drop(S,u) �

Note that to state theoretical results, we also consider the compound move

function of length zero: the identity function id.

Natural and Balanced Penalty Functions

We consider a natural and balanced penalty function of a set constraint to cap-

ture the length of a shortest compound move function that transforms the given

configuration into one that satisfies the constraint. Such penalty functions are

here called ideal penalty functions:

Definition 3.7 (Ideal Penalty) The ideal penalty function of a set constraint c
is a function

idealPenalty(c) : K → N

such that idealPenalty(c)(k) is the length of a shortest compound move func-

tion M such that M(k) satisfies c, given a configuration k. The ideal penalty of

c under k is idealPenalty(c)(k). �

In other words, the ideal penalty of a constraint is the size of a smallest set

of values that must be added to or dropped from any set variable to transform

the current configuration into one that satisfies the constraint.
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Example 3.8 The penalty function of S ⊂ T defined by

penalty(S ⊂ T )(k)
def
= |k(S)\ k(T )|+

{
1, if k(T )⊆ k(S)

0, otherwise

gives ideal penalties. Consider k = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ /0}, for example. We then

have:

penalty(S ⊂ T )(k) = 2+ 1 = 3

A shortest compound move function M1 such that M1(k) satisfies S ⊂ T is:

M1
def
= add(T,a)◦drop(S,b)◦drop(S,a)

Indeed M1(k) = {S �→ /0,T �→ {a}} is a solution to S⊂ T and there is no shorter

such compound move function. Hence, the ideal penalty of S⊂ T under k is

idealPenalty(S⊂ T )(k) = 3

which is the same value as obtained by penalty(S ⊂ T ) above. Another com-

pound move function M2 such that M2(k) satisfies S⊂ T is:

M2
def
= add(T,c)◦add(T,b)◦add(T,a)

Indeed M2(k) = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ {a,b,c}} is also a solution to S⊂ T . Hence,

such shortest compound move functions need not be unique. In Appendix A.7

we prove that the penalty function of S ⊂ T above always gives ideal penal-

ties. �

The ideal penalty function of any constraint is itself a penalty function:

Proposition 3.9 If c is a set constraint, then idealPenalty(c) is a penalty func-

tion.

Proof. Considering a configuration k, we must (by Definition 2.23 on page 18)

show that:

(i) idealPenalty(c)(k) ≥ 0

(ii) idealPenalty(c)(k) = 0 if and only if k satisfies c

Case (i) is immediate since the length of a compound move function is never

negative. Considering case (ii), we have that idealPenalty(c)(k) = 0 if and only

if the length of a shortest compound move function M such that M(k) satisfies

c is zero if and only if M = id if and only if k satisfies c. �
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Natural and Balanced Variable-Conflict Functions

We consider a natural and balanced variable-conflict function of a constraint

to capture the maximum possible penalty decrease of the constraint by only

changing the value of the given variable under the given configuration. Such

variable-conflict functions are here called ideal variable-conflict functions:

Definition 3.10 (Ideal Variable Conflict) Let penalty(c) be a penalty func-

tion of a constraint c and let L be the variable-specific neighbourhood of a

variable x under a configuration k. The ideal variable-conflict function of c
with respect to penalty(c) is a function

idealConflict(c) : V×K → N

such that:

idealConflict(c)(x,k)
def
= max{penalty(c)(k)−penalty(c)(�) | � ∈L }

The ideal variable conflict of x with respect to c and k is idealConflict(c)(x,k).�

Example 3.11 The variable-conflict function of S⊂ T defined by

conflict(S⊂ T )(R,k)
def
=⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
|k(S)\ k(T )|+

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1, if R = S and /0 �= k(T )⊆ k(S)

1, if R = T and k(T )⊆ k(S) �= U

0, otherwise

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ , if R = S or R = T

0, otherwise

gives ideal variable conflicts. Consider k = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ /0} and assume

that U = {a,b,c}, for example. We then have:

conflict(S ⊂ T )(S,k) = 2+ 0 = 2

Indeed, given the compound move function only affecting S

M = drop(S,b)◦drop(S,a)

we have that penalty(S ⊂ T )(M(k)) = 1, and we cannot decrease the penalty

of S⊂ T further by only changing S.

The penalty of S⊂ T under each of the configurations

�1 = {S �→ /0,T �→ /0}

�2 = {S �→ {a},T �→ /0}

�3 = {S �→ {b},T �→ /0}

�4 = {S �→ {c},T �→ /0}

�5 = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ /0}

�6 = {S �→ {a,c},T �→ /0}

�7 = {S �→ {b,c},T �→ /0}

�8 = {S �→ {a,b,c},T �→ /0}
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in the variable-specific neighbourhood of S under k are respectively:

penalty(S⊂ T )(�1) = 1

penalty(S⊂ T )(�2) = 2

penalty(S⊂ T )(�3) = 2

penalty(S⊂ T )(�4) = 2

penalty(S⊂ T )(�5) = 3

penalty(S⊂ T )(�6) = 3

penalty(S⊂ T )(�7) = 3

penalty(S⊂ T )(�8) = 4

So the ideal variable conflict of S with respect to S⊂ T and k is

idealConflict(S ⊂ T )(S,k) =

max{penalty(S⊂ T )(k)−penalty(S⊂ T )(�i) | 1≤ i≤ 8}= 3−1 = 2

which is the same value as obtained by conflict(S⊂ T ) above. In Appendix A.7

we prove that the variable-conflict function of S⊂ T above always gives ideal

variable conflicts. �

The ideal variable-conflict function of any constraint is itself a variable-

conflict function:

Proposition 3.12 If c is a constraint, then idealConflict(c) is a variable-conflict

function.

Proof. Considering a variable x and a configuration k, we must (by Defini-

tion 2.26 on page 19) show that:

(i) idealConflict(c)(x,k) ≥ 0

(ii) If idealConflict(c)(x,k) = 0, then the penalty of c under any config-

uration in the variable-specific neighbourhood of x under k is at least

penalty(c)(k).

Let L be the variable-specific neighbourhood of x under k and consider first (i).

There exists at least one configuration � ∈L (namely � = k) such that:

penalty(c)(k)−penalty(c)(�) = 0

So the maximum difference between the penalty of c under k and any configu-

ration in L is at least zero.

Consider now (ii) and assume that idealConflict(c)(x,k) = 0. We then have

that the maximum difference between the penalty of c under k and any config-

uration in L is 0. So there is no � ∈L such that the penalty of c under � is

less than penalty(c)(k). �
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A variable-conflict function of a constraint which is equal to the corre-

sponding penalty function gives ideal variable conflicts if the constraint is

always satisfiable by (only) changing any of its variables:

Proposition 3.13 Consider a constraint c and let penalty(c) and conflict(c) be

its measures. Assume that:

(i) For all x∈ vars(c) and k ∈K: there exists a configuration in the variable-

specific neighbourhood of x under k that satisfies c.

(ii) For all x ∈ vars(c) and k ∈ K: conflict(c)(x,k) = penalty(c)(k).

(iii) penalty(c) is a penalty function in accordance with Definition 2.23.

Then conflict(c) gives ideal variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a variable x ∈ vars(c) and a configuration k ∈ K, we must show

that:

conflict(c)(x,k) = idealConflict(c)(x,k)

Let L be the variable-specific neighbourhood of x under k:

idealConflict(c)(x,k)

= max{penalty(c)(k)−penalty(c)(�) | � ∈L }

(by Definition 3.10 of ideal variable conflict)

= penalty(c)(k)−penalty(c)(�)

(picking some � ∈L that maximises this expression)

Given that � maximises penalty(c)(k)− penalty(c)(�) above we must have

that � minimises penalty(c)(�) since penalty(c)(k) is constant. By assump-

tion (i) there exists a configuration �′ in L that satisfies c. Since penalty(c)
is a penalty function by assumption (iii), we have that penalty(c)(�′) = 0 by

Definition 2.23 of penalty. Hence, since � minimises penalty(c)(�) we must

have that penalty(c)(�) = 0 as well, since the penalty can never be negative,

and we obtain:

idealConflict(c)(x,k)

= penalty(c)(k)−penalty(c)(�)

= penalty(c)(k)−0 (by the reasoning above)

= conflict(c)(x,k) (by (ii)) �

We finally show that if a variable is not in the variable sequence of a given

constraint, then the ideal conflict of that variable is always zero:

Proposition 3.14 Consider a variable x and a constraint c. If x /∈ vars(c) then

idealConflict(c)(x,k) = 0, for all configurations k ∈ K.
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Proof. Consider a configuration k and let L be the variable-specific neigh-

bourhood of x under k. If x /∈ vars(c) we have that

∀� ∈L : penalty(c)(k) = penalty(c)(�)

since the bindings for all variables in vars(c) do not change from k to �. Hence,

we have that

∀� ∈L : penalty(c)(k)−penalty(c)(�) = 0

which implies that:

idealConflict(c)(x,k)

= max{penalty(c)(k)−penalty(c)(�) | � ∈L }

= 0 �

3.3 Related Work

There are several constraint measure schemes available for scalar constraints.

In a local search context, the aim of the penalty measures in [GH98, GH00] is

to measure the least number of variables that must change in order to satisfy

the corresponding constraints.1 This is achieved for some but not all of the

given (global) constraints. In addition to this, measure weighting is used in

order to balance different constraints in the applications presented.

Measures are used also in constraint programming in the soft-constraints

area. The work in [PRB01] formalises the penalty scheme proposed in [GH98,

GH00] of measuring the least number of variables that must change and de-

notes it variable-based violation measure. Another general penalty measure

is also proposed in the same paper, where the violated (binary) edge con-

straints in the primal graph of a constraint are used to determine the penalty.

This penalty measure is denoted primal-graph-based violation measure. An-

other name for this penalty measure is decomposition-based violation mea-
sure. These measures are later refined in [BP04] into refined variable-based
violation measure and graph-properties-based violation measure. The latter

measure is based on the work on describing (global) constraints in terms of

their graph properties [Bel00]. The same paper also introduces object-based
violation measure which is targeted at more application-directed constraints,

such as scheduling constraints.

Once again in a local search context, the work in [Boh04] also consid-

ers penalty measures of (global) constraints in terms of the graph properties

of [Bel00]. In that work, the descriptions of the constraints are additionally

1This is the aim also of the penalty function of AllDifferent(X) given in Example 2.24 on

page 18.
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used to obtain incremental measure maintenance algorithms for the described

constraints.

The penalty measures in Comet [VHM05] are based on, e.g., the variable-

based and decomposition-based violation measures as described above, a value-
based violation measure, or combinations of these measures. In addition,

Comet can also make use of (dynamically updated) measure weights.

As we have seen above, there are many constraint measure schemes avail-

able for scalar constraints. This contrasts with our approach where we use

only one such constraint measure scheme. Although we have not yet seen a

need for other constraint measure schemes for set constraints, future applica-

tions may motivate this. For example, in Section 8.2 we discuss a possible

extension to the measure scheme for set constraints presented here. This ex-

tension is based on including also the flip, transfer, and swap move functions

in a compound move function.
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4. Built-in Set Constraints

We start by presenting a set-CSP model of the progressive party
problem. We then discuss the constraints in this model in terms
of their measures (penalty and variable-conflict functions). This
includes discussing whether or not the chosen measures give ideal
values, as well as discussing their implementation in our local
search framework. After this we end the chapter by discussing
related work. Note that, for completeness, we also list all built-in
set constraints of the thesis in Appendix A.

4.1 A set-CSP Model of a Combinatorial Problem

The progressive party problem is about timetabling a party at a yacht club

(see, e.g., [SBHW96, GH98, Wal99, MVH02, Boh04, VHM05] and problem

13 of [GW99]) and is stated as follows:

Given a set of boats and their crews, construct a schedule where
the crews of certain boats (the guest boats) party at the other boats
(the host boats) over a number of periods such that: the crew of a
guest boat parties at some host boat in each period (i); the spare
capacity of a host boat is never exceeded (ii); the crew of a guest
boat visits a particular host boat at most once (iii); and the crews
of any pair of different guest boats meet at most once (iv).

A set-CSP model of the progressive party problem is shown in Model 4.1

on the following page. Following the usual approach where certain boats are

designated as host boats and the rest of the boats are designated as guest boats,

the arguments to this model are

• a set of host boats H;

• a set of guest boats G;

• a function capacity : H→N designating the maximum number of guests

that a given host boat can accommodate, i.e., the spare capacity of the

host boat;

• a function size : G→N designating the size of the crew of a given guest

boat; and
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Model 4.1 A set-CSP model of the progressive party problem.

1: csp PARTY(H,G,capacity,size,P)

2: variables

3: {Shp | h ∈ H∧ p ∈ P}
4: end variables

5: domain

6: P(G)
7: end domain

8: constraints

9: ∀p ∈ P : Partition({Shp | h ∈ H})
10: ∀h ∈ H : ∀p ∈ P : MaxWeightedSum(Shp,size,capacity(h))
11: ∀h ∈ H : AllDisjoint({Shp | p ∈ P})
12: MaxIntersect({Shp | h ∈H∧ p ∈ P},1)
13: end constraints

14: end csp

• a set of periods P over which the schedule is to be constructed.

In the model, the value of a set variable Shp denotes the set of guest boats

whose crews party at host boat h in period p (lines 3 and 6). The constraints

are then modelled as follows (lines 9 to 12):

(i) The Partition(X) constraint is satisfied under a configuration k if and

only if all set variables in X are disjoint under k and their union equals

the common universe U. Hence, since the universe in the progressive

party problem is the set of all guest boats G, a Partition(X) constraint

on all set variables X of each period across all host boats ensures that

the crews of all guest boats party at some boat in each period (line 9).

(ii) The MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) constraint is satisfied under a configu-

ration k if and only if the sum of applying the weight function w :

U → N to all values in k(S) is at most m ∈ N. Hence, a constraint

MaxWeightedSum(Shp,size,capacity(h)) on each set variable Shp en-

sures that the spare capacity of each host boat is never exceeded (line 10).

(iii) The AllDisjoint(X) constraint is satisfied under a configuration k if and

only if all set variables in X are disjoint under k. Hence, a constraint

AllDisjoint(X) on all set variables X of each host boat across all periods

ensures that the crew of a guest boat visits each host boat at most once

(line 11).

(iv) The MaxIntersect(X ,m) constraint is satisfied under a configuration k
if and only if each pair of distinct set variables in X have at most

m ∈ N common elements under k. Hence, a MaxIntersect(X ,1) con-

straint on all set variables in the model ensures that no two different
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crews meet on the same host boat more than once (line 12). Note

that MaxIntersect(X ,0) is equivalent to AllDisjoint(X). We still keep

AllDisjoint(X) as a separate constraint however, and discuss this further

in Section 4.4.

We will now discuss in detail the three constraints used in (ii), (iii), and (iv)

above. The one used in (i) is very similar to the one in (iii) and its presen-

tation is therefore postponed to Appendix A.1 This includes presenting the

chosen measure definitions, whether or not they give ideal values, as well as

discussing their implementation in our local search framework. Note that

additional set constraints are used in Chapter 7 to model additional combi-

natorial problems. Those constraints are presented in detail in Appendix A,

where also the ones discussed in this chapter are repeated for completeness.

Recall that we want our constraint measures to be natural and balanced
(see Section 2.4). Recall also that we use the length of compound move func-
tions to reflect the necessary properties of natural and balanced measures for

set constraints, and that such measures are here called ideal measures (see

Section 3.2).

4.2 MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m)

Definition

Given a set variable S, a weight function w : U→N, and a non-negative integer

m, the constraint MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) is satisfied under a configuration

k if and only if the weighted sum with respect to w of all values in S under k
is at most m, i.e., if and only if:2

∑
u∈k(S)

w(u)≤ m

Measures

We can define ideal penalty and variable-conflict functions of the constraint

MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) by

penalty(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k)
def
=

min

{
|A|

∣∣∣∣∣ A⊆ k(S)∧ ∑
u∈k(S)\A

w(u)≤ m

}
(4.2)

1Note that Partition(X) is equivalent to the conjunction of AllDisjoint(X) and Union(X) where

the latter constraint, which is also presented in Appendix A, is satisfied under a configuration k
if and only if the union of all variables in X equals the common universe U.
2Allowing negative values in range(w) is considered future work.
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and:

conflict(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(R,k)
def
={

penalty(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k), if R = S

0, otherwise
(4.3)

This means that the penalty of MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) (as well as the vari-

able conflict of S with respect to MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m)) is equal to the

size of the smallest set of values that must be dropped from S such that the

weighted sum of the remaining values is at most m.

Example 4.4 Consider the configuration k = {S �→ {a,b,c}} and assume that

w = {a �→ 2,b �→ 1,c �→ 3}. The penalty of MaxWeightedSum(S,w,3) (as well

as the variable conflict of S with respect to MaxWeightedSum(S,w,3)) under k
is:

penalty(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,3))(k) =

min{|{c}|, |{a,b}|, |{a,c}|, |{b,c}|, |{a,b,c}|} = 1

Indeed, considering the (compound) move function of length one

M
def
= drop(S,c)

we have that M(k) = {S �→ {a,b}} satisfies MaxWeightedSum(S,w,3), and we

show below that there is no shorter such compound move function (by proving

that (4.2) gives ideal penalties). �

Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition 4.5 The penalty function (4.2) of MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) gives

ideal penalties in accordance with Definition 3.7.

Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

α︷ ︸︸ ︷
penalty(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k) =

idealPenalty(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
β

Let A be a smallest subset of k(S) such that

∑
u∈k(S)\A

w(u)≤m
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and let M be a shortest compound move function such that M(k) satisfies

MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m). So α is equal to the size of A and β is equal to

the length of M.

We first show that α ≤ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume that

α > β . There are no add moves in the compound move function M since we

do not allow negative values in the range of w, which means that an add move

can never decrease the weighted sum. Hence M must be of the form:

drop(S,u1)◦ · · · ◦drop(S,uβ )

So we may obtain a solution to MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) by dropping the

values in B = {u1, . . . ,uβ} from k(S). But then A is not the smallest subset of

k(S) such that

∑
u∈k(S)\A

w(u)≤m

since |B|< |A| and

∑
u∈k(S)\B

w(u)≤m

as well. So the assumption must be false and α ≤ β .

We now show that α ≥ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume that

α < β . Then A = {u1, . . . ,uα} such that a compound move function of the

form

drop(S,u1)◦ · · · ◦drop(S,uα )

applied to k satisfies MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m). But then M cannot be a short-

est compound move function such that M(k) satisfies MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m),
since the compound move function above is shorter. So the assumption must

be false and α ≥ β . �

Proposition 4.6 The variable-conflict function (4.3) of

MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m)

gives ideal variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a variable R and a configuration k ∈ K, we must show that:

conflict(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(R,k) =

idealConflict(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(R,k)

The result follows directly from (4.3) and Proposition 3.14 when R �= S. As-

suming that R = S, the result follows from Proposition 3.13 since:

(i) For all k ∈ K: there exists a configuration in the variable-specific neigh-

bourhood of R under k that satisfies MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) (e.g.,

{S �→ U, . . .}).
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(ii) For all k ∈ K:

penalty(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k) =

conflict(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(S,k)

(by (4.2) and (4.3)).

(iii) penalty(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m)) is a penalty function by Proposi-

tions 4.5 and 3.9. �

4.3 AllDisjoint(X)

Definition

Given a set X of set variables, the constraint AllDisjoint(X) is satisfied under

a configuration k if and only if all variables in X are disjoint under k, i.e., if

and only if:

∀S �= T ∈ X : k(S)∩ k(T ) = /0

Note that this constraint is equivalent to MaxIntersect(X ,0). We keep the

constraint AllDisjoint(X) separate however, since we currently do not have

ideal measures of the MaxIntersect(X ,m) constraint. We discuss this further

in Section 4.4 below.

Measures

When we present the constraint measures of AllDisjoint(X) below, we con-

sider all sets to be multisets.3 Given two multisets A and B where u occurs a
times in A and b times in B:

• u occurs a+ b times in A�B.

• u occurs max{a,b} times in A∪B.

• u occurs min{a,b} times in A∩B.

• u occurs max{0,a−b} times in A\B.

• A ⊆ B if and only if the number of occurrences of any value in A is at

most the number of occurrences of that value in B.

• |A| is the number of elements in A where duplicates are counted.

3Note that a set is just a multiset where each universe value occurs at most once and that the

value k(S) of a set variable S under a configuration k never contains multiple occurrences of any

such universe value.
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This is an extension of the definitions in [Knu97] where the first three cases

are given. Note that they agree with the classical definitions for sets when

each value occurs at most once in A and at most once in B.

We can define an ideal penalty function of AllDisjoint(X) by:

penalty(AllDisjoint(X))(k)
def
=

∣∣∣∣∣⊎
S∈X

k(S)\
⋃

S∈X

k(S)

∣∣∣∣∣ (4.7)

This means that the penalty of AllDisjoint(X) equals the size of the (multi)set

of values that must be dropped from the variables in X to make them all dis-

joint.

Example 4.8 The penalty of AllDisjoint({R,S,T}) under the configuration

k = {R �→ {a,b,c},S �→ {a,d},T �→ {b,c}}

is:

penalty(AllDisjoint({R,S,T}))(k) =

|{a,a,b,b,c,c,d}\{a,b,c,d}| = |{a,b,c}| = 3

Indeed, considering the compound move function of length three

M
def
= drop(T,c)◦drop(R,a)◦drop(R,b)

we have that

M(k) = {R �→ {c},S �→ {a,d},T �→ {b}}

satisfies AllDisjoint({R,S,T}), and we show below that there is no shorter

such compound move function (by proving that (4.7) gives ideal penalties). �

We can define an ideal variable-conflict function of AllDisjoint(X) by:

conflict(AllDisjoint(X))(S,k)
def
=⎧⎨

⎩
∣∣∣∣k(S)∩

( ⊎
T∈X

k(T )\
⋃

T∈X
k(T )

)∣∣∣∣ , if S ∈ X

0, otherwise

(4.9)

This means that the conflict of a variable S ∈ X with respect to Partition(X)
is equal to the size of the intersection of S and the (multi)set of values that

must be dropped to make all variables in X disjoint (these values can then be

dropped from S).

Example 4.10 The variable conflicts of R, S, and T with respect to the con-

straint AllDisjoint({R,S,T}) under

k = {R �→ {a,b,c},S �→ {a,d},T �→ {b,c}}
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are respectively:

conflict(AllDisjoint({R,S,T}))(R,k) = |{a,b,c}∩{a,b,c}| = 3

conflict(AllDisjoint({R,S,T}))(S,k) = |{a,d}∩{a,b,c}| = 1

conflict(AllDisjoint({R,S,T}))(T,k) = |{b,c}∩{a,b,c}| = 2

Indeed, considering the compound move functions

MR = drop(R,c)◦drop(R,b)◦drop(R,a)

MS = drop(S,a)

MT = drop(T,c)◦drop(T,b)

we have that:

penalty(AllDisjoint({R,S,T}))(MR(k)) = 0

penalty(AllDisjoint({R,S,T}))(MS(k)) = 2

penalty(AllDisjoint({R,S,T}))(MT (k)) = 1

So by changing R we may decrease the penalty by three to zero, by changing

S we may decrease the penalty by one to two, and by changing T we may

decrease the penalty by two to one. �

Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition 4.11 The penalty function (4.7) of AllDisjoint(X) gives ideal penal-

ties in accordance with Definition 3.7.

Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

α︷ ︸︸ ︷
penalty(AllDisjoint(X))(k) =

β︷ ︸︸ ︷
idealPenalty(AllDisjoint(X))(k)

Let A be the multiset such that

A =
⊎

S∈X

k(S)\
⋃

S∈X

k(S)

and let M be a shortest compound move function such that M(k) satisfies

AllDisjoint(X). So α is equal to the size of A and β is equal to the length

of M.

We first show that α ≤ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume

that α > β . There are no add moves in the compound move function M since

an add move can never decrease the size of the intersection between two set

variables. Hence M must be of the form

drop(S1,u1)◦ · · · ◦drop(Sβ ,uβ )
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where {S1, . . . ,Sβ} ⊆ X . So we may obtain a solution to AllDisjoint(X) by

dropping the values in the multiset B = {u1, . . . ,uβ} from the variables in X .

But all values in A must be dropped in order to satisfy AllDisjoint(X) since,

otherwise, at least one value will still be in more than one variable in X . Hence,

after dropping the values in B, there must be at least one value in A that was

not dropped yet. So the assumption must be false and α ≤ β .

We now show that α ≥ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume that

α < β . Then A = {u1, . . . ,uα} such that a compound move function of the

form

drop(S1,u1)◦ · · · ◦drop(Sα ,uα)

applied to k satisfies AllDisjoint(X). But then M cannot be a shortest com-

pound move function such that M(k) satisfies AllDisjoint(X). So the assump-

tion must be false and α ≥ β . �

Proposition 4.12 The variable-conflict function (4.9) of AllDisjoint(X) gives

ideal variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a variable S and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(AllDisjoint(X))(S,k) = idealConflict(AllDisjoint(X))(S,k)

The result follows directly from (4.9) and Proposition 3.14 when S /∈ X . As-

sume that S ∈ X and let L be the variable-specific neighbourhood of S under

k. We have that:

idealConflict(AllDisjoint(X))(S,k)

= max{penalty(AllDisjoint(X))(k)−penalty(AllDisjoint(X))(�) | � ∈L }

(by Definition 3.10 of ideal variable conflict)

= penalty(AllDisjoint(X))(k)−penalty(AllDisjoint(X))(�)

(picking some � ∈L that maximises this expression)

=

∣∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

k(T )\
⋃

T∈X

k(T )

∣∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

�(T )\
⋃

T∈X

�(T )

∣∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
α

(by (4.7))

To develop α above further, without loss of generality, we can assume the

following about the picked configuration �:

(i) �(S)⊆ k(S) since:

• If u ∈ �(S) and u /∈ k(S) such that u ∈ k(T ) for some T ∈ X , then

α above is not maximised by �, since α under the configuration

�⊕{S �→ �(S)\{u}} is then larger than α under �.

• If u ∈ �(S) and u /∈ k(S) such that u /∈ k(T ) for all T ∈ X , then α

above under the configuration �⊕{S �→ �(S)\{u}} is equal to α

under �.
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(ii) If u∈ k(S) and u /∈ �(S), then there exists at least one variable T ∈X \{S}
such that u ∈ k(T ), since if there is no such variable T , then α above

under the configuration �⊕{S �→ �(S)∪{u}} is equal to α under �.

(iii) If u ∈ k(S) and u ∈ �(S), then there exists no variable T ∈ X \{S} such

that u ∈ k(T ), since if there is such a variable T , then α above is not

maximised by �, since α under the configuration �⊕{S �→ �(S)\{u}} is

then larger than α under �.

Given this we have that:

idealConflict(AllDisjoint(X))(S,k)

=

∣∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

k(T )\
⋃

T∈X

k(T )

∣∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

�(T )\
⋃

T∈X

�(T )

∣∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
α∣∣∣∣ ⊎

T∈X
k(T )

∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
T∈X

k(T )

∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

�(T )

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
T∈X

�(T )

∣∣∣∣(
since

⋃
T∈X

k(T )⊆
⊎

T∈X
k(T ) and

⋃
T∈X

�(T )⊆
⊎

T∈X
�(T )

)
=

∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

k(T )

∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
T∈X

k(T )

∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

�(T )

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
T∈X

k(T )

∣∣∣∣
(by (i) and (ii) above and since only S changed in � compared to k)

=

∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

k(T )

∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

�(T )

∣∣∣∣ (by cancelling terms)

=

∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

k(T )\
⊎

T∈X
�(T )

∣∣∣∣
⎛
⎝since

⊎
T∈X

�(T )⊆
⊎

T∈X
k(T ) by (i) above and

since only S changed in � compared to k

⎞
⎠

= |k(S)\ �(S)| (since only S changed in � compared to k)

Now, to see that |k(S) \ �(S)| = conflict(AllDisjoint(X))(S,k) it is enough to

show that ∣∣∣∣∣k(S)\ �(S)

∣∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

= k(S)∩

(⊎
T∈X

k(T )\
⋃

T∈X

k(T )

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

by (4.9) and since S ∈ X .

We first show that A ⊆ B. Let u ∈ B and assume that u /∈ A. Since u ∈ B
implies that u ∈ k(S) we must have that u ∈ �(S). By (iii) above we then have

that there is no other variable T ∈ X \{S} such that u ∈ k(T ). But then u /∈ B
so the assumption must be false and hence u ∈ A.

We now show that B⊆ A. Let u ∈ A and assume that u /∈ B. Since u ∈ A we

have that u∈ k(S) and u /∈ �(S). By (ii) above we then have that there is at least

one variable T ∈ X \{S} such that u ∈ k(T ). But then u ∈ B so the assumption

must be false and hence u ∈ B. �
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4.4 MaxIntersect(X ,m)

Definition

Given a set X = {S1, . . . ,Sn} of set variables, the constraint MaxIntersect(X ,m)
is satisfied under a configuration k if and only if the intersection between any

pair of distinct variables in X contains at most m ∈N elements under k, i.e., if

and only if:

∀S �= T ∈ X : |k(S)∩ k(T )| ≤m

Note that this means that MaxIntersect(X ,0) is equivalent to AllDisjoint(X).
We keep the AllDisjoint(X) constraint of Section 4.3 for this special case how-

ever, since the penalty function of MaxIntersect(X ,m) below does not give

ideal values for all m.

Measures

Coming up with an ideal penalty function for MaxIntersect(X ,m) is a delicate

task. The following penalty function, for example, may give non-ideal values:

penalty(MaxIntersect({S1, . . . ,Sn},m))(k)
def
=

∑
1≤i< j≤n

max(|k(Si)∩ k(Sj)|−m,0) (4.13)

This means that the penalty of MaxIntersect(X ,m) equals the number of ex-

cess elements with respect to m in the intersection between any pair of distinct

variables (these elements must then be dropped from some of those variables).

Example 4.14 The penalty of MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1) under the config-

uration

k = {S1 �→ {a,b,c},S2 �→ {b,c,d},S3 �→ {a,c,d}}

is:

penalty(MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1))(k)

= max{|{b,c}|−1,0}+ max{|{a,c}|−1,0}+ max{|c,d|−1,0}

= 1+ 1+ 1

= 3

Indeed, considering the compound move function of length three

M1
def
= drop(S3,c)◦drop(S2,b)◦drop(S1,a)

we have that

M1(k) = {S1 �→ {b,c},S2 �→ {c,d},S3 �→ {a,d}}

satisfies MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1).
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However, the ideal penalty of MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1) under k is two.

Considering the compound move function

M2
def
= drop(S2,c)◦drop(S1,c)

(which is only of length two) we also have that

M2(k) = {S1 �→ {a,b},S2 �→ {b,d},S3 �→ {a,c,d}}

satisfies MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1). So penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m)) is not

an ideal penalty function as it sometimes overestimates the ideal penalty. It

is still an open question whether or not it may also underestimate the ideal

penalty although we believe that this is not the case. �

Even though (4.13) is not an ideal penalty function, it is possible to define an

ideal variable-conflict function of MaxIntersect(X ,m). Recall that a variable-

conflict function is always defined in the context of a particular penalty func-

tion, which is here the non-ideal (4.13):

conflict(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(S,k)
def
=⎧⎨

⎩ ∑
T∈X\{S}

max(|k(S)∩ k(T )|−m,0), if S ∈ X

0, otherwise
(4.15)

This means that the conflict of a variable S ∈ X with respect to the constraint

MaxIntersect(X ,m) is equal to the number of excess values in the intersec-

tion between S and any other variable in X . Note that this variable-conflict

function is defined with respect to the non-ideal penalty function (4.13) above

and, hence, may not give ideal values with respect to another (ideal) penalty

function of MaxIntersect(X ,m).

Example 4.16 The variable conflicts of S1, S2, and S3 with respect to the con-

straint MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1) under

k = {S1 �→ {a,b,c},S2 �→ {b,c,d},S3 �→ {a,c,d}}

are respectively:

conflict(MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1)(S1,k)

= max{|{b,c}|−1,0}+ max{|{a,c}|−1,0}

= 2

conflict(MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1)(S2,k)

= max{|{b,c}|−1,0}+ max{|{c,d}|−1,0}

= 2

conflict(MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1)(S3,k)

= max{|{a,c}|−1,0}+ max{|{c,d}|−1,0}

= 2
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Indeed, considering the compound move functions

MS1

def
= drop(S1,b)◦drop(S1,a)

MS2

def
= drop(S2,c)◦drop(S2,b)

MS3

def
= drop(S3,d)◦drop(S3,c)

we have that:

penalty(MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1))(MS1
(k)) = 1

penalty(MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1))(MS2
(k)) = 1

penalty(MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1))(MS3
(k)) = 1

So by changing any variable we may decrease the penalty by two. �

Measure Properties

Since (4.13) is not an ideal penalty function of MaxIntersect(X ,m), see Ex-

ample 4.14 above, we can only show that it is a penalty function:

Proposition 4.17 The function (4.13) is a penalty function of the constraint

MaxIntersect(X ,m) in accordance with Definition 2.23.

Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

(i) penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(k)≥ 0

(ii) penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(k) = 0 ⇔ k satisfies MaxIntersect(X ,m)

Case (i) follows directly from (4.13). Consider now case (ii):

penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(k) = 0

⇔∀S �= T ∈ X : max{|k(S)∩ k(T )|−m,0}= 0 (by (4.13))

⇔∀S �= T ∈ X : |k(S)∩ k(T )|−m≤ 0 (by definition of max)

⇔∀S �= T ∈ X : |k(S)∩ k(T )| ≤ m

⇔k satisfies MaxIntersect(X ,m)

(by definition of MaxIntersect(X ,m)) �

The variable-conflict function of MaxIntersect(X ,m) gives ideal values with

respect to the non-ideal penalty function (4.13):

Proposition 4.18 The variable-conflict function (4.15) of MaxIntersect(X ,m)
gives ideal variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a variable S and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(S,k) =

idealConflict(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(S,k)
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The result follows directly from (4.15) and Proposition 3.14 when S /∈ X . As-

sume that S = Sh ∈X , let L be the variable-specific neighbourhood of Sh under

k, and let excess(i, j,k) denote the number of excess values in the intersection

between Si and Sj under k:

excess(i, j,k)
def
= max{|k(Si)∩ k(Sj)|−m,0}

We have that:

idealConflict(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(Sh,k)

= max

{
penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(k)−

penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(�)

∣∣∣∣∣� ∈L

}
(by Definition 3.10 of ideal variable conflict)

= penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(k)−penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(�)

(picking some � ∈L that maximises this expression)

= ∑
i< j∈1...n

excess(i, j,k)− ∑
i< j∈1...n

excess(i, j, �) (by (4.13))

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

α︷ ︸︸ ︷
∑

i< j∈1...n\{h}

excess(i, j,k)+

∑
i∈1...(h−1)

excess(i,h,k)+ ∑
j∈(h+1)...n

excess(h, j,k)

−
β︷ ︸︸ ︷

∑
i< j∈1...n\{h}

excess(i, j, �)−(
∑

i∈1...(h−1)
excess(i,h, �)+ ∑

j∈(h+1)...n
excess(h, j, �)

)

(by splitting the two sums with respect to Sh)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

γ︷ ︸︸ ︷
∑

i∈1...(h−1)

excess(i,h,k)+ ∑
j∈(h+1)...n

excess(h, j,k)−(
∑

i∈1...(h−1)

excess(i,h, �)+ ∑
j∈(h+1)...n

excess(h, j, �)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

δ

(since α = β when only Sh is changed in k compared to �)

Given that � maximises γ− δ above we must have that � minimises δ since γ

is constant. Since δ is the number of excess values between Sh and all other

variables in X , it can never be negative. However, since � minimises δ , and
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since the excess values between Sh and any other variable is always zero under

the configuration {Sh �→ /0, . . .} ∈L , we must have that δ = 0. This implies

that

idealConflict(MaxIntersect(X))(Sh,k)

= ∑
i∈1...(h−1)

excess(i,h,k)+ ∑
j∈(h+1)...n

excess(h, j,k)

= ∑
i∈1...(h−1)

max{|k(Si)∩ k(Sh)|−m,0}+ ∑
j∈(h+1)...n

max{|k(Sh)∩ k(Sj)|−m,0}

= ∑
T∈X\{Sh}

max{|k(Sh)∩ k(T)|−m,0} (by combining the two sums)

and the result follows by (4.15). �

Note that this set constraint is the only built-in set constraint in the thesis

for which we have not been able (despite our efforts) to construct a search-free

ideal penalty function: it is still an open question whether the ideal penalty of

MaxIntersect(X ,m) can be computed in polynomial time. See our [ÅFP05b,

Section 3.3] for further discussion about this constraint, including a discussion

on the lower bound of its ideal penalty.

4.5 Implementation

The constraint measures of each set constraint in our local search framework

have algorithms for initialising and incrementally updating their constraint

measures. We will now sketch the ideas of how this is implemented with

respect to the three set constraints in this chapter. For each such set constraint,

we follow the ideas in Section 2.6, where we gave an example based on the

(scalar) AllDifferent(X) constraint.

Implementation sketch for MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m)

Given the measures of MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) presented in Section 4.2

above, the data structure D(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m)) (denoted D here for

short) also consists of the fields D.belowSum (an integer), D.belowValues (a

set of values), and D.overflowValues (a set of values).

With respect to any configuration k ∈ K, the fields in D must have values

such that:

• D.belowSum is the weighted sum of the elements in the largest subset

of k(S) such that their weighted sum is at most the given maximum m.

• D.belowValues is the actual subset of k(S) discussed above.

• D.overflowValues is the set of other elements in k(S):

D.overflowValues = k(S)\D.belowValues
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• D.penalty = |D.overflowValues|

• D.conflict[S] = D.penalty

Note that the conflict of S is equal to the penalty since S is the only variable

of the constraint. (See Section 4.2 for more details.)

Given a configuration k, the initialisation is performed as follows. Starting

from D such that D.penalty, D.conflict[S] and D.belowSum are zero, and such

that D.belowValues and D.overflowValues are empty:

1. For each value u in k(S):

(a) Insert u in D.belowValues (this can be performed in O(log |k(S)|)
time, since it means inserting one element in a set of size at most

|k(S)|−1).

(b) Increase D.belowSum with w(u) (this can be performed in Θ(1)
time).

2. Until D.belowSum ≤ m:

(a) Remove a maximum weight element u from D.belowValues (this

can be performed in O(log |k(S)|) time, since it means finding and

removing one element from a set of size at most |k(S)|).

(b) Decrease D.belowSum by w(u) (this can be performed in Θ(1)
time).

(c) Increase D.penalty and D.conflict[S] by one (this can be performed

in Θ(1) time).

(d) Add u to D.overflowValues (this can be performed in O(log |k(S)|)
time, since it means adding one element to a set of size at most

|k(S)|−1).

By summing the worst-case time complexities of these steps, the worst-case

time complexity of the initialisation above is:

O(|k(S)| · (log |k(S)|+ 1)+ |k(S)| · (log |k(S)|+ 1+ 1+ log |k(S)|))

= O(|k(S)| · log |k(S)|)

Example 4.19 Consider the configuration k = {S �→ {a,b,c}}, assume that

w = {a �→ 2,b �→ 1,c �→ 3}, and that m = 3. After the call initialise(D)(k) we

have that

D.belowSum = 2

D.belowValues = {a,b}

D.overflowValues = {c}
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and consequently that:

D.penalty = |{c}| = 1

D.conflict[S] = D.penalty = 1

These values are the same as given by the corresponding measures of the con-

straint MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) under k. �

We next consider updating the data structure D. Note that we only consider

updates with respect to atomic move functions as defined in Section 3.2, i.e.,

with respect to move functions of the form add(S,v) and drop(S,u). Whenever

a more complicated move is performed, the updates are made sequentially in

terms of the corresponding atomic moves.

Given a call update(D)(k,add(S,v)(k)), we must perform the following up-

dates to D:

1. Update D.belowValues and D.overflowValues as follows:

(a) If D.belowSum + w(v) ≤ m then add v to D.belowValues (this can

be performed in O(log |k(S)|) time).

(b) Otherwise, if w(v) is less than the largest weighted value w(u), if

any, in D.belowValues then replace u by v in D.belowValues, and

add u to D.overflowValues (this can be performed in O(log |k(S)|)
time).

(c) Otherwise, add v to D.overflowValues (this can be performed in

O(log |k(S)|) time).

2. Update the values of D.belowSum, D.penalty, and D.conflict[S] accord-

ing to the changes above (this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

By summing the worst-case time complexities of these steps, the worst-case

time complexity of the update above is:

O(log |k(S)|+ 1)

= O(log |k(S)|)

Given a call update(D)(k,drop(S,u)(k)), we must perform the following

updates to D:

1. Update D.belowValues and D.overflowValues as follows:

(a) If u is in D.overflowValues then remove u from D.overflowValues
(this can be performed in O(log |k(S)|) time).

(b) Otherwise, if D.belowSum−w(u)+ w(v) ≤ m, where v is a mini-

mum weight element in D.overflowValues, then replace u by v in

D.belowValues and remove v from D.overflowValues (this can be

performed in O(log |k(S)|) time).
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(c) Otherwise, remove u from D.belowValues (this operation can be

performed in O(log |k(S)|) time).

2. Update the values of D.belowSum, D.penalty, and D.conflict[S] accord-

ing to the changes above (this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

By summing the worst-case time complexities of these steps, the worst-case

time complexity of the update above is:

O(log |k(S)|+ 1)

= O(log |k(S)|)

Example 4.20 Consider again the configuration

k = {S �→ {a,b,c}},

the weight function w = {a �→ 2,b �→ 1,c �→ 3}, the constant m = 3, and assume

that the call initialise(D)(k) has been made. Given the call

update(D)(k,drop(S,c)(k)),

the following changes to D are made:

• c is removed from D.overflowValues.

• D.penalty and D.conflict[S] are decreased by one to zero.

These new values of D.penalty and D.conflict are the same as given by the cor-

responding constraint measures of MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) under the move

drop(S,c)(k) = {S �→ {a,b}}. �

Implementation sketch for AllDisjoint(X)

Given the measures of AllDisjoint(X) presented in Section 4.3 above, the data

structure D(AllDisjoint(X)) (denoted D here for short) also consists of the

array fields D.count (an array of integers) and D.sets (an array of sets of set

variables), indexed by the values in the universe U.

With respect to any configuration k∈K, set variable S∈ X , and value u∈U,

the fields in D must have values such that:

• D.count[u] is the number of set variables in X that contain u ∈ U under

k.

• D.sets[u] is the set of set variables in X that contain u ∈ U under k:

D.count[u] = |D.sets[u]|

• D.penalty = ∑
u∈U

max{D.count[u]−1,0}

• D.conflict[S] = ∑
u∈k(S)

{
1, if D.count[u] > 1

0, otherwise

}
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Given a configuration k, the initialisation is performed as follows. Starting

from D such that D.penalty is zero, D.conflict and D.count contain only zeros,

and D.sets contains only empty sets:

1. For each set variable S in X and each element u in k(S):

(a) Increase D.count[u] by one (this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

(b) Add S to D.sets[u] (this can be performed in O(log |X |) time, since

it means adding one element to a set of size at most |X |−1).

2. For each element u in U, if D.count[u] > 1:

(a) Increase D.penalty by D.count[u]− 1 (this can be performed in

Θ(1) time).

(b) Increase D.conflict[S] by one, for each S ∈ D.sets[u] (this can be

performed in O(|X |) time, since it means iterating over a set of

size at most |X |).

By summing the worst-case time complexities of these steps, the worst-case

time complexity of the initialisation above is:

O(|X | · |U| · (1+ log |X |)+ |U| · (1+ |X |))

= O(|U| · |X | · log |X |)

Example 4.21 Consider the configuration k = {R �→ {a,b,c},S �→ {a,d},T �→
{b,c}} and assume that U = {a,b,c,d}. After the call initialise(D)(k) we have

that

D.count = [2,2,2,1]

D.sets = [{R,S},{R,T},{R,T},{S}]

assuming that D.count and D.sets are indexed by a, b, c, and d, in that order.

Consequently we have that:

D.penalty = 1+ 1+ 1+ 0 = 3

D.conflict[R] = 1+ 1+ 1 = 3

D.conflict[S] = 1+ 0 = 1

D.conflict[T ] = 1+ 1 = 2

These values are the same as given by the corresponding measures of the con-

straint AllDisjoint(X) under k. �

We next consider updating the data structure D with respect to moves of the

form add(S,v)(k) or drop(S,u)(k).
Given a call update(D)(k,add(S,v)(k)), we must perform the following up-

dates to D:
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1. Increase D.count[v] (this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

2. Add S to D.sets[v] (this can be performed in O(log |X |) time).

3. If D.count[v] was increased to at least two, then increase D.penalty by

one (this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

4. If D.count[v] was increased to two, then increase both D.conflict[S] and

D.conflict[T ] by one, where T is the other element in D.sets[v] (this can

be performed in Θ(1) time).

By summing the worst-case time complexities of these steps, the worst-case

time complexity of the update above is:

O(1+ log |X |+ 1+ 1)

= O(log |X |)

Given a call update(D)(k,drop(S,u)(k)), we must perform the following

updates to D:

1. Decrease D.count[u] (this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

2. Remove S from D.sets[u] (this can be performed in O(log |X |) time).

3. If D.count[u] was decreased to at least one, then decrease D.penalty by

one (this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

4. If D.count[u] was decreased to one, then decrease D.conflict[S] and

D.conflict[T ] by one, where T is the only remaining element in D.sets[u]
(this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

By summing the worst-case time complexities of these steps, the worst-case

time complexity of the update above is:

O(1+ log |X |+ 1+ 1)

= O(log |X |)

Example 4.22 Consider again the configuration

k = {R �→ {a,b,c},S �→ {a,d},T �→ {b,c}},

assume that U = {a,b,c,d}, and that the call initialise(D)(k) has been made.

Given the call update(D)(k,add(T,d)(k)), the following changes to D are

made:

• D.count[d] is increased by one to two and T is added to D.sets[d].

• D.penalty is increased by one to four.
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• D.conflict[S] and D.conflict[T ] are increased by one to two and three,

respectively.

These new values of D.penalty and D.conflict are the same as given by the

corresponding measures of AllDisjoint(X) under:

add(T,d)(k) = {R �→ {a,b,c},S �→ {a,d},T �→ {b,c,d}} �

Implementation sketch for MaxIntersect(X ,m)

Given the measures of MaxIntersect({S1, . . . ,Sn},m) presented in Section 4.4

above, the data structure D(MaxIntersect({S1, . . . ,Sn},m)) (denoted D here

for short) also consists of the fields D.sets (an array of sets of set variables

indexed by U) and D.excess (an array of integers indexed by pairs of dis-

tinct set variables in {S1, . . . ,Sn}). Note that by abuse of notation we write

D.excess[Si,Sj] instead of D.excess[(Si,Sj)]. Also, we use D.excess[Si,Sj] and

D.excess[Sj,Si] to denote the same element in the array.

With respect to any configuration k ∈ K, set variable S ∈ {S1, . . . ,Sn}, and

value u ∈ U, the fields in D must have values such that:

• D.sets[u] is the set of set variables in {S1, . . . ,Sn} that contain u ∈ U

under k.

• D.excess[Si,Sj] is the number of excess elements with respect to m in the

intersection between Si and Sj, for 1≤ i < j≤ n. Note that this value is

negative whenever the intersection between Si and Sj has strictly fewer

than m elements.

• D.penalty = ∑
1≤i< j≤n

max{D.excess[Si,Sj],0}

• D.conflict[S] = ∑
T∈{S1,...,Sn}\{S}

max{D.excess[S,T ],0}

Given a configuration k, the initialisation is performed as follows. Starting

from D such that D.penalty is zero, D.conflict and D.excess contain only zeros,

and D.sets contains only empty sets:

1. For each set variable S in X and each element u in k(S):

(a) Add S to D.sets[u] (this can be performed in O(log |X |) time, since

it means adding one element to a set of size at most |X |−1).

2. For each pair of variables Si and Sj, where 1≤ i < j ≤ n:

(a) Set the value D.excess[Si,Sj] to |k(Si)∩k(Sj)|−m (this can be per-

formed in O(|k(Si)|+ |k(Sj)|) time, since calculating the size of

the intersection is linear in the size of the smallest set).
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(b) If D.excess[Si,Sj] > 0:

i. Increase D.penalty by D.excess[Si,Sj]
(this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

ii. Increase D.conflict[Si] by D.excess[Si,Sj]
(this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

iii. Increase D.conflict[Sj] by D.excess[Si,Sj]
(this can be performed in Θ(1) time).

By summing the worst-case time complexities of these steps, the worst-case

time complexity of the initialisation above is:

O(|X | · |U| · log |X |+ |X |2 · (|U|+ 1))

= O(|X |2 · |U|)

Example 4.23 Consider the configuration

k = {S1 �→ {a,b,c},S2 �→ {b,c,d},S3 �→ {d}},

assume that m = 1, and that U = {a,b,c,d}. After the call initialise(D)(k) we

have that

D.sets = [{S1},{S1,S2},{S1,S2},{S2,S3}]

assuming that D.count is indexed by a, b, c, and d, in that order. We also have

that

D.excess = [1,−1,0]

assuming that D.excess is indexed by (S1,S2), (S1,S3), and (S2,S3), in that

order. Consequently we have that:

D.penalty = 1+ 0+ 0 = 1

D.conflict[S1] = 1+ 0 = 1

D.conflict[S2] = 1+ 0 = 1

D.conflict[S3] = 0+ 0 = 0

These values are the same as given by the corresponding measures of the con-

straint MaxIntersect(X ,1) under k. �

We next consider updating the data structure D with respect to moves of the

form add(S,v)(k) or drop(S,u)(k).
Given a call update(D)(k,add(S,v)(k)), we must perform the following up-

dates to D:

• For each T ∈D.sets[v]:

– Increase D.excess[S,T ] by one (this can be performed in Θ(1)
time).
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– If D.excess[S,T ] was increased to at least one, then increase each

of D.penalty, D.conflict[S], and D.conflict[T ] by one (this can be

performed in Θ(1) time).

• Add S to D.sets[v] (this can be performed in O(log |X |) time, since it

means adding one element to a set of size at most |X |−1).

By summing the worst-case time complexities of these steps, the worst-case

time complexity of the update above is:

O(|X | · (1+ 1)+ log |X |)

= O(|X |)

Given a call update(D)(k,drop(S,u)(k)), we must perform the following

updates to D:

• Remove S from D.sets[u] (this can be performed in O(log |X |) time,

since it means finding and removing one element from a set of size at

most |X |).

• For each T ∈D.sets[u]:

– Decrease D.excess[S,T ] by one (this can be performed in Θ(1)
time).

– If D.excess[S,T ] was decreased to at least zero, then decrease each

of D.penalty, D.conflict[S], and D.conflict[T ] by one (this can be

performed in Θ(1) time).

By summing the worst-case time complexities of these steps, the worst-case

time complexity of the update above is:

O(log |X |+ |X | · (1+ 1))

= O(|X |)

Example 4.24 Consider again the configuration

k = {S1 �→ {a,b,c},S2 �→ {b,c,d},S3 �→ {d}},

assume that m = 1, that U = {a,b,c,d}, and that the call initialise(D)(k) has

been made. Given the call update(D)(k,add(S3,b)(k)), the following changes

to D are made:

• D.excess[S1,S3] is increased by one to zero.

• D.excess[S2,S3] is increased by one to one:

– D.penalty is increased by one to two.
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– D.conflict[S2] and D.conflict[S3] are increased by one to two and

one, respectively.

• S3 is added to D.sets[b].

These new values of D.penalty and D.conflict are the same as given by the

corresponding measures of MaxIntersect(X ,m) under add(S3,b)(k) = {S1 �→
{a,b,c},S2 �→ {b,c,d},S3 �→ {b,d}}. �

4.6 Related Work

All set constraints in this chapter (as well as those in Appendix A) have

counterparts in constraint programming (see, e.g., [Pug96, Ger97, MM97,

AB00, SG01, BHHW04, LL04, HLS05]). While in our local search setting

we discuss a (set) constraint in terms of its constraint measures and (incre-

mental) maintenance algorithms, in that complete search setting one must de-

cide (at least) what levels of consistency are feasible in practice, and how

these consistency levels can be enforced in terms of filtering algorithms. See,

e.g., [Wal03, BHHW04] for a discussion on these issues for some set con-

straints.
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5. Generic Set Constraints

We discuss the need for declarative modelling of set constraints.
Towards this we present the usage of monadic existential second-
order logic for modelling set constraints. To use such modelled
set constraints in our local search framework, we present penalty
and variable-conflict functions for constraints in this language
and prove properties about these constraint measures. We then
present algorithms for the incremental maintenance of such con-
straint measures between configurations, and discuss the worst-
case space and time complexities of these algorithms. We finally
discuss issues that may arise when modelling set constraints in
the monadic existential second-order logic and a possible exten-
sion to the logic that could resolve some of these issues, before we
end the chapter by discussing related work.

5.1 A Missing Constraint?

In the previous chapter we saw a number of built-in set constraints. We call

them built-in since, for each constraint, we must provide customised penalty

and variable-conflict functions as well as incremental algorithms for maintain-

ing these constraint measures between configurations. The advantage of this

approach is that we can often construct ideal constraint measures as well as

implement efficient (incremental) algorithms for calculating and maintaining

those measures. The disadvantage of this approach is that whenever a user

needs a new constraint for a particular problem, he or she must construct its

constraint measures and incremental algorithms.

Example 5.1 Assume that the set constraint diffByTwo(S,T ) is crucial for be-

ing able to solve a given problem in our local search framework. This con-

straint is satisfied under a configuration k if and only if k(S) and k(T ) are

different with respect to at least two values. So diffByTwo(S,T ) is, e.g., sat-

isfied under the configuration {S �→ {a,b,c},T �→ {b,c,d}} but not under the

configuration {S �→ {a,b,c},T �→ {b,c}}. To introduce this constraint in our

local search framework, we can define the constraint measures

penalty(diffByTwo(S,T ))(k)
def
= max{0,2−|S	T |}
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and

conflict(diffByTwo(S,T ))(R,k)
def
={

penalty(diffByTwo(S,T ))(k), if R = S or R = T

0, otherwise

which, e.g., give the values

penalty(diffByTwo(S,T ))(k) = 1

conflict(diffByTwo(S,T ))(S,k) = 1

conflict(diffByTwo(S,T ))(T,k) = 1

under the configuration k = {S �→ {a,b,c},T �→ {b,c}}. Indeed, either of, e.g.,

the compound move functions add(S,d) or add(T,d) of length one applied to k
satisfies the constraint, and there is no shorter such compound move function.

Besides coming up with the constraint measures above we must also imple-

ment (incremental) algorithms for calculating and maintaining them: tasks that

(even though this is a simple constraint) could turn out to be too hard or too

time consuming for a regular user. �

In cases such as the above, would it not be nice to be able to give a declara-

tive model of the necessary constraint, and to obtain automatically constraint

measures and incremental algorithms for calculating and maintaining these

measures given the modelled version? This would give the user an upper

bound on the performance of the constraint within a CSP, before deciding

whether it is worth building it in. In the rest of this chapter we present a

scheme that realises this, where we use monadic existential second-order logic

to model set constraints. The benefits are at least threefold:

• Penalty and variable-conflict functions need only be defined once for

any constraint modelled in the language.

• Incremental algorithms for initialising and maintaining these two mea-

sures need only be implemented once.

• Perhaps most importantly: users who lack the necessary knowledge or

the time to add new built-in constraints may use this modelling option

instead.

5.2 Monadic Existential Second-Order Logic

The Backus-Naur Form (BNF) of our used language is shown in Figure 5.2 on

the next page. A constraint in this language, which we refer to by ∃MSO, is

of the form ∃S1 · · ·∃Snφ , i.e., a sequence of existentially quantified monadic
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〈∃MSO〉 ::= ∃ 〈S〉 (〈∃MSO〉 | 〈FORMULA〉)

〈FORMULA〉 ::= (〈FORMULA〉)

| (∀ | ∃)〈x〉 〈FORMULA〉

| 〈FORMULA〉 (∧ | ∨ | ↔ | →) 〈FORMULA〉

| ¬ 〈FORMULA〉

| 〈x〉 (< | ≤ | = | �= | ≥ | >) 〈y〉

| 〈x〉 (∈ | /∈) 〈S〉

Figure 5.2: BNF grammar of ∃MSO where terminal symbols are underlined. The non-

terminal symbol 〈S〉 denotes an identifier for a bound set variable S such that S ⊆ U

while the non-terminal symbols 〈x〉 and 〈y〉 denote identifiers for bound first-order

variables x and y such that x,y ∈ U.

second-order variables (set variables), ranging over the power set of the uni-

verse U, and constrained by a logical formula φ . Given this, we note the

following:

• When we define the penalty and variable-conflict functions of ∃MSO

constraints, we will not consider the logical connectives↔, →, and ¬.

This is just a matter of simplification and does not pose any limitations

on the expressive power of the language: any formula using these con-

nectives may be transformed into an equivalent formula without them,

in a way shown below.

• We only consider finite models and the restriction to a monadic logic

implies that there are no nested set values.

• Our intended usage of ∃MSO is to model set constraints that can be ex-

pressed by reasoning with the values of the universe (constraints such

as S⊂ T , R∩S = T , and S �= T , for example). Although it is possible to

model, e.g., arithmetic constraints in ∃MSO this would be very tedious

(see [Man04, Appendix A.2] for a discussion on how to represent inte-

gers, for example). The use of an extended language that simplifies this

is considered future work.

• All formulas must be closed, i.e., formulas with free variables (first or

second order) are not considered even though the BNF in Figure 5.2

allows them.

• The set of relational operators in ∃MSO is closed under negation.

The transformations regarding the first note above are standard and are only

described briefly. Consider a formula containing the logical connectives ↔,

→, and ¬. First, we can obtain an equivalent formula not containing equiv-

alences or implications by replacing equivalences by conjunctions of impli-

cations and implications by disjunctions. For example, the formula φ ↔ ψ
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is replaced by the equivalent formula (¬φ ∨ψ)∧(¬ψ∨φ). Second, we can

obtain an equivalent formula not containing the negation symbol by pushing

those symbols downward using De Morgan’s laws, all the way to the literals,

which are replaced by their negated counterparts. We can do this since the set

of relational operators in ∃MSO is closed under negation. For example, the

formula ¬(x ∈ S∧x /∈ T ) is replaced by the equivalent formula x /∈ S∨x ∈ T .

Note that a formula that does not contain the logical connectives ↔, → and

¬ is hereafter called normalised.

Example 5.3 Recall the constraint diffByTwo(S,T ) above, which is satisfied

under a configuration k if and only if k(S) and k(T ) are different with respect

to at least two values. We can model this constraint in ∃MSO by

∃S∃T∃x∃y(x �= y∧(x ∈ S↔ x /∈ T )∧(y ∈ S↔ y /∈ T ))

which can be transformed into a normalised version:

∃S∃T∃x∃y

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

x �= y

∧

(x /∈ S∨x /∈ T )∧(x ∈ S∨x ∈ T )

∧

(y /∈ S∨y /∈ T )∧(y ∈ S∨y ∈ T )

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

Indeed, the constraint diffByTwo(S,T ) is satisfied if and only if there exist at

least two distinct values where each value is in exactly one of S and T : this is

precisely the meaning of the ∃MSO constraint above. �

Giving further examples, we show ∃MSO versions of the built-in con-

straints in Appendices A.3 to A.10 in Table 5.4 on the facing page. Note

that we give ∃MSO versions of the (global) constraints Union({S1, . . . ,Sn}),
AllDisjoint({S1, . . . ,Sn}), and Partition({S1, . . . ,Sn}) as ∃MSO schemas which

would have to be expanded given a particular n. Note also that we do not give

∃MSO versions (or schemas) of any counting constraints such as |S| ≥ s or

MaxIntersect(X ,m).1 Even though we may express such constraints in ∃MSO,

we refrained from doing this since their ∃MSO versions are very tedious. We

will show ∃MSO versions of some counting constraints in Section 5.5. How-

ever, such constraints in general are better expressed in a logic with counting,

and we describe such an extension to ∃MSO in Section 5.6.

5.3 ∃MSO Constraints in Local Search

In order to use ∃MSO constraints in our local search framework, we must be

able to know their penalties and variable conflicts given a configuration. So

1MaxIntersect(X ,m) is considered a counting constraint since it limits the cardinality of the

intersections between any pair of variables in X .
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we must define penalty and variable-conflict functions for ∃MSO constraints,

which we do inductively below. However, before we do this, it is important

to stress that their calculation is totally generic and automatable, as they are
based only on the syntax of the constraint and the semantics of the quantifiers,
connectives, and relational operators of the ∃MSO language, but not on the in-
tended semantics of the constraint. A human might well give different penalty
and variable-conflict functions for a particular constraint, and a way of cal-
culating these functions that better exploits globality, but the scheme below
requires no such user participation.

Note that as we already mentioned, we will not consider formulas con-

taining any of the connectives ↔, → or ¬ when we define the penalty and

variable-conflict functions of ∃MSO constraints. Instead, we assume that such

formulas are transformed into equivalent formulas not containing these con-

nectives in the way shown above before the penalty and variable-conflict func-

tions are applied. Note also that in the following, we prove certain properties

of the measures of ∃MSO constraints. In order to simplify these proofs, we

assume that a formula of the form ∀xφ is replaced by the equivalent formula

(φ1∧(φ2∧·· ·∧(φn−1∧φn) · · ·))

where φi denotes the formula φ in which any occurrence of x is replaced by ui

and where U = {u1, . . . ,un} with n ≥ 2. Similarly, a formula of the form ∃xφ

is replaced by the equivalent formula:

(φ1∨(φ2∨·· ·∨(φn−1∨φn) · · ·))

For example, assuming that U = {a,b}, the ∃MSO version

∃S∃T∃x∃y(x �= y∧(x ∈ S↔ x /∈ T )∧(y ∈ S↔ y /∈ T ))

of diffByTwo(S,T ) is replaced by:

∃S∃T

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

(a �= a∧(a ∈ S↔ a /∈ T )∧(a ∈ S↔ a /∈ T ))

∨

(a �= b∧(a ∈ S↔ a /∈ T )∧(b ∈ S↔ b /∈ T ))

∨

(b �= a∧(b ∈ S↔ b /∈ T )∧(a ∈ S↔ a /∈ T ))

∨

(b �= b∧(b ∈ S↔ b /∈ T )∧(b ∈ S↔ b /∈ T ))

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

5.3.1 Penalty Function

We start by giving an inductive definition of the penalty of ∃MSO constraints:

we will see later that this definition induces a penalty function. Note that for

the cases x�y and x�S where � is in {<,≤, �=,=,≥,>} and � is in {∈, /∈},
we only show the cases where � is ≤ and � is ∈ as the other cases are similar.
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Definition 5.5 (∃MSO Penalty) Consider an ∃MSO constraint Φ and a con-

figuration k. The penalty of Φ under k is defined by induction on the structure

of Φ by:

(a) penalty(∃S1 · · ·∃Snφ)(k)
def
= penalty(φ)(k)

(b) penalty(∀xφ)(k)
def
= ∑

u∈U

penalty(φ)(k∪{x �→ u})

(c) penalty(∃xφ)(k)
def
= min{penalty(φ)(k∪{x �→ u}) | u ∈U}

(d) penalty(φ ∧ψ)(k)
def
= penalty(φ)(k)+ penalty(ψ)(k)

(e) penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)
def
= min{penalty(φ)(k),penalty(ψ)(k)}

( f ) penalty(x ≤ y)(k)
def
=

{
0, if k(x)≤ k(y)

1, otherwise

(g) penalty(x ∈ S)(k)
def
=

{
0, if k(x) ∈ k(S)

1, otherwise
�

The penalty of a literal is zero if the literal is satisfied and one otherwise.2 The

penalty of a universal (respectively an existential) quantification is the sum

(respectively the minimum) of the penalties of the quantified formula where

each occurrence of the bound first-order variable is replaced by each value in

the universe. The penalty of a conjunction (respectively a disjunction) is the

sum (respectively the minimum) of the penalties of its conjuncts (respectively

its disjuncts).

In the following example, we consider the penalty of the ∃MSO version of

the constraint S⊂ T :

Example 5.6 Let k = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ /0} be a configuration and recall the

∃MSO version of S ⊂ T :

Φ
def
= ∃S∃T((∀x(x ∈ S→ x ∈ T ))∧(∃x(x ∈ T ∧x /∈ S)))

The penalty of the normalised version

∃S∃T((∀x(x /∈ S∨x ∈ T ))∧(∃x(x ∈ T ∧x /∈ S)))

of Φ under k is penalty(Φ)(k) = 3. The inductive calculation that gives this

value with respect to Φ is displayed in Figure 5.7 on the next page. Indeed,

considering the compound move function M of length three

M
def
= add(T,b)◦add(T,a)◦drop(S,a)

we have that M(k) satisfies Φ. �
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Note that the penalty given in the example above is the same value as ob-

tained by the penalty function of the built in S⊂ T that we defined on page 35.

In fact, the function induced by Definition 5.5 is a penalty function. Recall

from Section 2.3 that a penalty function of a constraint must give non-negative

values and the value zero if and only if the constraint is satisfied. We next

prove this property by structural induction on ∃MSO constraints:

Proposition 5.8 If Φ is an ∃MSO constraint, then the function penalty(Φ)
induced by Definition 5.5 is a penalty function.

Proof. Considering a configuration k, we must (by Definition 2.23 on page 18

of penalty) show that:

(i) penalty(Φ)(k) ≥ 0

(ii) penalty(Φ)(k) = 0 if and only if k satisfies Φ

Consider first (i): The proof is by structural induction on Φ. The result holds

for the base cases ( f ) and (g). For case (a) the result follows by induction from

the definition. Cases (b) and (c) can be assumed after showing that the result

holds for cases (d) and (e) due to the note on page 70.

Case (d):

We have that penalty(φ)(k) ≥ 0 and that penalty(ψ)(k) ≥ 0 by induction.

Hence we must have that:

penalty(φ ∧ψ)(k) = penalty(φ)(k)+ penalty(ψ)(k)≥ 0

Case (e):

We have that penalty(φ)(k) ≥ 0 and that penalty(ψ)(k) ≥ 0 by induction.

Hence we must have that:

penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k) = min{penalty(φ)(k),penalty(ψ)(k)} ≥ 0

Consider now (ii): Assuming first that penalty(Φ)(k) = 0, we must show

that k satisfies Φ. The proof is by structural induction on Φ: The result holds

for the base cases ( f ) and (g). For case (a) the result follows by induction from

the definition. Cases (b) and (c) can be assumed after showing that the result

holds for cases (d) and (e) due to the note on page 70.

Case (d):

We have that

penalty(φ ∧ψ)(k) = penalty(φ)(k)+ penalty(ψ)(k) = 0

2Note that we could introduce additional literals in the language with more refined penalties

than just zero/one.
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by assumption and we must show that k satisfies φ ∧ψ , which is equivalent to

showing that k satisfies φ and k satisfies ψ . By the assumption and since

penalty(φ)(k) ≥ 0 and penalty(ψ)(k)≥ 0

by (i) above, we have that penalty(φ)(k) = penalty(ψ)(k) = 0. Hence, the

result follows by induction.

Case (e):

We have that

penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k) = min{penalty(φ)(k),penalty(ψ)(k)} = 0

by assumption and we must show that k satisfies φ ∨ψ , which is equivalent to

showing that k satisfies φ or k satisfies ψ . Since either penalty(φ)(k) = 0 or

penalty(ψ)(k) = 0, the result follows by induction.

Assuming now that k satisfies Φ, we must show that penalty(Φ)(k) = 0.

The proof is by structural induction on Φ. The result holds for the base

cases ( f ) and (g). For case (a) the result follows by induction from the defini-

tion. Cases (b) and (c) can be assumed after showing that the result holds for

cases (d) and (e) due to the note on page 70.

Case (d):

We have that k satisfies φ ∧ψ by assumption and we must show that:

penalty(φ ∧ψ)(k) = penalty(φ)(k)+ penalty(ψ)(k) = 0

Since k satisfies φ ∧ψ we have that k satisfies φ and k satisfies ψ . By induction

we then have that

penalty(φ)(k) = 0 and penalty(ψ)(k) = 0

and, hence, the result follows.

Case (e):

We have that k satisfies φ ∨ψ by assumption and we must show that:

penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k) = min{penalty(φ)(k),penalty(ψ)(k)} = 0

Since k satisfies φ ∨ψ we have that k satisfies φ or k satisfies ψ . By induction

we then have that

penalty(φ)(k) = 0 or penalty(ψ)(k) = 0

and, hence, the result follows. �

Unfortunately, the function induced by Definition 5.5 is not an ideal penalty
function, as seen in the following example:
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Example 5.9 Let k = {R �→ /0,S1 �→ /0,S2 �→ /0,T1 �→ {a},T2 �→ {a}} be a con-

figuration and assume that U = {a}. Consider first the ∃MSO constraint stating

that if a is not in R then a must be in both S1 and S2:

Φ
def
= ∃R∃S1∃S2(∀x((x /∈ R→ x ∈ S1)∧(x /∈ R→ x ∈ S2)))

We have that penalty(Φ)(k) = 2 according to the inductive calculation on the

normalised version

∃R∃S1∃S2(∀x((x ∈ R∨x ∈ S1)∧(x ∈ R∨x ∈ S2)))

of Φ in Figure 5.10 on the next page. Indeed, considering the compound move

function M1 of length two

M1
def
= add(S1,a)◦add(S2,a)

we have that M1(k) satisfies Φ. However, the ideal penalty of Φ under k is one.

Indeed, considering the compound move function M2 (only) of length one

M2
def
= add(R,a)

we also have that M2(k) satisfies Φ. So the penalty of an ∃MSO constraint

is here overestimated. As we will see in Section 5.5, we may rewrite Φ into

an equivalent ∃MSO constraint in such a way that its penalty under k is ideal

(simply by using distributivity of ∨ over ∧).

Consider now the ∃MSO constraint stating that if a is in R then a must be in

S1 and S2, while if a is not in R then a must not be in T1 nor in T2:

Ψ
def
= ∃R∃S1∃S2∃T1∃T2

⎛
⎜⎝∀x

⎛
⎜⎝(x /∈ R→ (x /∈ T1∧x /∈ T2))

∧

(x ∈ R→ (x ∈ S1∧x ∈ S2))

⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠

We have that penalty(Ψ)(k) = 1 according to the inductive calculation on the

normalised version

∃R∃S1∃S2∃T1∃T2

⎛
⎜⎝∀x

⎛
⎜⎝(x ∈ R∨(x /∈ T1∧x /∈ T2))

∧

(x /∈ R∨(x ∈ S1∧x ∈ S2))

⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠

of Ψ in Figure 5.11 on page 77. However, there is no compound move function

M of length one such that M(k) satisfies Ψ: the length of such a compound

move function must be at least two. Indeed, the ideal penalty of Ψ under k is

two as witnessed by the shortest compound move function M of length two

M
def
= drop(T1,a)◦drop(T2,a)

such that M(k) satisfies Ψ. So the penalty of an ∃MSO constraint is here

underestimated. Again, as we will see in Section 5.5, we may rewrite also Ψ

into an equivalent ∃MSO constraint in such a way that its penalty under k is
ideal (again simply by using distributivity of ∨ over ∧). �
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5.3.2 Variable Conflict Function

We now give an inductive definition of variable conflicts with respect to ∃MSO

constraints: we will later see that this definition induces a variable-conflict

function. Note that when we discuss variable conflicts, we use an implicit

penalty function of ∃MSO constraints. As said on page 20, this is the penalty

function of ∃MSO constraints, i.e., the one induced by Definition 5.5 above.

Note also that as for the penalty function above and for the relevant cases,

we need to recursively extend the configuration at hand with the values of the

bound first-order variables, and that we only show the cases where � is ≤ and

� is ∈ for x�y and x�S.

Definition 5.12 (∃MSO Variable Conflict) Consider an ∃MSO constraint Φ,

a penalty function penalty(Φ), a configuration k, and a set variable S. The

variable conflict of S with respect to Φ and penalty(Φ) under k is defined by

induction on the structure of Φ by:

(a) conflict(∃S1 · · ·∃Snφ)(S,k)
def
= conflict(φ)(S,k)

(b) conflict(∀xφ)(S,k)
def
= ∑

u∈U

conflict(φ)(S,k∪{x �→ u})

(c) conflict(∃xφ)(S,k)
def
=

penalty(∃xφ)(k)−min{penalty(φ)(k∪{x �→ u})−

conflict(φ)(S,k∪{x �→ u}) | u ∈ U}

(d) conflict(φ ∧ψ)(S,k)
def
= conflict(φ)(S,k)+ conflict(ψ)(S,k)

(e) conflict(φ ∨ψ)(S,k)
def
=

penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)−min{penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k),

penalty(ψ)(k)− conflict(ψ)(S,k)}

( f ) conflict(x≤ y)(S,k)
def
= 0

(g) conflict(x ∈ T )(S,k)
def
=

{
penalty(x ∈ T )(k), if S = T

0, otherwise
�

The conflict of a variable with respect to a literal is zero if it is not a vari-

able of the literal, and the penalty of the literal otherwise (this implies that the

conflict of a variable with respect to an ∃MSO constraint is zero if is not a

variable of the constraint). The conflict of a variable with respect to a univer-

sal quantification is the sum of the conflicts of the variable with respect to the

quantified formula where the occurrences of the bound first-order variable are

replaced by each value in the universe. The conflict of a variable with respect

to an existential quantification is the penalty of the existential quantification
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minus the minimum penalty obtainable by changing the variable with respect

to the quantified formula where the occurrences of the bound first-order vari-

able are replaced by each value in the universe. The conflict of a variable with

respect to a conjunction is the sum of the conflicts of the variable with respect

to the conjuncts. The conflict of a variable with respect to a disjunction is the

penalty of the disjunction minus the minimum penalty obtainable by changing

the variable with respect to each disjunct.

We now consider the variable conflicts with respect to the ∃MSO version

of the constraint S⊂ T :

Example 5.13 Consider again the configuration k = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ /0} and

the normalised ∃MSO version of S⊂ T :

Φ
def
= ∃S∃T((∀x(x /∈ S∨x ∈ T ))∧(∃x(x ∈ T ∧x /∈ S)))

The variable conflicts of S and T with respect to Φ and penalty(Φ) under k are

respectively:

conflict(Φ)(S,k) = 2

conflict(Φ)(T,k) = 3

The inductive calculations that give these values with respect to the normalised

version of Φ are displayed in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 on pages 80 and 81, respec-

tively. Note that these are the same values as obtained by the variable-conflict

function of the built in S ⊂ T on page 36. These variable conflicts imply that

we may not satisfy Φ by only changing S since the penalty of Φ under k is

three, as we saw in Example 5.6. Indeed, considering the compound move

function M1 of length two only affecting S

M1
def
= drop(S,b)◦drop(S,a)

we (still) have penalty(Φ)(M1(k)) = 1. However, considering the compound

move function M2 of length three only affecting T

M2
def
= add(T,c)◦add(T,b)◦add(T,a)

we obtain penalty(Φ)(M2(k)) = 0. �

In Section 2.4 we saw the importance of natural and balanced constraint

measures and that constraint measures that give underestimated values are

particularly unfortunate. We will now show that the function induced by Def-

inition 5.12 is in fact a variable-conflict function and that it gives variable

conflicts that are lower bounded by ideal variable conflicts and upper bounded

by the penalty of the constraint. We start by showing (by structural induc-

tion on ∃MSO constraints) that the conflict of a variable is lower bounded by

the ideal conflict of the variable. (Flip to page 87 to skip the proofs of these

properties.)
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,k)
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xφ
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x φ
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Proposition 5.16 Given an ∃MSO constraint Φ, a variable S and a configura-

tion k:

conflict(Φ)(S,k) ≥ idealConflict(Φ)(S,k)

Proof. The proof is by structural induction on Φ. Let L be the variable-

specific neighbourhood of S under k. The result holds for the base cases ( f )

and (g). For case (a) the result follows by induction from the definition.

Cases (b) and (c) can be assumed after showing that the result holds for cases (d)

and (e) due to the note on page 70.

Case (d):

By Definition 3.10 of ideal conflict and Definition 5.5 of ∃MSO penalty, we

have:

idealConflict(φ ∧ψ)(S,k)

= max{(penalty(φ)(k)+ penalty(ψ)(k))−

(penalty(φ)(�)+ penalty(ψ)(�)) | � ∈L }

= max{penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(φ)(�)+

penalty(ψ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(�) | � ∈L }

def
= Λ

Now, to see that

Λ≤ max{penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(φ)(�′) | �′ ∈L } +

max{penalty(ψ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(�′′) | �′′ ∈L }
def
= Ω

we pick an � ∈L that maximises:

penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(φ)(�)+ penalty(ψ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(�)

For that � we have that either it maximises both penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(φ)(�)
and penalty(ψ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(�), or there exist �′, �′′ ∈L that make the sum

of those expressions larger than Λ. Now, by Definition 3.10 of ideal conflict,

we have:

Ω = idealConflict(φ)(S,k)+ idealConflict(ψ)(S,k)

By induction and Definition 5.12 of ∃MSO variable conflict it then follows

that:

Ω≤ conflict(φ)(S,k)+ conflict(ψ)(S,k) = conflict(φ ∧ψ)(S,k)
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Case (e):

By Definition 3.10 of ideal conflict and Definition 5.5 of ∃MSO penalty, we

have:

idealConflict(φ ∨ψ)(S,k)

= max{min{

α︷ ︸︸ ︷
penalty(φ)(k),

β︷ ︸︸ ︷
penalty(ψ)(k)}︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

−

min{

γ︷ ︸︸ ︷
penalty(φ)(�),

δ︷ ︸︸ ︷
penalty(ψ)(�)︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

} | � ∈L }

def
= Λ

Consider first the case where A = α (i.e., penalty(φ)(k) ≤ penalty(ψ)(k))
and B = γ above for an � ∈L that maximises A−B. We then have that:

Λ = max{penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(φ)(�) | � ∈L }= idealConflict(φ)(S,k)

By Definition 5.12 of ∃MSO variable conflict we have:

conflict(φ ∨ψ)(S,k)

= penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)−min{penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k),

penalty(ψ)(k)− conflict(ψ)(S,k)}
def
= Ω

Assume first that:

Ω = penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)− (penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k))

This simplifies into Ω = conflict(φ)(S,k) and the result follows by induction.

Assume now that

Ω = penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)− (penalty(ψ)(k)− conflict(ψ)(S,k))

which can be simplified and rewritten as:

Ω = penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(k)+ conflict(ψ)(S,k)

= conflict(ψ)(S,k)+ (penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(k))

We have that

penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k) ≥ penalty(ψ)(k)− conflict(ψ)(S,k)

and consequently that:

penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(k)≥ conflict(φ)(S,k)− conflict(ψ)(S,k)
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Hence

Ω = conflict(ψ)(S,k)+ (penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(k))

≥ conflict(ψ)(S,k)+ (conflict(φ)(S,k)− conflict(ψ)(S,k))

= conflict(φ)(S,k)

and the result follows by induction.

The case where A = β and B = δ above for an � ∈L that maximises A−B
is symmetric to the previous one

Consider now the case where A = α (i.e., penalty(φ)(k) ≤ penalty(ψ)(k))
and B = δ above for an � ∈L that maximises A−B. We then have that:

Λ = max{penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(�) | � ∈L }

By Definition 5.12 of ∃MSO variable conflict we have:

conflict(φ ∨ψ)(S,k)

= penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)−

min{penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k),penalty(ψ)(k)− conflict(ψ)(S,k)}
def
= Ω

Assume first that:

Ω = penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)− (penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k))

which simplifies into:

Ω = conflict(φ)(S,k)

We have that

penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k) ≤ penalty(ψ)(k)− conflict(ψ)(S,k)

and consequently by induction that:

penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k)

≤ penalty(ψ)(k)− idealConflict(ψ)(S,k)

By Definition 3.10 of ideal conflict we get

penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k)

≤ penalty(ψ)(k)−max{penalty(ψ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(�) | � ∈L }

which is equivalent to

penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k)

≤ penalty(ψ)(k)− (penalty(ψ)(k)−min{penalty(ψ)(�) | � ∈L })
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which is simplified to:

penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k) ≤min{penalty(ψ)(�) | � ∈L }

Hence we have that

penalty(φ)(k)−min{penalty(ψ)(�) | � ∈L } ≤ conflict(φ)(S,k)

which is equivalent to:

Λ = max{penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(�) | � ∈L } ≤ conflict(φ)(S,k)

= Ω

Assume now that

Ω = penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)− (penalty(ψ)(k)− conflict(ψ)(S,k))

which can be simplified and rewritten as:

Ω = penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(k)+ conflict(ψ)(S,k)

= conflict(ψ)(S,k)+ penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(k)

By induction, we have that

Ω = conflict(ψ)(S,k)+ penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(k)

≥ idealConflict(ψ)(S,k)+ penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(k)

and, by Definition 3.10 of ideal conflict, that:

Ω = conflict(ψ)(S,k)+ penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(k)

≥max{penalty(ψ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(�) | � ∈L }+

penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(k)

Rewriting the right hand side gives us

Ω = conflict(ψ)(S,k)+ penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(k)

≥ penalty(ψ)(k)−min{penalty(ψ)(�) | � ∈L }+

penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(k)

and consequently by cancelling terms

Ω = conflict(ψ)(S,k)+ penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(k)

≥ penalty(φ)(k)−min{penalty(ψ)(�) | � ∈L }

which is equivalent to:

Ω = conflict(ψ)(S,k)+ penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(k)

≥max{penalty(φ)(k)−penalty(ψ)(�) | � ∈L }

= Λ

The case where A = β and B = γ above for an � ∈L that maximises A−B
is symmetric to the previous one. �
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The maximum possible penalty decrease of a constraint equals its penalty.

So the conflict of any variable with respect to an ∃MSO constraint is upper

bounded by the penalty of the constraint. This property is now shown by

structural induction on ∃MSO constraints:

Proposition 5.17 Given an ∃MSO constraint Φ, a variable S and a configura-

tion k:

conflict(Φ)(S,k) ≤ penalty(Φ)(k)

Proof. The proof is by structural induction on Φ. The result holds for the

base cases ( f ) and (g). For case (a) the result follows by induction from the

definition. Cases (b) and (c) can be assumed after showing that the result holds

for cases (d) and (e) due to the note on page 70.

Case (d):

We have that

conflict(φ ∧ψ)(S,k) = conflict(φ)(S,k)+ conflict(ψ)(S,k)

and that

penalty(φ ∧ψ)(k) = penalty(φ)(k)+ penalty(ψ)(k)

by Definitions 5.5 and 5.12 of ∃MSO penalty and variable conflict. Since

conflict(φ)(S,k) ≤ penalty(φ)(k) and conflict(ψ)(S,k) ≤ penalty(ψ)(k)

by induction, we must have that

conflict(φ)(S,k)+ conflict(ψ)(S,k) ≤ penalty(φ)(k)+ penalty(ψ)(k)

and hence:

conflict(φ ∧ψ)(S,k)≤ penalty(φ ∧ψ)(k)

Case (e):

By Definition 5.12 of ∃MSO variable conflict we have that

conflict(φ ∨ψ)(S,k)

= penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)−min{penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k),

penalty(ψ)(k)− conflict(ψ)(S,k)}
def
= Λ

Assume first that

Λ = penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)− (penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k))
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The result follows directly since

penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k) ≥ 0

by induction.

The case when

Λ = penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)− (penalty(ψ)(k)− conflict(ψ)(S,k))

is symmetric to the previous one. �

Using the proven lower bound of ∃MSO variable conflicts, we can now

show that the function induced by Definition 5.12 is a variable-conflict func-

tion:

Proposition 5.18 If Φ is an ∃MSO constraint, then the function conflict(Φ)
induced by Definition 5.12 is a variable-conflict function.

Proof. Considering a variable S and a configuration k, we must (by Defini-

tion 2.26 on page 19 of variable conflict) show that:

(i) conflict(Φ)(S,k) ≥ 0

(ii) If conflict(Φ)(S,k) = 0, then the penalty of Φ under any configuration in

the variable-specific neighbourhood of S under k is at least penalty(Φ)(k).

Consider first (i). Since idealConflict(Φ)(S,k) ≥ 0 by Proposition 3.12, the

result follows directly by Proposition 5.16.

Let L be the variable-specific neighbourhood of S under k and consider

now (ii). Assume that conflict(Φ)(S,k) = 0. Then

idealConflict(Φ)(S,k) = 0

by Proposition 5.16 and hence there is no � ∈ L such that penalty(Φ)(�) is

less than penalty(Φ)(k) by Proposition 3.12. �

5.4 Implementation

In this section, we present a general scheme for incremental maintenance of

measures of ∃MSO constraints. This scheme is based on populating the di-
rected acyclic graph (DAG) of the ∃MSO constraint with information about

the penalty and variable conflicts under a given configuration. When that con-

figuration is changed into one of its neighbours, only paths from sources that

contain variables that are changed to the sink need to be updated to obtain the

penalty and variable-conflicts with respect to that neighbour.
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In the following, we first show how the DAG of an ∃MSO constraint can

be populated with information about the penalty and variable conflicts un-

der a given configuration, obtaining a measure DAG of the constraint (Sec-

tion 5.4.1). We then present algorithms for initialising and incrementally up-

dating such a DAG given two neighbouring configurations (Section 5.4.2). We

finally discuss the worst-case space and time complexities of these algorithms

(Section 5.4.3).

5.4.1 The Measure DAG of an ∃MSO Constraint

Given an ∃MSO constraint Φ of the form ∃S1 · · ·∃Snφ , its DAG D is con-

structed in the following way:

• The constraint ∃S1 · · ·∃Snφ is represented by D where ∃S1 · · ·∃Sn is the

sink of D with the DAG of φ as only predecessor.

• Subformulas in Φ of the form ∀xφ (respectively ∃xφ ) are represented
by sub-DAGs of D with ∀x (respectively ∃x) as sink and the DAG of φ

as only predecessor.

• Subformulas in Φ of the form φ1 �φ2 (where � is ∧ or ∨) are repre-
sented by sub-DAGs of D with � as sink and the DAGs of φ1 and φ2

as predecessors. When possible, formulas of the form φ1 � · · ·�φm give

rise to one sink � with m predecessors.

• Literals in Φ of the form x�y and x�S are represented by sources in D

(where � is <, ≤, =, �=, or ≥ and � is ∈ or /∈).

So the (sub-)DAGs we consider can have only one sink but more than one

source: we use sink(D) and sources(D) to denote the single sink and the set

of sources of a (sub-)DAG D , respectively. Note that by abuse of notation,

given an ∃MSO constraint Φ and its corresponding DAG D , we often use

subformulas of Φ to denote the corresponding sub-DAGs of D , as well as

quantifications and connectives of Φ to denote the corresponding nodes of D

(or the opposite).

We now consider the DAG of our ∃MSO version of S⊂ T :

Example 5.19 Recall the normalised ∃MSO version of the S ⊂ T constraint

given earlier:

∃S∃T((∀x(x /∈ S∨x ∈ T ))∧(∃x(x ∈ T ∧x /∈ S)))

We show the DAG of this ∃MSO constraint in Figure 5.20(a) on the facing

page, where every subformula of the constraint is represented by a sub-DAG,

and the literals (x /∈ S and x∈ T ) and the existential second-order quantification

(∃S∃T ) are the sources respectively the sink of the DAG. �
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∃S∃T ∧

∃x ∧ x /∈ S

x ∈ T∀x ∨

(a)

∃S1∃S2∃S3∃S4 ∀x ∧

∨

∧

x /∈ S2

x /∈ S3

x /∈ S4

x /∈ S1

∨
∧

∨

(b)

Figure 5.20: The DAGs of the normalised ∃MSO versions of the constraints S ⊂ T
and AllDisjoint({S1,S2,S3,S4}).

Note that, even though the ∃MSO constraint in the example above contains

four literals, its DAG contains only two sources. This is the case since it is

crucial to limit the size of the DAG of an ∃MSO constraint as much as possi-

ble, and we do this by the sharing of equivalent sub-DAGs, in a way similar

to constructing binary decision diagrams [Bry86]. So if two subformulas φ

and ψ of a given ∃MSO constraint both contain another subformula γ , there

will only be one occurrence of the sub-DAG of γ in the DAG of the constraint.

For example, in Figure 5.20(a), the nodes of the literals x /∈ S and x ∈ T only

occur once although the literals both occur twice in the corresponding ∃MSO

constraint. The benefit of this is more evident in the following example where

we consider the DAG of our ∃MSO version of AllDisjoint({S1,S2,S3,S4}):

Example 5.21 Recall the ∃MSO schema of the AllDisjoint({S1, . . . ,Sn}) con-

straint presented on page 69 and consider a normalised version:

∃S1 · · ·∃Sn

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝∀x

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

(x /∈ S1∨(x /∈ S2∧·· ·∧x /∈ Sn))

∧

(x /∈ S2∨(x /∈ S3∧·· ·∧x /∈ Sn))

∧·· ·∧

(x /∈ Sn−1∨x /∈ Sn)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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Given this schema, a normalised ∃MSO version of the particular instance

AllDisjoint({S1,S2,S3,S4}) is given by:

∃S1∃S2∃S3∃S4

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝∀x

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

(x /∈ S1∨(x /∈ S2∧x /∈ S3∧x /∈ S4))

∧

(x /∈ S2∨(x /∈ S3∧x /∈ S4))

∧

(x /∈ S3∨x /∈ S4)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

The DAG of this ∃MSO constraint is shown in Figure 5.20(b) on the preceding

page. In this case the benefit of sharing sub-DAGs is more evident. For exam-

ple, the nodes of the literals x /∈ S3 and x /∈ S4 are both shared by three other

nodes of the DAG, as seen by the three outgoing edges of those literals’ nodes.

The node of the literal x /∈ S2 is shared by two other nodes, as seen by the two

outgoing edges of that literal’s node. �

Now, considering the DAG of an ∃MSO constraint and a configuration, the

corresponding measure DAG is obtained by extending the DAG with informa-

tion about the penalty and variable conflicts under the configuration:

Definition 5.22 Let Φ be an ∃MSO constraint and let D be its DAG. The

measure DAG of Φ under a configuration k is obtained by extending D as

follows. Given each subformula φ of Φ, we store in the sink of the sub-DAG

φ of D : (i) the penalty of φ under k, and (ii) the conflict of each set variable in

vars(φ) with respect to φ under k. �

So the penalty of Φ under k as well as the conflict of each set variable in

vars(Φ) with respect to Φ under k are stored in the sink of D .

Example 5.23 In Figure 5.24(a) on the next page, we see the penalties above

the sinks of the sub-DAGs of our normalised ∃MSO version of S ⊂ T under

k = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ /0} given U = {a,b,c}. The values are the same as

the values of the corresponding subformulas in the inductive calculation on

page 72. For example, the penalty above the sink of the DAG of S⊂ T is three,

which is the same value as obtained by the inductive calculation. Correspond-

ingly, we see the variable conflicts of S and T above the sinks of the sub-DAGs

in Figure 5.24(b). Also these values are the same as the values of the corre-

sponding subformulas in the inductive calculations on pages 80 and 81. For

example, the conflicts of S and T above the sink of the DAG of S ⊂ T are two

and three respectively, which are the same values as obtained by the inductive

calculations. �

As shown in Figure 5.24, for the descendants of first-order quantifications,

the penalty and variable conflicts must be stored with respect to each possible

binding of the first-order variables. For example, the descendants of ∀x and
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{() �→ 3} {() �→ 3}

{() �→ 1}
{(a) �→ 2,

(b) �→ 2,

(c) �→ 1}

{(a) �→ 1,

(b) �→ 1,

(c) �→ 0}

{(a) �→ 1,

(b) �→ 1,

(c) �→ 1}
{() �→ 2}

{(a) �→ 1,

(b) �→ 1,

(c) �→ 0}

∃S∃T ∧

∃x ∧ x /∈ S

x ∈ T∀x ∨

(a)

S : {() �→ 2}

T : {() �→ 3}

S : {() �→ 2}

T : {() �→ 3}

S : {() �→ 0}

T : {() �→ 1}

S : {(a) �→ 1,

(b) �→ 1,

(c) �→ 0}
T : {(a) �→ 1,

(b) �→ 1,

(c) �→ 1}

S : {(a) �→ 1,

(b) �→ 1,

(c) �→ 0}

T : {(a) �→ 1,

(b) �→ 1,

(c) �→ 1}

S : {() �→ 2}

T : {() �→ 2}

S : {(a) �→ 1,

(b) �→ 1,

(c) �→ 0}
T : {(a) �→ 1,

(b) �→ 1,

(c) �→ 0}

∃S∃T ∧

∃x ∧ x /∈ S

x ∈ T∀x ∨

(b)

Figure 5.24: The measure DAG with stored penalties and variable conflicts of our

normalised ∃MSO version of S⊂ T under k = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ /0} given U = {a,b,c}
(split in two for clarity).

∃x in the DAG in Figure 5.24 all have penalties and variable conflicts stored

for each possible binding of x (i.e., for each of x �→ a, x �→ b, and x �→ c). In

general, and with respect to each set variable S of a subformula φ of an ∃MSO

constraint Φ, the penalty as well as the variable-conflict of S that are stored

in the sink of φ are maps, denoted pty(φ) and cct(φ ,S) respectively, from the

possible tuples of values of the free first-order variables of φ , in their order of

appearance in Φ, to the natural numbers N. Assume, for example, that there

are two first-order variables x and y in φ , such that x occurs before y in Φ, and

that U = {a,b}. The penalty as well as the variable conflict of S that are stored

in the sink of φ are then maps of the form

{(a,a) �→ n1,(a,b) �→ n2,(b,a) �→ n3,(b,b) �→ n4}

where {n1,n2,n3,n4} ⊂ N. The first position of each tuple corresponds to x
and the second position corresponds to y (since x occurs before y in Φ). If

there are no bound first-order variables at a particular node, then the penalty

and variable conflicts are maps of the form {() �→ n}, i.e., the empty tuple
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mapped to some n ∈N. For example, in the penalty map above the sink of the

measure DAG in Figure 5.24(a), the empty tuple is mapped to the value three:

the penalty of the corresponding ∃MSO constraint.

Now, given that the measure DAG D of an ∃MSO constraint Φ contains

penalty and variable-conflict maps with respect to a configuration k, we may

obtain the penalty and variable-conflicts of Φ from the sink of D . Indeed,

the penalty of Φ under k is pty(D)(), and the conflict of a set variable S with

respect to Φ and k is cct(D ,S)(). However, in order for this to be useful in

local search, we must be able to update D efficiently when k changes to one

of its neighbours: this is the topic of Section 5.4.2 next.

5.4.2 Incremental Algorithms for Measure DAGs

We now present incremental algorithms for maintaining measure DAGs be-

tween configurations. Recall from Section 2.6 that an incremental algorithm

consists of two parts: an initialisation part and an updating part. These al-

gorithms are very similar for penalties and variable conflicts. In fact, they

only differ in the respect that one affects penalty maps and the other affects

variable-conflict maps. We therefore present general higher-order initialisa-

tion and updating parts that take procedures as arguments that perform the

actual initialisation/update at each node of the measure DAG.

Before we present these algorithms we need to introduce some additional

terminology that we will use:

• Given a sub-DAG E of a measure DAG D:

– We use bounds(E ) to denote the number of introduced first-order

variables at the sink of E . This equals the number of ∀x and ∃x
nodes on any path from the sink of E to the sink of D . So if E is

the single sub-DAG of the DAG D in Figure 5.20(a) on page 89

with ∨ as sink, then bounds(E ) = 1.

– We use predecessors(E ) to denote the set of sub-DAGs that are

predecessors of E . So if E is the single sub-DAG of the DAG D

in Figure 5.20(a) with ∨ as sink, then predecessors(E ) is the set

of sources of D .

– We use successors(E ) to denote the set of sub-DAGs that are suc-

cessors of E . So if E is the single sub-DAG of the DAG D in

Figure 5.20(a) with ∨ as sink, then successors(E ) is the set con-

taining the single sub-DAG of D with ∀x as sink.

– Recall that vars(c) denotes the set of variables in the variable se-

quence of a constraint c: so vars(E ) contains (only) the set vari-

ables of E . For example, given the DAG D in Figure 5.20(a), we

have that vars(D) = {S,T}.
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– To update D incrementally , we use changedTuples(E ) to denote

the set of tuples for which the penalty or variable-conflict maps in

the sink of E have changed.

– To update D incrementally, we also must know the penalty changes
as well as the variable-conflict changes of the sink of a given sub-

DAG E . We therefore use oldPty(E ) and oldCct(E ,S) to store

temporarily subsets of the relevant penalty and variable-conflict

maps before a given change to pty(E ) and cct(E ,S) takes place.

• The maps that are stored in a measure DAG are functions from tuples

to (evaluated) expressions:

– We use tuple(k) to denote the “current” tuple of k, which contains

the sequence of values bound to the first-order variables of k, in

the order they were introduced. So if x and y are the only bound

first-order variables of k such that k(x) = a and k(y) = b, and x �→ a
was introduced in k before y �→ b, then tuple(k) = (a,b).

– We use t|m to project the tuple t onto its first m positions. For

example, (a,b)|1 = (a) and (a,b)|0 = (). A similar notation is used

to project a set of tuples.

– When the expression for a given tuple t in a map includes a mini-

mum value, we assume an appropriate data structure for maintain-

ing this minimum value. A call updateMin(t)(u,v) then replaces

the old value u in the data structure by v, and returns the new min-

imum value.

We show the procedure initialiseDAG in Algorithm 5.25 on the following

page. It is a recursive procedure taking three arguments E , k, and sinkInitialise
where

• E is the sub-DAG to initialise;

• k is the configuration determining the values of the maps in the ini-

tialised DAG; and

• sinkInitialise is a procedure for initialising the penalty map (when it is

the procedure sinkInitialisePenalty) or variable-conflict maps (when it

is the procedure sinkInitialiseConflict) of E with respect to k.

We assume that all penalty and variable-conflict maps of E have been set to

the empty set before a call initialiseDAG(E ,k,sinkInitialise) is made. Now, if

E is not already initialised (line 2), such a call initialises E with respect to k
by first recursively initialising the predecessors of E (lines 3 to 12) and then

initialising the maps in the sink of E using sinkInitialise(E ,k) (line 13).

To actually initialise the sink of the sub-DAG E , we call initialiseDAG
with two different procedures as third argument: sinkInitialisePenalty and
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Algorithm 5.25 Initialising a measure DAG.

1: procedure initialiseDAG(E ,k,sinkInitialise)
2: if E is not yet initialised with respect to sinkInitialise then

3: match E with

4: | ∀xφ |∃xφ −→
5: for all u ∈ U do

6: initialiseDAG(φ ,k∪{x �→ u},sinkInitialise)
7: end for

8: | any −→
9: for all p ∈ predecessors(E ) do

10: initialiseDAG(p,k,sinkInitialise)
11: end for

12: end match

13: sinkInitialise(E ,k)
14: end if

15: end procedure

sinkInitialiseConflict . We start by showing the first such procedure in Al-

gorithm 5.26 on the next page. A call sinkInitialisePenalty(E ,k) initialises the

penalty maps of E with respect to k given that all predecessors of E are already

initialised with respect to k. This procedure closely follows the inductive defi-

nition of ∃MSO penalty on page 71. Next, the procedure sinkInitialiseConflict
is shown in Algorithm 5.27 on page 96. A call sinkInitialiseConflict(E ,k)
initialises the variable-conflict maps of E with respect to k given that all pre-

decessors of E are already initialised with respect to k. Also this procedure

closely follows the inductive definition of ∃MSO variable conflict on page 78.

Example 5.28 Consider the DAG D of our normalised ∃MSO version of S ⊂
T shown in Figure 5.20(a) on page 89 and the configuration:

k = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ /0}

The penalty and variable-conflict DAGs shown in Figure 5.24 on page 91 are

the results of the calls

initialiseDAG(D ,k,sinkInitialisePenalty)

and

initialiseDAG(D ,k,sinkInitialiseConflict)

respectively. �

Now, given an initialised measure DAG of an ∃MSO constraint, it is impor-

tant to realise the following: When a new configuration in a neighbourhood

of the current configuration is to be evaluated, the (only) paths in the measure
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Algorithm 5.26 Initialising the penalty maps of a sub-DAG.

1: procedure sinkInitialisePenalty(E ,k)
2: pty(E )← pty(E )⊕
3: match E with

4: | ∃S1 · · ·∃Snφ −→ {() �→ pty(φ)()}

5: | ∀xφ −→

{
tuple(k) �→ ∑

u∈U

pty(φ)(tuple(k∪{x �→ u}))

}
6: | ∃xφ −→
7: {tuple(k) �→min{pty(φ)(tuple(k∪{x �→ u})) | u ∈U}}

8: | φ1∧·· ·∧φm −→

{
tuple(k) �→ ∑

1≤i≤m
pty(φi)(tuple(k))

}
9: | φ1∨·· ·∨φm −→

10: {tuple(k) �→min{pty(φi)(tuple(k)) | 1≤ i≤ m}}

11: | x≤ y −→

{
tuple(k) �→

{
0, if k(x) ≤ k(y)

1, otherwise

}

12: | x ∈ S −→

{
tuple(k) �→

{
0, if k(x) ∈ k(S)

1, otherwise

}
13: /∗ omitted cases ∗/
14: end match

15: end procedure

DAG that may have changed are those leading from the sources containing set

variables that are affected by the change, to the sink. By updating the penalty

and variable-conflict maps with respect to the change on those paths, we may

update the measure DAG incrementally so that it reflects the new configura-

tion.

Given this we show the procedure updateDAG in Algorithm 5.29 on page 97

taking four arguments D , k, �, and sinkUpdate where

• D is the measure DAG to update;

• k is the current configuration under which D is initialised before the call

to updateDAG;

• � is the new configuration under which D is to be initialised after the

call to updateDAG; and

• sinkUpdate is a procedure for updating the penalty map (when it is the

procedure sinkUpdatePenalty) or variable-conflict maps (when it is the

procedure sinkUpdateConflict) of a sub-DAG with respect to the already

updated penalty or variable-conflict maps of one of its predecessors.

Now, a call updateDAG(D ,k, �,sinkUpdate) makes a call to the procedure

update (also shown in Algorithm 5.29) for each source in D that contains
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Algorithm 5.27 Initialising the variable-conflict maps of a sub-DAG.

1: procedure sinkInitialiseConflict(E ,k)
2: for all set variables S of E do

3: cct(E ,S)← cct(E ,S)⊕
4: match E with

5: | ∃S1 · · ·∃Snφ −→
6: {() �→ cct(φ ,S)()}
7: | ∀xφ −→
8: {tuple(k) �→ ∑

u∈U

cct(φ ,S)(tuple(k∪{x �→ u}))}

9: | ∃xφ −→
10: {tuple(k) �→ pty(E )(tuple(k))−
11: min{pty(φ)(tuple(k∪{x �→ u}))−
12: cct(φ ,S)(tuple(k∪{x �→ u})) | u ∈ U}
13: | φ1∧·· ·∧φm −→

14:

{
tuple(k) �→ ∑

1≤i≤m
cct(φi,S)(tuple(k))

}
15: | φ1∨·· ·∨φm −→
16: {tuple(k) �→ pty(E )(tuple(k))−
17: min{pty(φi)(tuple(k))−
18: cct(φi,S)(tuple(k)) | 1≤ i≤ m}}
19: | x ∈ S −→ {tuple(k) �→ pty(E )(tuple(k))}
20: /∗ omitted cases ∗/
21: end match

22: end for

23: end procedure

a set variable affected by changing k to � (lines 2 to 5). However, before

each such call to update, all tuples that are affected by changing k to � are

added to the set of changed tuples of each source (line 3). This set of tu-

ples depends on the number of introduced first-order variables at the source

as well as when the first-order variable of the source was introduced.3 A

call update(to, from,sinkUpdate) first updates the penalty or variable-conflict

maps (depending on the procedure sinkUpdate) in the sink of the sub-DAG to
with information from the sink of the sub-DAG from (line 8). Then, if this

was the last call to update with to as first argument, the procedure update is

called recursively for each successor of to, submitting information from to to

those successors (lines 9 to 13).

As for initialiseDAG above, the procedures updateDAG and update both

take a procedure as last argument which performs the actual update of the

3Recall from the BNF on page 67 that the literals of an ∃MSO constraint that contain set vari-

ables are either of the form x ∈ S or of the form x /∈ S. Since only set variables can change

between configurations, a changed source must thus always contain exactly one set variable S
and one first-order variable x.
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Algorithm 5.29 Updating a measure DAG.

1: procedure updateDAG(D ,k, �,sinkUpdate)
2: for all sources s in D with variables affected by changing k to � do

3: changedTuples(s)← the set of changed tuples with respect to s
4: update(s,s,sinkUpdate)
5: end for

6: end procedure

7: procedure update(to, from,sinkUpdate)
8: sinkUpdate(to, from)
9: if all affected predecessors of to have been updated then

10: for all s ∈ successors(to) do

11: update(s, to,sinkUpdate)
12: end for

13: end if

14: end procedure

penalty or variable-conflict maps. We start by showing the procedure for up-

dating penalty maps in Algorithm 5.30 on the next page. A call of the form

sinkUpdatePenalty(to, from) updates the penalty maps in the sink of to with

information in the sink of from:

1. The changed tuples of to are updated to include the changed tuples of

from, possibly projected down with respect to fewer first-order variables

at to (lines 2 and 3).

2. The penalty maps in pty(to) that may change with respect to from are

copied to oldPty(to) if they were not affected yet by another predecessor

(lines 4 and 5).

3. Given the actual update of to with respect to each changed tuple of

from (lines 6 to 31), we only discuss the cases when the sink of to is

of the form ∧ or ∨, since the other cases are similar and follow from

Definition 5.5 of ∃MSO penalty on page 71:

• If the sink of to is of the form ∧, the penalty pty(to)(t) for a given

tuple t is a sum. To update this sum with respect to changing the

old value oldPty(from)(t) of from to the new value pty(from)(t),
we must subtract the old value and add the new value (lines 20

to 22).

• If the sink of to is of the form ∨, the penalty pty(to)(t) for the

tuple t is a minimum value. To update the data structure main-

taining this minimum value with respect to changing the old value

oldPty(from)(t) to the new value pty(from)(t), we must remove the

old value from and add the new value to the data structure (lines 23
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Algorithm 5.30 Updating the penalty maps of a sub-DAG.

1: procedure sinkUpdatePenalty(to, from)
2: changedTuples(to)←
3: changedTuples(to)∪ changedTuples(from)|bounds(to)

4: oldPty(to)← oldPty(to)⊕ the subset of maps in pty(to)
5: affected by from not already in oldPty(to)
6: for all t ∈ changedTuples(from)|bounds(to) do

7: match to with

8: | ∃S1 · · ·∃Snφ −→
9: pty(to)← pty(to)⊕{() �→ pty(φ)()}

10: | ∀xφ −→
11: for all t ′ ∈ changedTuples(from) : t ′|bounds(to) = t do

12: pty(to)← pty(to)⊕
13: {t �→ pty(to)(t)+ pty(from)(t ′)−oldPty(from)(t ′)}
14: end for

15: | ∃xφ −→
16: for all t ′ ∈ changedTuples(from) : t ′|bounds(to) = t do

17: pty(to)← pty(to)⊕
18: {t �→ updateMin(t)(pty(from)(t ′),oldPty(from)(t ′))}
19: end for

20: | φ1∧·· ·∧φm −→
21: pty(to)← pty(to)⊕
22: {t �→ pty(to)(t)+ pty(from)(t)−oldPty(from)(t)}
23: | φ1∨·· ·∨φm −→
24: pty(to)← pty(to)⊕
25: {t �→ updateMin(t)(pty(from)(t),oldPty(from)(t))}
26: | x≤ y −→ /∗ no first-order variables can change ∗/
27: | x ∈ S −→

28: pty(to)← pty(to)⊕

{
t �→

{
0, if pty(to)(t) = 1

1, otherwise

}
29: /∗ omitted cases ∗/
30: end match

31: end for

32: end procedure
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to 25). Recall from page 93 that a call updateMin(t)(u,v) replaces

u by v in the data structure maintaining a minimum value for the

tuple t, and returns the (possibly changed) minimum value.

We next show the procedure for updating variable-conflict maps in Algo-

rithm 5.31 on the next page. Like sinkUpdatePenalty above, the procedure

sinkUpdateConflict also takes two arguments to and from, but updates the

variable-conflict maps of to instead of its penalty maps. A call of the form

sinkUpdateConflict(to, from) updates the variable-conflict maps in the sink of

to with information in the sink of from:

1. If from is the first predecessor that updates to, the subsets of the variable-

conflict maps cct(to,S) that may change with respect to from, for all set

variables of to, are copied to oldCct(to,S) (lines 2 to 8).4

2. As we did for sinkUpdatePenalty, given the actual update of the set

variables of to with respect to each changed tuple of from (lines 9 to 39),

we only discuss the cases when the sink of to is of the form∧ or ∨, since

the other cases are similar and follow from Definition 5.12 of ∃MSO

variable-conflict on page 78:

• If the sink of to is of the form ∧, the variable conflict cct(to,S)(t)
for a given set variable S and tuple t is a sum. To update this sum

with respect to changing the old value oldCct(from,S)(t) of from
to the new value cct(from,S)(t), we must subtract the old value

and add the new value (lines 25 to 28).

• If the sink of to is of the form ∨, the variable conflict cct(to,S)(t)
for the set variable S and tuple t is a subtraction of the penalty and a

minimum value. To update this subtraction with respect to chang-

ing the old value oldCct(from,S) to the new value cct(from,S), we

must remove the old value from and add the new value to the data

structure maintaining the minimum value (lines 29 to 33). Note

that the penalty is already updated since penalties are always up-

dated before variable conflicts. Recall also from page 93 that a

call updateMin(t)(u,v) replaces u by v in the data structure main-

taining a minimum value for the tuple t, and returns the (possibly

changed) minimum value.

In the following example, we update the measure DAG of the normalised

∃MSO version of S ⊂ T with respect to adding b to T given the configuration

k = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ /0}:

Example 5.32 Consider our normalised ∃MSO version of S⊂ T and recall its

measure DAG D with respect to the configuration k = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ /0}

4Note that the changed tuples of from need not be copied since they have not been reset after

the call sinkUpdatePenalty(to, from).
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Algorithm 5.31 Updating the variable-conflict maps of a sub-DAG.

1: procedure sinkUpdateConflict(to, from)
2: if to was not yet updated then

3: for all t ∈ changedTuples(to) do

4: for all S ∈ vars(from) do

5: oldCct(to,S)← oldCct(to,S)⊕{t �→ cct(to,S)(t)}
6: end for

7: end for

8: end if

9: for all S ∈ vars(from) do

10: for all t ∈ changedTuples(from)|bounds(to) do

11: match to with

12: | ∃S1 · · ·∃Snφ −→
13: cct(to,S)← cct(to,S)⊕{() �→ cct(φ ,S)()}
14: | ∀xφ −→
15: for all t ′ ∈ changedTuples(from) : t ′|bounds(to) = t do

16: cct(to,S)← cct(to,S)⊕{t �→ cct(to,S)(t)+
17: cct(from,S)(t ′)−oldCct(from,S)(t ′)}
18: end for

19: | ∃xφ −→
20: for all t ′ ∈ changedTuples(from) : t ′|bounds(to) = t do

21: cct(to,S)← cct(to,S)⊕{t �→ pty(to)(t)−
22: updateMin(t)(pty(from)(t ′)− cct(from,S)(t ′),
23: oldPty(from)(t ′)−oldCct(from,S)(t ′))}
24: end for

25: | φ1∧·· ·∧φm −→
26: cct(to,S)← cct(to,S)⊕
27: {t �→ cct(to,S)(t)+
28: cct(from,S)(t)−oldCct(from,S)(t)}
29: | φ1∨·· ·∨φm −→
30: cct(to,S)← cct(to,S)⊕
31: {t �→ pty(to)(t)−
32: updateMin(t)(pty(from)(t)− cct(from,S)(t),
33: oldPty(from)(t)−oldCct(from,S)(t))}
34: | x≤ y −→ /∗ no first-order variables can change ∗/
35: | x ∈ S −→ cct(to,S)← cct(to,S)⊕{t �→ pty(to)(t)}
36: /∗ omitted cases ∗/
37: end match

38: end for

39: end for

40: if all successors of from have been updated then

41: changedTuples(from)← /0

42: end if

43: end procedure
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that we presented on page 91. We will now go through the updates of this

DAG given a change of k to � = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ {b}} (i.e., b was added to

T ). We do this in two steps, first updating the penalty maps and then updating

the variable-conflict maps. Note that the only maps that must be updated are

those on paths leading from sources that contain the changed set variable T to

the sink.

Starting with the penalty maps of D , changing k to � implies that the penalty

of the ∃MSO constraint is decreased to two. So the penalty pty(D)() stored in

the sink of D should also be two when D has been updated with respect to the

change. This is achieved by a call updateDAG(D ,k, �,sinkUpdatePenalty) as

follows:

• In Figure 5.33(a) on the following page we see (the penalty part of) D

before the call, where the paths that will be updated are dashed: only

the paths from x ∈ T to the sink need to be updated with respect to the

change.

• The call first implies that (b) �→ 1 in x ∈ T is changed to (b) �→ 0, since

b is the only changed value and this value is added to T . We see this

change in Figure 5.33(b).

• Then, updating the first successor of x ∈ T (the lower ∧), the change to

x ∈ T implies that (b) �→ 2 in ∧ is changed to (b) �→ 1, since the term for

x∈ T in the stored sum was decreased from one to zero. This is reflected

in Figure 5.33(c), where also the now solid edge between x ∈ T and ∧
implies that this sub path has been updated.

• Since x ∈ T is the only changed predecessor of ∧, the successor ∃x of

∧ can now be updated. However, even though the value for (b) was

changed to one in ∧, the minimum value for () of ∃x does not change

since it was already one (as witnessed by (c) �→ 1). This further implies

that the successor of ∃x (the upper ∧) does not change either. This is

reflected in Figures 5.33(d) and 5.33(e).

• Since not all predecessors of the upper ∧ have been updated, the next

step is to update the second successor ∨ of x ∈ T . The change to x ∈ T
implies that (b) �→ 1 in ∨ is changed to (b) �→ 0, since the minimum is

now zero. This change can be seen in Figure 5.33(f).

• Given this, the value for () in the successor ∀x of ∨ is decreased by one

as well, resulting in () �→ 1, which then also implies a similar change to

the successor ∧ of ∀x. This is reflected in Figures 5.33(g) and 5.33(h).

• Finally, both predecessors of the upper ∧ have been updated and the

change of () �→ 3 to () �→ 2 can be passed on to the sink of D , as seen in

Figure 5.33(i). When this is done, the penalty maps of D all reflect the

new configuration �.
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Figure 5.33: Updates to the (penalty part of the) measure DAG of ∃S∃T ((∀x(x /∈
S∨x ∈ T ))∧(∃x(x ∈ T ∧x /∈ S))) resulting from changing k = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ /0} to

� = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ {b}}.
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Continuing with the variable-conflict maps of D , changing k to � implies that

the variable conflict of S is still two, and the variable conflict of T is decreased

to two. So the variable conflicts cct(D ,S)() and cct(D ,T )() stored in the sink

of D should also both be two when D has been updated with respect to the

change. This is achieved by a call updateDAG(D ,k, �,sinkUpdateConflict) as

follows:5

• In Figure 5.34(a) on the next page we see (the variable-conflict part of)

D before the call, where the paths that will be updated are dashed: again,

only the paths from x ∈ T to the sink need to be updated with respect to

the change.

• The call first implies that (b) �→ 1 for T in x ∈ T is changed to (b) �→ 0.

We see this change in Figure 5.34(b).

• Then, updating the first successor of x ∈ T , the change to x ∈ T implies

that (b) �→ 2 for T in ∧ is changed to (b) �→ 1, since the term for x ∈ T
in the stored sum was decreased from one to zero. This is reflected in

Figure 5.34(c).

• Since x ∈ T is the only changed predecessor of ∧, the successor ∃x of

∧ can now be updated. In this case, the value for () in the map for S is

changed from zero to one, since the minimum value of the subtraction

pty(∧)(u)− cct(∧,S)(u), for u ∈ U = {a,b,c}, is decreased to zero due

to the change of pty(∧)(b) to one. This is reflected in Figure 5.34(d).

• Since ∃x has no other predecessors, the next step is to update its succes-

sor ∧. The change for S in ∃x implies that () �→ 2 for S in ∧ is changed

to () �→ 3. This change can be seen in Figure 5.34(e).

• We must now restart at x ∈ T again since not all predecessors of the

upper ∧ have been updated. Considering the second successor ∨ of

x ∈ T , the values for (b) for both S and T are decreased to zero due

to the change of pty(∨)(b) to zero. This is reflected in Figure 5.34(f).

• Given this, the values for () for both S and T in the successor ∀x of ∨ are

decreased by one as well, resulting in () �→ 1 for both variables, which

then also implies a similar change to the successor ∧ of ∀x. Hence, the

increase for S in ∧ that we witnessed previously is now neutralised. This

is reflected in Figures 5.34(g) and 5.34(h).

• Finally, both predecessors of the upper ∧ have been updated and the

decrease of () �→ 3 to () �→ 2 for T can be passed on to the sink of D , as

seen in Figure 5.34(i). When this is done, the variable-conflict maps of

D all reflect the new configuration �. �

5Note that we assume that the previous call to updateDAG for updating the penalty maps of D

has been made before this call.
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Figure 5.34: Updates to the (variable-conflict part of the) measure DAG of

∃S∃T ((∀x(x /∈ S∨x ∈ T ))∧(∃x(x ∈ T ∧x /∈ S))) resulting from changing k = {S �→
{a,b},T �→ /0} to � = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ {b}}.
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5.4.3 Complexity

We will now discuss the worst-case space complexity of a measure DAG of

an ∃MSO constraint, as well as the worst-case time complexities of the algo-

rithms in Section 5.4.2.6 To do this we first introduce some new terminology.

Given a measure DAG D of an ∃MSO constraint Φ:

• We let f̂ denote the maximum number of nested first-order quantifiers

in Φ.

• We let ĉ denote the number of conjuncts of the longest conjunctive sub-

formula in Φ.

• We let d̂ denote the number of disjuncts of the longest disjunctive sub-

formula in Φ.

• We let |D | denote the number of nodes in D .

• We let t̂ denote the maximum number of bindings in any measure map

(i.e., penalty or variable-conflict map) of D that are affected by chang-

ing the current configuration k to another configuration �.

• We let p̂ denote the maximum number of paths from any source to the

sink of D .

• We let n̂ denote the maximum number of nodes on paths from any

source to the sink of D .

• We use the variables b∀,b∃,b∧,b∨ ∈ {0,1} such that:

– b∀ = 1 if and only if Φ contains a subformula of the form ∀xφ .

– b∃ = 1 if and only if Φ contains a subformula of the form ∃xφ .

– b∧ = 1 if and only if Φ contains a subformula of the form:

φ1∧·· ·∧φm

– b∨ = 1 if and only if Φ contains a subformula of the form:

φ1∨·· ·∨φm

We also note that maintaining a minimum (respectively a sum) of q values

requires O(q) (respectively O(1)) space.

6Note that this section supersedes and corrects Section 5.3 of [ÅFP07a].
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Worst-Case Space Complexity of Measure DAGs

Let E be a sub-DAG of D . The size of the penalty map (as well as the size of

each variable-conflict map) of the sink of E is at most

|U| f̂ ·

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
|U|, if E is of the form ∃xφ

m, if E is of the form φ1∨·· ·∨φm

1, otherwise

since the map contains at most |U| f̂ bindings, and given each such binding:

• For sub-DAGs of the form ∃xφ we must maintain a minimum of |U|
values.

• For sub-DAGs of the form φ1∨·· ·∨φm we must maintain a minimum

of m values.

• For sub-DAGs of any other form we must maintain either a sum or a

single value, which only requires constant space.

So the size of D is upper bounded by:

O(|D | · |vars(D)| · |U| f̂ ·max{1,b∃ · |U|,b∨ · d̂}) (5.35)

Maps are stored for the variable conflicts and the penalty (factor |vars(D)|) in

the sink of each sub-DAG of D (factor |D |). Each map contains at most |U| f̂

bindings and the size of each binding depends on whether or not Φ contains

subformulas of the form ∃φ or φ1∨·· ·∨φm (factor max{1,b∃ · |U|,b∨ · d̂}).
Note that (5.35) is an upper bound and that, in practice, the actual size of

the DAG D of an ∃MSO constraint is often much smaller. In particular, we

note that the factors of (5.35) affect the space complexity of all sub-DAGs

of D even though these factors may be much smaller for most of those sub-

DAGs. For example, there may be many sub-DAGs E of D where

• |vars(E )| is much smaller than |vars(D)|, making this factor low in

practice;

• the maximum number of nested first-order quantifiers E is less than f̂ ,

making the factor |U| f̂ low in practice; and

• E is not of the form ∃xφ nor or the form φ1∨·· ·∨φm, making the factor

max{1,b∃ · |U|,b∨ · d̂} just 1 in practice.

For example, note that many interesting ∃MSO constraints, including those

given in Table 5.4 on page 69 as well as those in [TSS06], can be modelled

using only one nested first-order quantifier (i.e., such that f̂ = 1).
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Worst-Case Time Complexity of initialiseDAG

Given a DAG D , a configuration k, and a procedure sinkInitialise, a call

initialiseDAG(D ,k,sinkInitialise)

initialises the bindings of each penalty or variable-conflict map of D with

respect to k and sinkInitialise. So the worst-case time complexity of such a

call is

O(|D | · |U| f̂ ·β ) (5.36)

where O(β ) is the worst-case time complexity of a call sinkInitialise(E ,k),
given any sub-DAG E of D .

Consider first O(β ) when sinkInitialise is sinkInitialisePenalty. Given a call

sinkInitialisePenalty(E ,k), one binding in the penalty map of the sink of E is

initialised. So the time complexity of such a call is proportional to:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

|U|, if E is of the form ∀xφ

|U| · log |U|, if E is of the form ∃xφ

m, if E is of the form φ1∧·· ·∧φm

m · logm, if E is of the form φ1∨·· ·∨φm

1, otherwise

Initialising a binding in the penalty map of a sub-DAG of the form:

• ∀xφ (respectively φ1∧·· ·∧φm) implies calculating the sum of |U| (re-

spectively m) values.

• ∃xφ (respectively φ1∨·· ·∨φm) implies constructing a data structure for

maintaining a minimum of |U| (respectively m) values.

• x ∈ S or x /∈ S can be done in constant time.

This implies that:

β = max{b∀ · |U|,b∃ · |U| · log |U|,b∧ · ĉ,b∨ · d̂ · log d̂}

Consider now O(β ) when sinkInitialise is sinkInitialiseConflict . Given a

call sinkInitialiseConflict(E ,k), one binding in each variable-conflict map of

the sink of E is initialised. So the time complexity of such a call is propor-

tional to

|vars(E )| ·

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

|U|, if E is of the form ∀xφ

|U| · log |U|, if E is of the form ∃xφ

m, if E is of the form φ1∧·· ·∧φm

m · logm, if E is of the form φ1∨·· ·∨φm

1, otherwise
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which implies that:

β = |vars(D)| ·max{b∀ · |U|,b∃ · |U| · log |U|,b∧ · ĉ,b∨ · d̂ · log d̂}

Note that as for the space complexity of measure DAGs above, the bound

(5.36) is an upper bound and the time complexity of initialising particular sub-

DAGs of D may be much less, possibly lowering the running time of a call

initialiseDAG(D ,k,sinkInitialise) considerably in practice.

Worst-Case Time Complexity of updateDAG

Given a DAG D , two configurations k and �, and a procedure sinkUpdate, a

call

updateDAG(D ,k, �,sinkUpdate)

updates the affected bindings in the penalty or variable-conflict maps of the

nodes on each path from any affected source to the sink of D . So the worst-

case time complexity of such a call is

O(p̂ · n̂ · γ) (5.37)

where O(γ) is the worst-case time complexity of a call sinkUpdate(to, from)
given any sub-DAGs to and from such that to is a successor of from in D .

Consider first O(γ) when sinkUpdate is sinkUpdatePenalty. Given a call

sinkUpdatePenalty(to, from), the changes in the penalty map of from with re-

spect to each affected tuple are propagated to to. So the time complexity of

such a call is proportional to⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

tto · tfrom, if to is of the form ∀xφ

tto · tfrom · log |U|, if to is of the form ∃xφ

tto, if to is of the form φ1∧·· ·∧φm

tto · logm, if to is of the form φ1∨·· ·∨φm

1, otherwise

where tto and tfrom are the numbers of affected bindings in the penalty maps of

to and from, respectively. This implies that:

γ = max{b∀ · t̂ · t̂,b∃ · t̂ · t̂ · log |U|,b∧ · t̂,b∨ · t̂ · log d̂}

Consider now O(γ) when sinkUpdate is sinkUpdateConflict. Given a call

sinkUpdateConflict(to, from), the changes in the affected variable-conflict maps

of from with respect to each affected tuple are propagated to to. So the time

complexity of such a call is proportional to

|vars(from)| ·

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

tto · tfrom, if to is of the form ∀xφ

tto · tfrom · log |U|, if to is of the form ∃xφ

tto, if to is of the form φ1∧·· ·∧φm

tto · logm, if to is of the form φ1∨·· ·∨φm

1, otherwise
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where tto and tfrom are the numbers of affected bindings in the variable-conflict

maps of to and from, respectively. This implies that:

γ = |vars(D)| ·max{b∀ · t̂ · t̂,b∃ · t̂ · t̂ · log |U|,b∧ · t̂,b∨ · t̂ · log d̂}

Note again that the bound (5.37) is an upper bound and the time complexity

of updating particular sub-DAGs of D may be much less, possibly lower-

ing the running time of a call updateDAG(D ,k, �,sinkUpdate) considerably in

practice.

Analysing a Particular ∃MSO Constraint

Recall the normalised ∃MSO schema of the AllDisjoint({S1, . . . ,Sn}) con-

straint given on page 89:

∃S1 · · ·∃Sn

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝∀x

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

(x /∈ S1∨(x /∈ S2∧·· ·∧x /∈ Sn))

∧

(x /∈ S2∨(x /∈ S3∧·· ·∧x /∈ Sn))

∧·· ·∧

(x /∈ Sn−1∨x /∈ Sn)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

Consider now a particular instance Φ of this schema (on n set variables) and

its corresponding DAG D . The following values can be observed:

• The maximum number of nested first-order quantifiers in Φ is f̂ = 1.

• The number of conjuncts of the longest conjunctive subformula in Φ is

ĉ = n−1.

• The number of disjuncts of the longest disjunctive subformula in Φ is

d̂ = 2.

• The number of nodes in D is |D | = 3 ·n.

• The maximum number of paths from any source to the sink of D is

p̂ = n−1.

• The maximum number of nodes on paths from any source to the sink of

D is n̂ = 5.

Furthermore, we have that b∀ = b∧ = b∨ = 1 but b∃ = 0, since Φ contains sub-

formulas of the forms ∀φ ; φ1∧·· ·∧φm; and φ1∨·· ·∨φm, but not subformulas

of the form ∃φ .

Assume now that we update D with respect to an atomic move function,

i.e., a move function of the form add(S,v) or drop(S,u). We then have that the

maximum number of bindings in any measure map of D that are affected by

changing the current configuration k to another configuration add(S,v)(k) or

drop(S,u)(k) is t̂ = 1. Considering this, we have that:
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• According to (5.35), the worst-case space complexity of D is:

O(3 ·n ·n · |U|1 ·max{1,0 · |U|,1 ·2})

= O(n2 · |U|)

• According to (5.36), the worst-case time complexity of a call

initialiseDAG(D ,k,sinkInitialisePenalty)

is:

O(3 ·n · |U|1 ·max{1 · |U|,0 · |U| · log |U|,1 · (n−1),1 ·2 · log 2})

= O(n · |U| ·max{|U|,n})

• According to (5.36), the worst-case time complexity of a call

initialiseDAG(D ,k,sinkInitialiseConflict)

is:

O(3 ·n · |U|1 ·n ·max{1 · |U|,0 · |U| · log |U|,1 · (n−1),1 ·2 · log 2})

= O(n2 · |U| ·max{|U|,n})

• According to (5.37), the worst-case time complexity of a call

updateDAG(D ,k, �,sinkUpdatePenalty),

where � is of the form add(S,v)(k) or drop(S,u)(k), is:

O((n−1) ·5 ·max{1 ·1 ·1,0 ·1 ·1 · log |U|,1 ·1,1 ·1 · log 2})

= O(n)

• According to (5.37), the worst-case time complexity of a call

updateDAG(D ,k, �,sinkUpdateConflict),

where � is of the form add(S,v)(k) or drop(S,u)(k), is:

O((n−1) ·5 ·n ·max{1 ·1 ·1,0 ·1 ·1 · log |U|,1 ·1,1 ·1 · log 2})

= O(n2)

The most interesting parts above are the time complexities of calls to the

procedure updateDAG since there may be many such calls during a solving

process. As we have seen above, the time complexities of the calls

updateDAG(D ,k, �,sinkUpdatePenalty)
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and

updateDAG(D ,k, �,sinkUpdateConflict)

are O(n) and O(n2) respectively, where n is the number of variables in the

constraint. Hence, incrementally updating the DAG D with respect to both the

penalty and the variable conflicts can be done in O(n+n2) = O(n2) time. This

compares to incrementally updating the measures of the built in AllDisjoint(X)
constraint, which can be done in O(logn) time as we have seen in Section 4.5.

Of course, the built-in version may take advantage of global properties of the

constraint that make it possible to define a faster incremental algorithm. How-

ever, as the experimental results in Section 7.5 show, the overall performance

for using the ∃MSO version of AllDisjoint(X) is still acceptable in practice,

making an ∃MSO version a good alternative when a particular constraint is

not built in.

5.5 Modelling Issues

We now discuss some of the issues with modelling constraints in ∃MSO.

These issues include the overestimation and underestimation of inductively

defined penalties compared to ideal penalties, as well as efficiency problems

when ∃MSO constraints contain many nested first-order quantifiers.

Problems with Overestimation and Underestimation

In Example 5.9 on page 75 we saw two ∃MSO constraints with overestimated

and underestimated penalties compared to their ideal penalties under a given

configuration. We will now show that these two constraints can be trans-

formed into equivalent ∃MSO constraints such that their penalties are ideal

under that configuration:

Example 5.38 Recall from Example 5.9 the configuration k = {R �→ /0,S1 �→
/0,S2 �→ /0,T1 �→ {a},T2 �→ {a}} and the two (normalised) ∃MSO constraints

Φ
def
= ∃R∃S1∃S2(∀x((x ∈ R∨x ∈ S1)∧(x ∈ R∨x ∈ S2)))

and:

Ψ
def
= ∃R∃S1∃S2∃T1∃T2

⎛
⎜⎝∀x

⎛
⎜⎝(x ∈ R∨(x /∈ T1∧x /∈ T2))

∧

(x /∈ R∨(x ∈ S1∧x ∈ S2))

⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠

In that example, we saw that penalty(Φ)(k) = 2 and penalty(Ψ)(k) = 1 and

that these values overestimate respectively underestimate the ideal penalties of

Φ and Ψ under k.
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Consider first Φ. By distributivity of ∨ over ∧, we can transform Φ into the

equivalent:

Φ′
def
= ∃R∃S1∃S2(∀x(x ∈ R∨(x ∈ S1∧x ∈ S2)))

Now, according to the inductive calculation of penalty(Φ′)(k) in Figure 5.39

on the next page we have that penalty(Φ′)(k) = 1, which is the ideal penalty

of Φ′ (and thus also of Φ) under k.

Consider next Ψ. Again, by distributivity of ∨ over ∧ (but in the “other

direction” this time), we can transform Ψ into the equivalent:

Ψ′ def
= ∃R∃S1∃S2∃T1∃T2

⎛
⎜⎝∀x

⎛
⎜⎝(x ∈ R∨x /∈ T1)∧(x ∈ R∨x /∈ T2)

∧

(x /∈ R∨x ∈ S1)∧(x /∈ R∨x ∈ S2)

⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠

Now, according to the inductive calculation of penalty(Ψ′)(k) in Figure 5.40

on page 114 we have that penalty(Ψ′)(k) = 2, which is the ideal penalty of Ψ′

(and thus also of Ψ) under k. �

So we must be careful when we model constraints in ∃MSO to be used in

our local search framework! For example, one should clearly be careful with

subformulas of the form

φ ∧φ ,

since the penalty of such a subformula under a configuration k can be double

that of the ideal penalty of the subformula.

As we saw in the example above, one should also be careful with subfor-

mulas of the form

(φ ∨ψ1)∧(φ ∨ψ2),

since the penalty of such a subformula under a configuration k can be overes-

timated compared to the ideal penalty of the subformula.

Finally, as we also saw in the example above, one should be careful with

subformulas of the form

(φ ∨ψ1)∧(¬φ ∨ψ2),

since the penalty of such a subformula under a configuration k can be under-

estimated compared to the ideal penalty of the subformula.

Efficiency Problems with Nested First-Order Quantifiers

As we saw in Section 5.4.3 above, the worst-case space and time complexi-

ties of the presented algorithms on measure DAGs depend on the maximum

number of nested first-order quantifiers in the ∃MSO constraints. It is actually

crucial to limit this number in order to obtain efficient algorithms. Recall the

(counting) constraint MaxIntersect(X ,m) of Section 4.4, which restricts the
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number of elements in the intersection between any pair of distinct set vari-

ables in X to be at most m ∈ N. To highlight the complexity problems with

nested first-order quantifiers, we will now present an ∃MSO schema of this

constraint.

Example 5.41 In order to present ∃MSO schemas of MaxIntersect(X ,m), we

must be able to express (and limit) the number of elements in the intersection

between any pair of distinct set variables. Since ∃MSO does not feature a

direct counting construct we do this using nested first-order quantifiers.

We use X to denote {S1, . . . ,Sn} in the following and consider first the con-

straint when m = 0. We have already seen the following ∃MSO schema of

MaxIntersect(X ,0) in Table 5.4 on page 69, since then the constraint is equiv-

alent to AllDisjoint(X):

∃S1 · · ·∃Sn

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝∀x

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

(x ∈ S1 → (x /∈ S2∧·· ·∧x /∈ Sn))

∧

(x ∈ S2 → (x /∈ S3∧·· ·∧x /∈ Sn))

∧·· ·∧

(x ∈ Sn−1 → x /∈ Sn)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

In this schema, we limit the number of elements in the intersection between

any pair of distinct set variables to zero using only one first-order quantifier.

We simply say that: if a value is in any set variable Si, then that value cannot

be in any set variable Sj, where i < j.
We next consider the constraint when m = 1. The following ∃MSO schema

of MaxIntersect(X ,1) uses the fact that, in a solution to the constraint, each

pair of distinct values can only be in at most one set variable in X :

∃S1 · · ·∃Sn∀x∀y

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

x < y→

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎛
⎜⎝(x ∈ S1∧y ∈ S1)→

⎛
⎜⎝(x /∈ S2∨y /∈ S2)

∧·· ·∧

(x /∈ Sn∨y /∈ Sn)

⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠

∧⎛
⎜⎝(x ∈ S2∧y ∈ S2)→

⎛
⎜⎝(x /∈ S3∨y /∈ S3)

∧·· ·∧

(x /∈ Sn∨y /∈ Sn)

⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠

∧·· ·∧

((x ∈ Sn−1∧y ∈ Sn−1)→ (x /∈ Sn∨y /∈ Sn))

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

In this schema, we limit the number of elements in the intersection between

any pair of distinct set variables to one using two nested first-order quantifiers.

We simply say that: if two distinct values are in any set variable Si, then those

two values cannot be together in any set variable Sj, where i < j.
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We can generalise this to any m using m + 1 nested first-order quantifiers

and show such an ∃MSO schema in Figure 5.42 on the facing page.

Now, given a DAG D of an ∃MSO version of MaxIntersect(X ,1), the mea-

sure maps that are stored in the sink of each sub-DAG of D contain up to |U|2

bindings: one for each possible binding of the first-order variables x and y. So

if U = {a,b,c}, for example, then these maps will be of the form⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

(a,a) �→ n1,(a,b) �→ n2,(a,c) �→ n3,

(b,a) �→ n4,(b,b) �→ n5,(b,c) �→ n6,

(c,a) �→ n7,(c,b) �→ n8,(c,c) �→ n9

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭

where the first position of each tuple corresponds to x and the second position

corresponds to y. Assume now that we update D with respect to an atomic

move function of the form add(S,v) or drop(S,u). We then have that the

maximum number of bindings in any measure map of D that are affected by

changing the current configuration k to either add(S,v)(k) or drop(S,u)(k) is

t̂ = |U|. To see this, consider a source in D of the form x ∈ S and assume that

k is changed to add(S,a)(k), i.e., a is added to S. The bindings of the measure

maps of x ∈ S that are affected are then those for (a,a), (a,b), and (a,c): all

bindings where the first position is a (whose number equals |U|= 3). For the

general case with m + 1 nested first-order quantifiers we have that t̂ = |U|m.

Considering the worst-case space and time complexities of the algorithms in

Section 5.4.3, we can conclude that these are rather high when t̂ = |U| (for

m = 1) and unacceptable when t̂ ≥ |U|2 (for m≥ 2). �

Hence, the usage of nested first-order quantifiers is best avoided. However,

counting constraints are a common ingredient in set-CSPs (for example, all

set-CSPs in Chapter 7 contain such constraints). It would therefore be nice

to support the usage of ∃MSO versions of such constraints without sacrificing

too much of the efficiency. We discuss an extension of ∃MSO for this purpose

in Section 5.6 below.

5.6 ∃MSO with Counting

We now present an extension of ∃MSO where the two first-order quantifiers

∀ and ∃ are replaced by a more general count quantifier ∃≥m. A formula of

the form ∃≥mxφ is satisfied under a configuration k if and only if there exists

a subset V of U such that |V | ≥ m and φ is satisfied under k ∪ {x �→ u},
for all u ∈ V . This means that ∃≥1xφ is equivalent to ∃xφ and that ∃≥|U|xφ is

equivalent to ∀xφ . We refer to this extension by ∃MSO≥m and show next some

examples of how counting constraints can be expressed in this extension.

Example 5.43 Consider first the constraint |S| ≥ s which restricts the set vari-

able S to contain at least s elements. To model this constraint in (regular)
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∃MSO we can use s nested first-order quantifiers:

∃S(∃x1 · · ·∃xs((x1 < · · ·< xs)∧(x1 ∈ S∧·· ·∧xs ∈ S)))

However, we can express this constraint in ∃MSO≥m using only one first-order

quantifier:

∃S(∃≥sx(x ∈ S))

Consider next the constraint |S| ≤ s (presented as a built-in constraint in

Appendix A.2) which restricts the set variable S to contain at most s elements.

We can model this constraint in ∃MSO≥m by:

∃S(∃≥(|U|−s)x(x /∈ S))

Note that we are forced to state the constraint negatively here and that we

actually restrict the values that are not in S to be at least |U|− s. We must do

this since ∃MSO≥m only features an “at least” counting quantifier.

Recall now the ∃MSO schema of the MaxIntersect(X ,m) constraint shown

in Figure 5.42 where we used m + 1 nested first-order quantifiers. The follow-

ing ∃MSO≥m schema expresses the same constraint without nested first-order

quantifiers:

∃S1 · · ·∃Sn

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

(∃≥(|U|−m)x(x /∈ S1∨x /∈ S2))

∧·· ·∧

(∃≥(|U|−m)x(x /∈ S1∨x /∈ Sn))

∧

(∃≥(|U|−m)x(x /∈ S2∨x /∈ S3))

∧·· ·∧

(∃≥(|U|−m)x(x /∈ S2∨x /∈ Sn))

∧·· ·∧

(∃≥(|U|−m)x(x /∈ Sn−1∨x /∈ Sn))

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

Similarly to the ∃MSO≥m version of |S| ≤ s we state also this constraint nega-

tively. We simply say that: the number of values that are not in both Si and Sj

is at least |U|−m, where i < j. �

We now give inductive definitions of the penalty and variable conflicts of

∃MSO≥m constraints. These definitions are identical to their ∃MSO counter-

parts in Definitions 5.5 and 5.12, except for the cases on first-order quantifiers.

Definition 5.44 (Penalty) Consider an ∃MSO≥m constraint Φ and a configu-

ration k. The penalty of Φ under k is defined by induction on the structure of

Φ by:

(a) penalty(∃S1 · · ·∃Snφ)(k)
def
= penalty(φ)(k)
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(b) penalty(∃≥mxφ)(k)
def
=

min

{
∑

u∈V

penalty(φ)(k∪{x �→ u})

∣∣∣∣∣V ⊆ U∧|V |= m

}

(c) penalty(φ ∧ψ)(k)
def
= penalty(φ)(k)+ penalty(ψ)(k)

(d) penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)
def
= min{penalty(φ)(k),penalty(ψ)(k)}

(e) penalty(x ≤ y)(k)
def
=

{
0, if k(x)≤ k(y)

1, otherwise

( f ) penalty(x ∈ S)(k)
def
=

{
0, if k(x) ∈ k(S)

1, otherwise
�

All else being equal to Definition 5.5 on page 71, the penalty of a count quan-

tification ∃≥mxφ is the minimum sum of the penalties of the quantified for-

mula where each occurrence of the bound first-order variable is replaced by

each value in a subset of the universe of size m. Note that the penalty of a

count quantification ∃≥mxφ is equal to the penalty of ∀xφ (respectively the

penalty of ∃xφ ) when m = |U| (respectively when m = 1).

Example 5.45 Assume that U = {a,b,c} and consider the ∃MSO≥m version

of |S| ≤ 1:

Φ
def
= ∃S(∃≥2x(x /∈ S))

The penalty of Φ under k = {S �→ {a,b,c}} is:

penalty(Φ)(k)

= penalty(∃≥2x(x /∈ S))(k)

= min

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

∑u∈{a,b} penalty(x /∈ S)(k∪{x �→ u}) = 2

∑u∈{a,c} penalty(x /∈ S)(k∪{x �→ u}) = 2

∑u∈{b,c} penalty(x /∈ S)(k∪{x �→ u}) = 2

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭

= 2

Indeed, considering, e.g., the compound move function

M
def
= drop(S,b)◦drop(S,a)

of length two we have that M(k) = {S �→ {c}} satisfies Φ, and there is no

shorter such compound move function. �

Definition 5.46 (Variable Conflict) Consider an ∃MSO≥m constraint Φ, a set

variable S, a penalty function penalty(Φ), and a configuration k. The variable
conflict of S with respect to Φ and penalty(Φ) under k is defined by induction

on the structure of Φ by:
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(a) conflict(∃S1 · · ·∃Snφ)(S,k)
def
= conflict(φ)(S,k)

(b) conflict(∃≥mxφ)(S,k)
def
=

penalty(∃≥mxφ)(k)−

min

{
∑

u∈V

(
penalty(φ)(k∪{x �→ u})−

conflict(φ)(S,k∪{x �→ u})

)∣∣∣∣∣V ⊆ U∧|V |= m

}

(c) conflict(φ ∧ψ)(S,k) = conflict(φ)(S,k)+ conflict(ψ)(S,k)

(d) conflict(φ ∨ψ)(S,k)
def
=

penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)−min{penalty(φ)(k)− conflict(φ)(S,k),

penalty(ψ)(k)− conflict(ψ)(S,k)}

(e) conflict(x≤ y)(S,k)
def
= 0

( f ) conflict(x ∈ T )(S,k)
def
=

{
penalty(x ∈ T )(k), if S = T

0, otherwise
�

All else being equal to Definition 5.12 on page 78, the conflict of a variable

with respect to a count quantification ∃≥mxφ is the penalty of the count quan-

tification minus the minimum sum of the penalties obtainable by changing the

variable with respect to the quantified formula, given any subset of the uni-

verse of size m. Note that the conflict of a variable with respect to a count

quantification ∃≥mxφ is equal to the conflict of the variable with respect to ∀xφ

(respectively the conflict of the variable with respect to ∃xφ ) when m = |U|
(respectively when m = 1).

Example 5.47 Consider U = {a,b,c} and the ∃MSO≥m version Φ of |S| ≤ 1

of the previous example. The variable conflict of S with respect to Φ and

penalty(Φ) under k = {S �→ {a,b,c}} is:

conflict(Φ)(S,k)

= conflict(∃≥2x(x /∈ S))(S,k)

= penalty(∃≥2x(x /∈ S))(k)−

min

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑u∈{a,b}

(
penalty(x /∈ S)(k∪{x �→ u})−

conflict(x /∈ S)(S,k∪{x �→ u})

)
= 0

∑u∈{a,c}

(
penalty(x /∈ S)(k∪{x �→ u})−

conflict(x /∈ S)(S,k∪{x �→ u})

)
= 0

∑u∈{b,c}

(
penalty(x /∈ S)(k∪{x �→ u})−

conflict(x /∈ S)(S,k∪{x �→ u})

)
= 0

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

= 2−0

= 2
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Indeed, considering, e.g., the compound move function

M
def
= drop(S,b)◦drop(S,a)

of length two (only affecting S) we have that M(k) = {S �→ {c}} satisfies Φ.�

Hence, adding a count quantifier to our local search framework would be

useful since we would then be able to express counting constraints such as

|S| ≤ s and MaxIntersect(X ,m) in ∃MSO without necessarily using nested

first-order quantifiers. This would make it easier to obtain efficient incremen-

tal algorithms for ∃MSO versions of these constraints. Work in this direction

has started and we currently have prototype implementations of such incre-

mental algorithms.

5.7 Expressive Power of ∃MSO

Existential second-order logic (ESO) exactly captures the complexity class

NP [Fag74], so the question arises how much of that expressive power is lost

because we only consider monadic ESO without the negation connective. (Re-

call that the set of relations in the base cases of our used ∃MSO language is

closed under negation.) Monadic second-order logic (MSO) cannot express

Hamiltonicity (see, e.g., [EF99]), hence (any fragment of) existential MSO

(which is monadic ESO) cannot capture NP, including our ∃MSO language.

Since the entire vocabulary of ∃MSO is monadic, not just the second-order

variables, many graph properties cannot be expressed, since that requires bi-

nary relations [MT07]. We conjecture that the lack of a negation connective

does not affect the expressive power, but we have not been able so far to cir-

cumscribe precisely that expressive power.

Recall that ∃MSO is not intended to model entire combinatorial problems,

but only combinatorial substructures for which there is no built-in set con-

straint in our local search framework. Such combinatorial substructures of a

problem can of course be arbitrarily complex, but the purpose of ∃MSO is to

provide a high-level, purely declarative way of modelling that set constraint

(i.e., that combinatorial substructure) and getting for free (a reasonably fast

implementation of) the intricate algorithmic, procedural details of deploying

that set constraint in local search. If the wanted set constraint turns out to

be beyond the expressive power of ∃MSO, then the user will have no choice

but to change the model or to design the required incremental algorithms by

hand: this does not reduce the appeal of ∃MSO in the many situations where

its expressive power is sufficient.

Finally, we note that the addition of a count quantifier, resulting in the lan-

guage ∃MSO≥m, does not increase the expressive power. This is the case

since, as we saw above, a formula using a count quantifier of the form ∃≥m

can be transformed into an equivalent formula not using the count quantifier,

by using m nested first-order existential quantifiers.
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5.8 Related Work

The specification of primitive constraints in some higher-level language was

early proposed in constraint programming in the form of indexicals [VHSD93].

More recent works in that area tackle this problem using, e.g., finite au-

tomata [Pes04, BCP04], context-free grammars [Sel06], a language based on

range and roots constraints [BHH+05], graph properties [BCDP06], or (as

in this thesis) monadic existential second-order logic [TSS06]. The usage

of monadic existential second-order logic for constraint programming pro-

posed in [TSS06] means that filtering algorithms for set constraints can be

derived automatically from versions of those set constraints modelled in this

logic. The motivation for the declarative specification of primitive constraints

in constraint programming is much the same as here. However, and as we also

noted for (set) constraints in general on page 64, the actual realisation of the

usage of declaratively specified constraints is very different: while in our lo-

cal search setting we discuss ∃MSO constraints in terms of generic constraint

measures and (incremental) maintenance algorithms, in that complete search

setting one must decide (at least) what levels of consistency are feasible in

practice, and how these consistency levels can be enforced in terms of generic

filtering algorithms.

The adaptation of the traditional combinators [VHD91] of constraint pro-

gramming for local search was pioneered for the Comet system in [VHML04].

The combinators there include logical connectives (such as ¬, ∧, and ∨), car-

dinality operators (such as exactly and atmost), reification, and first-class ex-

pressions. We have extended these ideas here to the logical quantifiers, namely

∀ and ∃. This is useful for our handling of set variables over which one would

like to iterate, unlike the scalar variables of Comet. Note that we implicitly

support negation in ∃MSO, since any formula containing the negation sym-

bol can be transformed into an equivalent formula not containing the negation

symbol. We can do this since (as we also discuss on page 67) the set of rela-

tional operators in ∃MSO is closed under negation.

In parallel and independently of our work on the generic variable-conflict

function for ∃MSO constraints in Definition 5.12 (first presented in [ÅFP06]),

the work on Comet was generalised in order to introduce differentiable invari-

ants [VHM06]. The latter are a novel abstraction for local search that lifts arbi-

trary expressions and formulas into differentiable objects [MVH02, VHM05],

which incrementally maintain a value, its maximum possible increase and

decrease, and can be queried for the effects of local moves. Generic def-

initions and incremental maintenance algorithms for penalty and variable-

conflict functions, such as ours, are inherited for free as particular cases of

the differentiable-invariant calculus [VHM06]. Our work (which took place

independently and in parallel) differs from this as we support second-order

set variables, unlike their scalar variables, and as we also address first-order

bounded quantification.
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6. Constraint Neighbourhoods

We introduce constraint-directed neighbourhoods where neigh-
bours with particular properties are obtained directly from the
constraints. Towards this we define such neighbourhoods both in
general for ∃MSO constraints as well as specifically for a built-
in constraint. We then show how constraint-directed neighbour-
hoods can simplify the design of local search algorithms, before
we end the chapter by discussing implementation issues followed
by related work.

6.1 Constraint-Directed Neighbourhoods

When constructing a neighbourhood from a variable perspective, we start from

a set of variables and change some of them, while evaluating (incrementally)

the effect that the changes have on the penalty. Hence, if we only want to con-

sider moves that, e.g., are guaranteed to decrease the penalty, this approach

may result in the evaluation of unnecessary moves, since we do not know

in advance the effect a given move may have. When constructing a neigh-

bourhood from a constraint perspective, we start from a set of constraints and

obtain the neighbours directly from those constraints. For instance, config-

urations in such a neighbourhood may have a different penalty with respect

to those constraints. The advantage is that we can then exploit combinatorial

substructures of the CSP, and focus on constructing neighbourhoods with par-

ticular properties. For example, we can extend the idea of constraint-directed

search [Fox83] to accommodate moves that are guaranteed to decrease, pre-

serve, or increase the penalty.

In the following and given a set X of set variables, we let N(X) denote the

universal neighbourhood function, defined as the union of all other neighbour-

hood functions considered in this thesis:

N(X)(k)
def
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ADD(X)(k)

∪ DROP(X)(k)

∪ FLIP(X)(k)

∪ TRANSFER(X ,X)(k)

∪ SWAP(X ,X)(k)
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Constraint-directed neighbourhoods are either decreasing, preserving, or

increasing:

Definition 6.1 (Constraint-Directed Neighbourhoods) Consider a constraint

c and a penalty function penalty(c). The decreasing, preserving, and increas-
ing neighbourhoods of c with respect to penalty(c) under a configuration k
respectively are:

{c}↓k
def
= {� ∈ N(vars(c))(k) | penalty(c)(k) > penalty(c)(�)}

{c}=k
def
= {� ∈ N(vars(c))(k) | penalty(c)(k) = penalty(c)(�)}

{c}↑k
def
= {� ∈ N(vars(c))(k) | penalty(c)(k) < penalty(c)(�)} �

This definition gives the properties of moves of decreasing, preserving, and

increasing neighbourhoods, respectively. Given this target concept, we may

define such neighbourhoods for particular constraints. We now show how to

do this, first for any ∃MSO constraint and then for built-in constraints, just

giving the example of the built-in AllDisjoint(X) constraint.

6.1.1 ∃MSO Constraints

We first define decreasing, preserving, and increasing neighbourhoods of any

∃MSO constraint. To do this, we must know the actual impact of a move in

terms of the penalty difference.

Definition 6.2 (Delta) A delta for a constraint c under a configuration k is a

pair (�,δ ), such that � is a neighbour of k and δ is the penalty increase when

changing k to �: δ = penalty(c)(�)−penalty(c)(k). �

Now, using the set of all deltas for a constraint c under k, it is possible to

obtain the decreasing, preserving, and increasing neighbourhoods of c under

k. Towards this we need some notation: Given a configuration � and a delta

set D, let D|1 denote the deltas of D projected onto their first components, that

is the set of their configurations. Furthermore, let

� �D
def
=

{
δ , if (�,δ ) ∈D

0, otherwise

which is to be read ‘� query D’, denote the penalty increase recorded in D for

�. Considering, for example, the delta set

D = {(add(S,a)(k),0),(drop(S,b)(k),−1),(flip(S,b,a)(k),−1)}

we have:

drop(S,b)(k)�D = −1

drop(T,b)(k)�D = 0
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Definition 6.3 (Neighbourhoods of ∃MSO Constraints) Recall the penalty

function of ∃MSO constraints induced by Definition 5.5 on page 71, and con-

sider an ∃MSO constraint Φ and a configuration k. The set Δ(Φ)(k) is defined

by induction on the structure of Φ by:

(a) Δ(∃S1 · · ·∃Snφ)(k)
def
= Δ(φ)(k)

(b) Δ(∀xφ)(k)
def
=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩(�,δ )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
� ∈

( ⋃
u∈U

Δ(φ)(k∪{x �→ u})

)
|1

∧

δ = ∑
u∈U

(� �Δ(φ)(k∪{x �→ u}))

⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭

(c) Δ(∃xφ)(k)
def
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(�,δ )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

� ∈

( ⋃
u∈U

Δ(φ)(k∪{x �→ u})

)
|1

∧

δ = min
u∈U

{
penalty(φ)(k∪{x �→ u}) +

(� �Δ(φ)(k∪{x �→ u}))

}
−penalty(∃xφ)(k)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(d) Δ(φ ∧ψ)(k)
def
=

{
(�,δ )

∣∣∣∣∣ � ∈ (Δ(φ)(k)∪Δ(ψ)(k))|1 ∧

δ = � �Δ(φ)(k)+ � �Δ(ψ)(k)

}

(e) Δ(φ ∨ψ)(k)
def
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(�,δ )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

� ∈ (Δ(φ)(k)∪Δ(ψ)(k))|1 ∧

δ = min

{
penalty(φ)(k)+ (� �Δ(φ)(k)),

penalty(ψ)(k)+ (� �Δ(ψ)(k))

}
−penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

( f ) Δ(x≤ y)(k)
def
= /0 (* similarly for <,=, �=,≥,> *)

(g) Δ(x ∈ S)(k)
def
= (* similarly for /∈ *)⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

{(drop(S,k(x))(k),1)}

∪ {(flip(S,k(x),v)(k),1) | v ∈ k(S)}

∪ {(transfer(S,k(x),T )(k),1) | T ∈ X ∧k(x) ∈ k(T )}

∪

{
(swap(S,k(x),v,T )(k),1)

∣∣∣∣∣ v /∈ k(S)∧T ∈ X ∧

k(x) /∈ k(T )∧v ∈ k(T )

}
,

if k(x) ∈ k(S)

{(add(S,k(x))(k),−1)}

∪ {(flip(S,u,k(x))(k),−1) | u ∈ k(S)}

∪ {(transfer(T,k(x),S)(k),−1) | T ∈ X ∧k(x) ∈ k(T )}

∪

{
(swap(S,u,k(x),T )(k),−1)

∣∣∣∣∣ u ∈ k(S)∧T ∈ X ∧

k(x) ∈ k(T )∧u /∈ k(T )

}
,

otherwise
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The decreasing, preserving, increasing, and delta neighbourhoods of Φ with

respect to penalty(Φ) under k are then respectively defined by:

{Φ}↓k
def
= {� | (�,γ) ∈ Δ(Φ)(k)∧γ < 0}

{Φ}=k
def
= {� | (�,γ) ∈ Δ(Φ)(k)∧γ = 0}

{Φ}↑k
def
= {� | (�,γ) ∈ Δ(Φ)(k)∧γ > 0}

{Φ}δ
k

def
= {� | (�,γ) ∈ Δ(Φ)(k)∧γ = δ} �

Example 6.4 Consider the following (normalised) ∃MSO version of the con-

straint AllDisjoint({R,S,T}) obtained for three variables from the correspond-

ing ∃MSO schema in Table 5.4 on page 69:

Ψ
def
= ∃R∃S∃T

⎛
⎜⎝∀x

⎛
⎜⎝(x /∈ R∨(x /∈ S∧x /∈ T ))

∧

(x /∈ S∨x /∈ T )

⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠

Now, assuming that U = {a,b} and k = {R �→ {b},S �→ {b},T �→ /0}, we have:

Δ(Ψ)(k) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(drop(R,b)(k),−1),(drop(S,b)(k),−1),

(add(R,a)(k),0),(add(S,a)(k),0),

(add(T,a)(k),0),(add(T,b)(k),1),

(flip(R,b,a)(k),−1),(flip(S,b,a)(k),−1),

(transfer(R,b,T )(k),0),(transfer(S,b,T )(k),0)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

The constraint-directed neighbourhoods of Ψ with respect to penalty(Ψ) under

k are thus as follows:

{Ψ}↓k =

{
drop(R,b)(k),drop(S,b)(k),

flip(R,b,a)(k),flip(S,b,a)(k)

}

{Ψ}=k =

{
add(R,a)(k),add(S,a)(k),add(T,a)(k),

transfer(R,b,T )(k), transfer(S,b,T )(k)

}

{Ψ}↑k = {add(T,b)(k)}

In Example 6.8, we will show another definition of these constraint-directed

neighbourhoods of AllDisjoint(X), but there it will be for the built-in version

of the constraint. �

We now prove that the sets in Definition 6.3 are equal to the corresponding

sets in Definition 6.1. First, all and only the possible moves are captured in

the inductively computed delta set:
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Lemma 6.5 Let Φ be a formula in ∃MSO and let k be a configuration for Φ.

Then Δ(Φ)(k)|1 = N(vars(Φ))(k).

Proof. (⊆) Trivial, as N(vars(Φ))(k) is the set of all possible moves for the

set variables of Φ.

(⊇) Assume now that � ∈ N(vars(Φ))(k), and note that, for a subformula φ

of a formula Φ in ∃MSO, we have that �∈ (Δ(φ)(k))|1 implies �∈ (Δ(Φ)(k))|1.

First, If � is of the form add(S,v)(k), then there must be a subformula φ in Φ of

the form v ∈ S or v /∈ S. Since v /∈ k(S) by definition of add(S,v), we have that

add(S,v)(k) ∈ (Δ(φ)(k))|1 and hence add(S,v)(k) ∈ (Δ(Φ)(k))|1. Similarly

for drop, as well as for flip, swap, and transfer, which are just transactions

over add and drop moves. �

Second, the inductive definition of Δ(Φ)(k) in Definition 6.3 computes a

set of deltas, as defined in Definition 6.2:

Lemma 6.6 Let Φ be a formula in ∃MSO and let k be a configuration for

Φ. For every � ∈ N(vars(Φ))(k), we have that � �Δ(Φ)(k) = penalty(Φ)(�)−
penalty(Φ)(k).

Proof. The proof is by structural induction on Φ. The result holds for the

base cases ( f ) and (g). For case (a) the result follows by induction from the

definition. Cases (b) and (c) can be assumed after showing that the result holds

for cases (d) and (e) due to the note on page 70.

Case (d):

Consider a configuration � ∈ N(vars(Φ))(k). We have that:

penalty(φ ∧ψ)(�)−penalty(φ ∧ψ)(k)

= penalty(φ)(�)−penalty(φ)(k)+ penalty(ψ)(�)−penalty(ψ)(k),

(by Definition 5.5 of ∃MSO penalty)

= � �Δ(φ)(k)+ � �Δ(ψ)(k) (by induction)

= � �Δ(φ ∧ψ)(k) (by Definition 6.3)

Case (e):

Consider a configuration � ∈ N(vars(Φ))(k). We have that:

penalty(φ ∨ψ)(�)−penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)

= min{penalty(φ)(�),penalty(ψ)(�)}−penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)

(by Definition 5.5 of ∃MSO penalty)

= min

{
penalty(φ)(k)+ � �Δ(φ)(k),

penalty(ψ)(k)+ � �Δ(ψ)(k)

}
−penalty(φ ∨ψ)(k)

(by induction)

= � �Δ(φ ∨ψ)(k) (by Definition 6.3) �
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In conclusion, Definition 6.3 correctly captures the considered constraint-

directed neighbourhoods in accordance with Definition 6.1:

Proposition 6.7 Let Φ be a formula in ∃MSO, let k be a configuration for Φ,

and let � ∈ N(vars(Φ))(k). We have that:

� ∈ {Φ}↓k ⇔ penalty(Φ)(�) < penalty(Φ)(k)

� ∈ {Φ}=k ⇔ penalty(Φ)(�) = penalty(Φ)(k)

� ∈ {Φ}↑k ⇔ penalty(Φ)(�) > penalty(Φ)(k)

Proof. Directly follows from Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6. �

6.1.2 Built-In Constraints

We here just give constraint-directed neighbourhoods for the built-in con-

straint AllDisjoint(X). Neighbourhoods for other built-in constraints are hand-

crafted similarly.

Example 6.8 Recall penalty(AllDisjoint(X)) given in Section 4.3:

penalty(AllDisjoint(X))(k)
def
=

∣∣∣∣∣⊎
S∈X

k(S)\
⋃

S∈X

k(S)

∣∣∣∣∣
Let occs(u,X ,k) denote the number of set variables in X that contain u ∈ U

under the configuration k:

occs(u,X ,k)
def
= |{S ∈ X | u ∈ k(S)}|

The decreasing, preserving, and increasing neighbourhoods of AllDisjoint(X)
with respect to penalty(AllDisjoint(X)) under a configuration k can be defined

as follows:

{AllDisjoint(X)}↓k
def
=

{drop(S,u)(k) | occs(u,X ,k) > 1}

∪

{
flip(S,u,v)(k)

∣∣∣∣∣ drop(S,u)(k) ∈ {AllDisjoint(X)}↓k ∧

add(S,v)(k) ∈ {AllDisjoint(X)}=k

}
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{AllDisjoint(X)}=k
def
=

{drop(S,u)(k) | occs(u,X ,k) = 1}

∪ {add(S,v)(k) | occs(v,X ,k) = 0}

∪

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

flip(S,u,v)(k)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

drop(S,u)(k) ∈ {AllDisjoint(X)}↓k ∧

add(S,v)(k) ∈ {AllDisjoint(X)}↑k
∨

drop(S,u)(k) ∈ {AllDisjoint(X)}=k ∧

add(S,v)(k) ∈ {AllDisjoint(X)}=k

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

∪ {transfer(S,u,T )(k)}

∪ {swap(S,u,v,T )(k)}

{AllDisjoint(X)}↑k
def
=

{add(S,v)(k) | occs(v,X ,k) > 0}

∪

{
flip(S,u,v)(k)

∣∣∣∣∣ drop(S,u)(k) ∈ {AllDisjoint(X)}=k ∧

add(S,v)(k) ∈ {AllDisjoint(X)}↑k

}

For ease of presentation, the feasibility condition

S,T ∈ X ∧u,v ∈U∧u ∈ k(S)∧v �∈ k(S)∧u �∈ k(T )∧v ∈ k(T )

is always implicit in the set comprehensions above. Similarly, the preserving

neighbourhood must actually be expanded with all moves on the set variables

of the CSP that are not involved in the AllDisjoint(X) constraint.

Even though these definitions are mutually recursive (for flip moves), this

is just a matter of presentation, as they can be finitely unfolded (since a flip is

just a drop and an add), and has no impact on runtime efficiency in practice.

For instance, as in Example 6.4, for the configuration k = {R �→ {b},S �→
{b},T �→ /0} and the universe U = {a,b}, we obtain the following neighbour-

hoods:

{AllDisjoint({R,S,T})}↓k =

{
drop(R,b)(k),drop(S,b)(k),

flip(R,b,a)(k),flip(S,b,a)(k)

}

{AllDisjoint({R,S,T})}=k =

{
add(R,a)(k),add(S,a)(k),add(T,a)(k),

transfer(R,b,T )(k), transfer(S,b,T )(k)}

}

{AllDisjoint({R,S,T})}↑k = {add(T,b)(k)}

Note that these neighbourhoods are the same as those obtained in Example 6.4

above. �
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Algorithm 6.9 Simple heuristic using constraint-directed neighbourhoods.

1: function CDS(C)

2: k← RANDOMCONFIGURATION(C)
3: while penalty(C)(k) > 0 do

4: choose c ∈ C such that penalty(c)(k) > 0 for

5: choose � ∈ {c}↓k minimising penalty(C)(�) for

6: k← �
7: end choose

8: end choose

9: end while

10: return k
11: end function

6.2 Using Constraint-Directed Neighbourhoods

We first revisit three common search heuristics using our constraint-directed

neighbourhoods. All heuristics are greedy and would be extended with meta-

heuristics (e.g., tabu search and restarting mechanisms) in real applications.

Then we show that our constraint-directed neighbourhoods even avoid certain

(usually necessary) data structures. In Section 7.6 we provide experimental

results of using constraint-directed neighbourhoods in real-life applications,

using both built-in constraints as well as ∃MSO constraints.

6.2.1 Constraint-Directed Heuristics

All search heuristics below use a non-deterministic choose operator to pick

a member in a set; if that set is empty then the choose becomes a skip. We

start with a simple constraint-directed heuristic and then consider some more

sophisticated ones.

Simple Search Heuristics

The search heuristic CDS in Algorithm 6.9 greedily picks the best neighbour in

the set of decreasing neighbours of an unsatisfied constraint. More precisely,

CDS takes a set of constraints C and returns a solution if one is found. It

starts by initialising k to a random configuration for all variables in C (line 2).

It then iterates as long as there are any unsatisfied constraints (lines 3 to 9).

At each iteration, it picks a violated constraint c (line 4), and updates k to

any configuration in the decreasing neighbourhood of c minimising the total

penalty of C (lines 5 to 7). A solution is returned if there are no unsatisfied

constraints (line 10).

As it requires that there always exists at least one decreasing neighbour,

CDS is easily trapped in local minima. We may improve it by also allowing

preserving and increasing moves, if need be. This can be done by replacing
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lines 5 to 7 with the following, assuming the set union is evaluated in a lazy

fashion:

choose � ∈ {c}↓k ∪{c}
=
k ∪{c}

↑
k minimising penalty(C)(�) for

k← �
end choose

While these search heuristics are simple to express also in a variable-directed

approach (by, e.g., evaluating the penalty differences with respect to chang-

ing a particular set of variables according to some neighbourhood function,

focusing on those giving a decreased, preserved, or increased penalty), the

constraint-directed approach allows us to focus directly on the particular kind

of moves that we are interested in.

Multi-Phase Search Heuristics

One of the advantages of the considered constraint-directed neighbourhoods is

the possibilities that they open up for the simple design of multi-phase search

heuristics. This is a well-known method and often crucial for obtaining effi-

cient local search algorithms (see [PS03, DVH05, FKLS07], for example). In

a multi-phase search heuristic, a configuration satisfying a subset Π ⊆ C of

the constraints is first obtained. This configuration is then transformed into

a solution satisfying all the constraints by only considering the preserving

neighbourhoods of the constraints in Π. The difficulty of choosing a good

subset Π varies. In order to guide the user in this task, a candidate set Π

can be automatically identified in MultiTAC [Min96] style, as we have shown

in [ÅFP07b]. Further, as shown in [FKLS07], it is important that the set of

move functions be rich enough so that a solution to C is reachable from any

initial solution to Π.

In Algorithms 6.10 and 6.11 on the next page, we show the two multi-phase

search heuristics CDSPRESERVINGFULL and CDSPRESERVING. Both take

two sets of constraints Π and Σ, where Π∪Σ = C, and return a solution to C

if one is found. In CDSPRESERVINGFULL, a configuration k for all the vari-

ables of C, satisfying the constraints in Π, is obtained by the call SOLVE(Π)
(line 2). The function SOLVE could use a heuristic method or some other suit-

able solution method, possibly without search. We then iterate as long as there

are unsatisfied constraints in Σ (lines 3 to 7). At each iteration, we update k to

be any neighbour � that preserves all constraints in Π and minimises the total

penalty of Σ (lines 4 to 6).

A problem with CDSPRESERVINGFULL is that, if Π is large or has con-

straints involving many variables, then the size of the preserving neighbour-

hood on line 4 may be too large to obtain an efficient heuristic. One way to

overcome this problem is using variable conflicts. Recall from Section 2.3

that the conflict of a variable is an estimate on how much it contributes to

the penalty. By focusing on moves involving conflicting variables or perhaps

even the most conflicting variables, we may drastically shrink the size of the
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Algorithm 6.10 Multi-phase heuristic using constraint-directed neighbour-

hoods.
1: function CDSPRESERVINGFULL(Π,Σ)

2: k← SOLVE(Π)
3: while penalty(Σ)(k) > 0 do

4: choose � ∈Π=
k minimising penalty(Σ)(k) for

5: k← �
6: end choose

7: end while

8: return k
9: end function

Algorithm 6.11 Multi-phase heuristic using constraint-directed neighbour-

hoods.
1: function CDSPRESERVING(Π,Σ)

2: k← SOLVE(Π)
3: X ← vars(Π)
4: while penalty(Σ)(k) > 0 do

5: choose x ∈ X maximising conflict(Σ)(x,k) for

6: choose � ∈ (Π|x)
=
k

minimising penalty(Σ|x)(k) for

7: k← �
8: end choose

9: end choose

10: end while

11: return k
12: end function

neighbourhood, obtaining a more efficient algorithm, while still preserving its

robustness.

CDSPRESERVING in Algorithm 6.11 differs from CDSPRESERVINGFULL

in the following way: After k is initialised, X is assigned the set of all variables

of the constraints in Π (line 3). Then, at each iteration, a most conflicting

variable x ∈ X is picked (line 5) before the preserving neighbourhoods of the

constraints in Π are searched. When the best neighbour is chosen (lines 6

to 8), the constraints in Π and Σ are projected onto those containing x, thereby

often drastically reducing the size of the neighbourhood; we use Γ|x to denote

the constraints in a constraint set Γ containing x.

Note that projecting neighbourhoods onto those containing a particular set

of variables, such as conflicting variables, is a very useful variable-directed
approach for speeding up heuristic methods. In this way, CDSPRESERVING

is a fruitful cross-fertilisation between the variable-directed and constraint-

directed approaches for generating neighbourhoods.
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6.2.2 Avoiding Necessary Data-Structures

Another advantage of the considered constraint-directed neighbourhoods is

that data structures for generating neighbourhoods that traditionally have to

be explicitly created are not needed here. For example, the model of the pro-

gressive party problem given in Section 4.1 (and repeated in Section 7.2) is

based on set variables Shp denoting the set of guest boats whose crews are

hosted by the crew of boat h during period p. Assume now that we want to

solve this problem using CDSPRESERVING where Π is the set of Partition(X)
constraints of the model. Having obtained a partial solution that satisfies Π in

line 2, the only moves preserving Π are transfer moves of a guest boat from

a host boat in some period to another host boat in the same period, and swap
moves of two guest boats between host boats in the same period. To generate

these preserving moves from a variable-directed perspective, we would have

to create data structures for obtaining the set of variables in the same period

as a given variable chosen in line 5. By instead viewing this problem from a

constraint-directed perspective, we obtain the preserving moves directly from

the constraints in Π and no additional data structures are needed.

6.3 Implementation

For built-in constraints, the decreasing, preserving, and increasing neighbour-

hoods may be represented procedurally, with the support of underlying data

structures, by two proposed new constraint primitives, called member and

iterate. In Algorithm 6.12 on the following page, we only show these primi-

tives for {AllDisjoint(X)}↓k .

The member({AllDisjoint(X)}↓k)(�,k) primitive takes two configurations �

and k and returns true if and only if � ∈ {AllDisjoint(X)}↓k . As one can see

from the definition of {AllDisjoint(X)}↓k in Example 6.8, this is the case only

when � is of the form drop(S,u)(k) and u occurs more than once in X , or

flip(S,u,v)(k) and u (respectively v) occurs more than once (respectively not

at all) in X (lines 3 and 4). A call of the form member({AllDisjoint(X)}↓k)(�,k)
can be performed in constant time, assuming that occs(u,X ,k) and occs(v,X ,k)
are maintained incrementally.

The iterate({AllDisjoint(X)}↓k)(S,k,σ) primitive takes a set variable S, a

configuration k, as well as a function σ and applies σ to each configuration �∈
{AllDisjoint(X)}↓k involving S. This is the case for each configuration � of the

form drop(S,u)(k) or flip(S,u,v)(k) such that member({AllDisjoint(X)}↓k)(�,k)
holds (lines 10 to 13).1 The argument function σ must take a configura-

tion and works by side effects. For example, a call σ(�) could evaluate the

penalty increase between the current configuration and �, and update some in-

1Note that an explicit call to member is not desirable since this would require iterating over all
moves.
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Algorithm 6.12 The member and iterate primitive for AllDisjoint(X).

1: function member({AllDisjoint(X)}↓k)(�,k) : {true, false}
2: match � with

3: | drop(S,u)(k) −→ return occs(u,X ,k) > 1

4: | flip(S,u,v)(k) −→ return occs(u,X ,k) > 1∧occs(v,X ,k) = 0

5: | any −→ return false

6: end match

7: end function

8: procedure iterate({AllDisjoint(X)}↓k)(S,k,σ )

9: for all u ∈ {x ∈ k(S) | occs(x,X ,k) > 1} do

10: σ(drop(S,u)(k))
11: for all v ∈ {x ∈ k(S) | occs(x,X ,k) = 0} do

12: σ(flip(S,u,v)(k))
13: end for

14: end for

15: end procedure

ternal data structure keeping track of the best such move. A call of the form

iterate({AllDisjoint(X)}↓k)(S,k,σ) can be performed in O(|{AllDisjoint(X)}↓k|)
time, assuming that the set comprehensions on lines 9 and 11 are maintained

incrementally, and that a call to σ takes constant time.

The following example shows how to use these primitives in practice.

Example 6.13 Consider again CDSPRESERVING on page 132 and assume that

the set Π of preserved constraints in that heuristic contains exactly two con-

straints π1 and π2. Given the member and iterate primitives for those con-

straints, we could implement the choose block on lines 6 to 8 as follows:

�s← [ ]
minPenalty← maxInt
iterate({π1}

=
k )(x,k,updateBest(k, �s,minPenalty,π2))

k← random value in �s

Hence, the preserving neighbourhood of π1 is iterated over, applying the call

updateBest(k, �s,minPenalty,π2) to each move in that neighbourhood. When

this iteration finishes, the buffer �s contains the best moves of the neighbour-

hood, and k is set to a random value of this buffer. The procedure updateBest
works by side effects and is shown in Algorithm 6.14 on the facing page: If the

argument move m is also in the preserving neighbourhood of π2, then it may

be added to the buffer �s of currently best moves (lines 3 to 8). This buffer is

reset whenever a unique best move is found (line 5). �

For ∃MSO constraints, the decreasing, preserving, and increasing neigh-

bourhoods may be represented partly extensionally, namely for the add and

drop moves, and partly procedurally, since the flip, transfer, and swap moves
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Algorithm 6.14 Evaluating a move in a neighbourhood.

1: procedure updateBest(k, �s,minPenalty,π2)(m)

2: if member({π2}
=
k )(m,k) then

3: if penalty(Σ|x)(m) < minPenalty then

4: minPenalty← penalty(Σ|x)(m)
5: �s← [m]
6: else if penalty(Σ|x)(m) = minPenalty then

7: �s← m :: �s
8: end if

9: end if

10: end procedure

can be generated from the former, and since representing the latter extension-

ally would be too costly in terms of both space and time.

Given an ∃MSO constraint Φ and a configuration k, the subset

Δ|{add,drop}(Φ)(k)

of the delta set Δ(Φ)(k) with only elements of the form (add(S,v)(k),δ ) or

(drop(S,u)(k),δ ) may be represented extensionally in the sink of every sub-

DAG of an extended measure DAG of Φ. We can then update these deltas

incrementally between moves similarly to incrementally updating penalties

and variable conflicts, as shown in Section 5.4.

Example 6.15 Recall the ∃MSO version Ψ of AllDisjoint({R,S,T}) and the

delta set Δ(Ψ)(k) under k = {R �→ {b},S �→ {b},T �→ /0} from Example 6.4 on

page 126. The extended constraint DAG of Ψ under k, shown in Figure 6.16

on the following page, contains penalty information (shaded sets, see Defini-

tion 5.5 for details) as well as the sets Δ|{add,drop}(φ)(k) ⊆ Δ(φ)(k), for each

subformula ψ of Ψ. �

In Algorithm 6.18 on page 138, we present generic member and iterate
primitives only for the decreasing neighbourhood of ∃MSO constraints. Both

primitives call the collect(Φ) primitive of Algorithm 6.17 on page 137, which

takes a set variable S, a configuration k, and a move set M as arguments such

that:

• Each move in M affects S.

• M contains only flip, transfer, and swap moves (since add and drop
moves are already extensional in the DAG of Φ).

A call collect(Φ)(S,k,M) returns the delta set for Φ under k, where the con-

figuration � of any element (�,δ ) of this delta set is a member of M. This

function is only partly described in Algorithm 6.17; all other cases follow
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{() �→ 1}

{(add(R, a)(k), 0),
(drop(R, b)(k),−1),
(add(S, a)(k), 0),
(drop(S, b)(k),−1),
(add(T, a)(k), 0),
(add(T, b)(k), 1)}

{() �→ 1}

{(add(R, a)(k), 0),
(drop(R, b)(k),−1),
(add(S, a)(k), 0),
(drop(S, b)(k),−1),
(add(T, a)(k), 0),
(add(T, b)(k), 1)}

{(a) �→ 0,

(b) �→ 1}

{(add(R, a)(k), 0),
(drop(R, b)(k),−1),
(add(S, a)(k), 0),
(drop(S, b)(k),−1),
(add(T, a)(k), 0),
(add(T, b)(k), 1)}

{(a) �→ 0,

(b) �→ 1}

{(add(R, a)(k), 0),
(drop(R, b)(k),−1),
(add(S, a)(k), 0),
(drop(S, b)(k),−1),
(add(T, a)(k), 0),
(add(T, b)(k), 0)}

{(a) �→ 0,

(b) �→ 1}

{(add(S, a)(k), 1),
(drop(S, b)(k),−1),
(add(T, a)(k), 1),
(add(T, b)(k), 1)}

{(a) �→ 0,

(b) �→ 1}

{(add(S, a)(k), 1),
(drop(S, b)(k),−1)}

{(a) �→ 0,

(b) �→ 0}

{(add(T, a)(k), 1),
(add(T, b)(k), 1)}

{(a) �→ 0,

(b) �→ 1}

{(add(R, a)(k), 1),
(drop(R, b)(k),−1)}

{(a) �→ 0,

(b) �→ 0}

{(add(S, a)(k), 0),
(drop(S, b)(k), 0),
(add(T, a)(k), 0),
(add(T, b)(k), 1)}
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Algorithm 6.17 collect primitive for ∃MSO constraints.

1: function collect(Φ)(S,k,M) : K×Z

2: match Φ with

3: | ∃S1 · · ·∃Sn(φ) −→ return collect(φ)(S,k,M)
4: | ∀x(φ) −→ return

5:

{(flip(S,u,v)(k),δ ) | · · · (∗ condition omitted ∗) · · · }

∪

{
(transfer(S,u,T )(k),δ ) | transfer(S,u,T )(k) ∈M ∧

δ = transfer(S,u,T )(k)� collect(φ)(S,k,M)

}
∪ {(swap(S,u,v,T )(k),δ ) | · · · (∗ condition omitted ∗) · · · }

6: | φ ∧ψ −→
7: if S ∈ vars(φ)∩ vars(ψ) then return

8:

{(flip(S,u,v)(k),δ ) | · · · (∗ condition omitted ∗) · · · }

∪

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

(transfer(S,u,T )(k),δ ) | transfer(S,u,T )(k) ∈M ∧

δ = transfer(S,u,T )(k)� collect(φ)(S,k,M) +

transfer(S,u,T )(k)� collect(ψ)(S,k,M)

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭

∪ {(swap(S,u,v,T )(k),δ ) | · · · (∗ condition omitted ∗) · · · }

9: else if S ∈ vars(φ) then return

10:

{(flip(S,u,v)(k),δ ) | · · · (∗ condition omitted ∗) · · · }

∪

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

(transfer(S,u,T )(k),δ ) | transfer(S,u,T )(k) ∈M ∧

δ = transfer(S,u,T )(k)� collect(φ)(S,k,M) +

add(T,u)(k)�Δ|{add,drop}(ψ)(k)

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭

∪ {(swap(S,u,v,T )(k),δ ) | · · · (∗ condition omitted ∗) · · · }

11: else (∗ symmetric to the case when S ∈ vars(φ) ∗)
12: end if

13: · · · (∗ omitted cases ∗) · · ·
14: | x ∈ S −→ return (* similarly for /∈ *)

15:

{(flip(S,u,v)(k),δ ) | · · · (∗ condition omitted ∗) · · · }

∪ {(transfer(S,u,T )(k),1) | transfer(S,u,T )(k) ∈M}

∪ {(swap(S,u,v,T )(k),δ ) | · · · (∗ condition omitted ∗) · · · }
16: end match

17: end function

similarly from Definition 6.3 on page 125, and the sets of flip and swap moves

are computed similarly. For ∃S1 · · ·∃Sn(φ), the function is called recursively

for φ (line 3). For ∀x(φ), it is called recursively for φ , and the value of δ ,

given a transfer move, is obtained from the result of that call (line 5). For

φ ∧ψ: (i) if S is in both conjuncts, then the value of δ , given a move of the

form transfer(S,u,T )(k), is recursively determined as the sum of

transfer(S,u,T )(k)� collect(φ)(S,k,M)
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Algorithm 6.18 Generic member and iterate primitives for ∃MSO constraints.

1: function member({Φ}↓k)(�,k) : {true, false}
2: match � with

3: | add(S,v)(k) −→ return � �Δ|{add,drop}(Φ)(k) < 0

4: | drop(S,u)(k) −→ return � �Δ|{add,drop}(Φ)(k) < 0

5: | flip(S,u,v)(k) −→ return � � collect(Φ)(S,k,{�}) < 0

6: | transfer(S,u,T )(k) −→ return � � collect(Φ)(S,k,{�}) < 0

7: | swap(S,u,v,T )(k) −→ return � � collect(Φ)(S,k,{�}) < 0

8: end match

9: end function

10: procedure iterate({Φ}↓k)(S,k,σ )

11: D← Δ|{add,drop}(Φ)(k)|S ∪ collect(Φ)(S,k,{� | � ∈ N(vars(Φ))(k)|S})
12: for all (�,δ ) ∈ D do

13: if δ < 0 then

14: σ(�)
15: end if

16: end for

17: end procedure

and

transfer(S,u,T )(k)� collect(ψ)(S,k,M)

(line 8); (ii) if S is only in one of the conjuncts, say φ , then the value of δ , given

a move of the form transfer(S,u,T )(k), is recursively determined as the sum of

transfer(S,u,T )(k) � collect(φ)(S,k,M) and add(T,u)(k) � Δ|{add,drop}(ψ)(k)
(line 10). The benefit of representing Δ|{add,drop}(Φ)(k) extensionally can be

seen in case (ii), where a recursive call is needed only for the subformula

where S appears. For x ∈ S, given a transfer(S,u,T )(k) move, the value of δ

is 1, since u is removed from S (line 15).

Example 6.19 Consider again the ∃MSO constraint

Ψ
def
= ∃R∃S∃T

⎛
⎜⎝∀x

⎛
⎜⎝(x /∈ R∨(x /∈ S∧x /∈ T ))

∧

(x /∈ S∨x /∈ T )

⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠

and the configuration k = {R �→ {b},S �→ {b},T �→ /0}. By stepping through

the call collect(Ψ)(T,k,{transfer(R,b,T )(k)}) while keeping the DAG of Ψ

in Figure 6.16 in mind, we see that

collect(Ψ)(T,k,{transfer(R,b,T )(k)}) = {(transfer(R,b,T )(k),0)}

Hence, similarly to the end of Example 6.4 on page 126, we have that the move

transfer(R,b,T )(k) is in the preserving neighbourhood of Φ under k. �
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By a similar reasoning as in Section 5.4.3, we can argue that the time com-

plexity of collect(Φ) is at worst proportional to the length (measured in num-

ber of literals) of Φ and the size of the move set M.

The generic member({Φ}↓k)(�,k) primitive of Algorithm 6.18 takes two

configurations � and k and returns true if and only if �∈ {Φ}↓k . If � is an add or

drop move, then the result is obtained directly from Δ|{add,drop}(Φ)(k) (lines 3

and 4). Otherwise, the result is obtained from a call collect(Φ)(S,k,{�}),
where S is the variable affected by the move from k to � (lines 5 to 7).

The generic iterate({Φ}↓k)(S,k,σ) primitive of Algorithm 6.18 takes a set

variable S, a configuration k, as well as a function σ , and applies σ to each

move in {Φ}↓k involving S. This set is obtained from a union of the extension-

ally represented Δ|{add,drop}(Φ)(k) and the result of a call collect(Φ)(S,k,M),
where M is the set of all moves involving S. We use M|S (respectively D|S) to

denote the moves in M (respectively the deltas in D) that involve S.

Given an ∃MSO constraint Φ, the time complexity of member is at worst

proportional to the length of Φ, since it calls collect with a move set only

of size one. The time complexity of iterate is at worst proportional to the

length of Φ and the number of moves in N(vars(Φ))(k) involving S, since it

calls collect with the set of those moves. For example, the ∃MSO version of

AllDisjoint(X) is of a length (measured in number of literals) that is quadratic

in |X |. In general, an ∃MSO constraint may have some overhead in terms of

formula length, which is the price to pay for the convenience of using ∃MSO.

However, to be seen in Section 7.6, experiments show that acceptable perfor-

mance can still be achieved in practice.

6.4 Related Work

A constraint-directed search approach to scheduling was presented already in

the early 1980s [Fox83].

The algorithm WSAT(OIP) in [Wal99] is a constraint-directed search algo-

rithm for integer optimisation [WN88] similar to WalkSAT [SKC94]. Using

our terminology and given a configuration k, the explored neighbourhood in

WSAT(OIP) consists of decreasing moves with respect to an unsatisfied con-

straint of the form assign(x,v)(k), where x is a variable of the unsatisfied con-

straint and v is in the domain of x. Our constraint-directed neighbourhoods

extend this work by, apart from our more high-level context of set variables

and set constraints, considering also neighbourhoods with preserving and in-

creasing moves.

The global search control in [Nar01] is also constraint-directed in the sense

that the improvement heuristics of a picked (global) constraint is used to gen-

erate the successor states (moves). That work differs from our constraint-

directed neighbourhoods in that the improvement heuristics are defined in an

ad-hoc manner for each constraint and that no preserving or increasing suc-
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cessor states are considered. Hence, using those improvement heuristics, one

could not as simply as here construct algorithms such as CDSPRESERVING in

Algorithm 6.11 on page 132.

The differentiable constraint objects of Comet [MVH02, VHM05] have the

methods getAssignDelta(x,v) and getSwapDelta(x1 ,x2) in their interface, re-

turning the penalty increases upon the moves x := v and x1 :=: x2, respec-

tively. Although it is possible to construct decreasing, preserving, and increas-

ing neighbourhoods using these methods, the signs of their penalty increases

are not known in advance. For example, the heuristic CDS in Algorithm 6.9

is a variant of the heuristic constraintDirectedSearch in [VHM05].

Apart from the additional tabu mechanism of the latter (omitted in CDS for

readability reasons, as such metaheuristics are orthogonal to heuristics), the

only difference is line 5. In CDS, the decreasing moves are obtained di-

rectly from the chosen constraint c, meaning that no other moves are eval-

uated. However, the decreasing moves of constraintDirectedSearch

are obtained by evaluating all possible moves on the variables of c, i.e., also

the moves that turn out to be preserving or increasing. Of course, using the

invariants of Comet, it is possible to extend its constraint interface with meth-

ods similar to those proposed in this paper, thus achieving similar results in

the Comet framework.

A constraint-directed approach to variable neighbourhood search [MH97]

is taken in [ALL07], where the successive neighbourhoods are obtained with

respect to a “dominant” constraint. This work is orthogonal to our constraint-

directed neighbourhoods and the two approaches could be combined. For

example, one could consider the successive neighbourhoods to be the decreas-

ing, preserving, and increasing neighbourhoods (in that order) of the “domi-

nant” constraint.
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7. Experiments

To show the usefulness in practice of our approach, we first solve
three different real-life problems with local search using our pro-
posed techniques. This means that we present a set-CSP model
of each problem; a local search algorithm to solve the problem
model; as well as experimental results from solving the problem
model. We also compare our runtime results with the runtime re-
sults of the currently best (local search) approaches to solving the
considered problems that we are aware of. We then present ex-
perimental results from solving the progressive party problem ei-
ther using ∃MSO constraints or using constraint-directed neigh-
bourhoods. The experimental results show no significant over-
head for using constraint-directed neighbourhoods (with built-in
constraints) and an acceptable slowdown for using ∃MSO con-
straints.

7.1 Setup

All experiments were run on a 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 machine with 1 GB mem-

ory running Linux 2.6.22. All implementation was done in Objective Caml
version 3.09 [LDG+06]. Each problem instance was run 100 times and we

report on the number of successful runs S, the average number of iterations of

the successful runs I, and the average running time of the successful runs T .

For convenience, we first briefly list all set constraints that are used in the

applications presented in this chapter:

• The AllDisjoint(X) constraint is satisfied if and only if all set variables

in X are disjoint. (See Appendix A.9.)

• The cardinality constraint |S| ≤ s (respectively |S| = s and |S| ≥ s) is

satisfied if and only if the size of the set variable S is at most s ∈ N

(respectively exactly s and at least s). (See Appendix A.2.)

• The MaxIntersect(X ,m) constraint is satisfied if and only if each pair

of set variables in X have at most m ∈ N common elements. (See Ap-

pendix A.14.)

• The weighted sum constraint MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) (respectively

MinWeightedSum(S,w,m)) is satisfied if and only if the sum of apply-
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ing the weight function w to all values in the set variable S is at most

(respectively at least) m ∈ N. (See Appendices A.11 and A.12.)

• The Partition(X) constraint is satisfied if and only if all set variables

in X are disjoint and their union equals the common universe U. (See

Appendix A.10.)

• The Precedence(u,{S1, . . . ,Sn},v) constraint is satisfied if and only if all

occurrences of u precede all occurrences of v in the sequence 〈S1, . . . ,Sn〉
(See Appendix A.13.)

7.2 Organising a Marina Party

The progressive party problem is about organising a party at a yacht club (see,

e.g., [SBHW96, Wal97, GH98, MVH02, Boh04, VHM05] and problem 13

of [GW99]) and is here stated as follows:

Given a set of boats and their crews, construct a schedule where
the crews of certain boats (the guest boats) party at the other boats
(the host boats) over a number of periods such that: the crew of a
guest boat parties at some host boat in each period (i); the spare
capacity of a host boat is never exceeded (ii); the crew of a guest
boat visits a particular host boat at most once (iii); and the crews
of any pair of different guest boats meet at most once (iv).

This problem was proposed in [SBHW96] where it was used to compare inte-

ger linear programming and constraint programming. It was first (to the best

of our knowledge) solved by a local search approach in [Wal97] and has since

been a popular benchmarking problem for local search (e.g., [GH98, MVH02,

Boh04, ÅFP05b, VHM05]).

Set-CSP Model

The set-CSP model of the progressive party problem that we gave in Chapter 4

is repeated in Model 7.1 on the facing page. Following the usual approach

where certain boats are designated as host boats and the rest of the boats are

designated as guest boats, the arguments to this model are

• a set of host boats H;

• a set of guest boats G;

• a function capacity : H→N designating the maximum number of guests

that a given host boat can accommodate, i.e., the spare capacity of the

host boat;

• a function size : G→N designating the size of the crew of a given guest

boat; and
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Model 7.1 A set-CSP model of the progressive party problem.

1: csp PARTY(H,G,capacity,size,P)

2: variables

3: {Shp | h ∈ H∧ p ∈ P}
4: end variables

5: domain

6: P(G)
7: end domain

8: constraints

9: ∀p ∈ P : Partition({Shp | h ∈ H})
10: ∀h ∈ H : ∀p ∈ P : MaxWeightedSum(Shp,size,capacity(h))
11: ∀h ∈ H : AllDisjoint({Shp | p ∈ P})
12: MaxIntersect({Shp | h ∈H∧ p ∈ P},1)
13: end constraints

14: end csp

• a set of periods P over which the schedule is to be constructed.

In the model, the value of a set variable Shp denotes the set of guest boats

whose crews party at host boat h in period p (lines 3 and 6). The constraints

are then modelled as follows (lines 9 to 12):

(i) A Partition(X) constraint on all set variables X of each period across all

host boats ensures that the crews of all guest boats party at some boat in

each period (line 9).

(ii) A MaxWeightedSum(Shp,size,capacity(h)) constraint on each set vari-

able Shp ensures that the spare capacity of each host boat is never ex-

ceeded (line 10).

(iii) An AllDisjoint(X) constraint on all set variables X of each host boat

across all periods ensures that the crew of a guest boat visits each host

boat at most once (line 11).

(iv) A MaxIntersect(X ,1) constraint on all set variables X in the model en-

sures that no two different crews meet on the same host boat more than

once (line 12).

Local Search Algorithm

The local search algorithm that we use to solve the progressive party prob-

lem is shown in Algorithm 7.2 on the next page. It is a tabu search algorithm

with restarting and intensification inspired by the algorithm for the progres-

sive party problem in [VHM05] (which was an extension of the algorithm

in [MVH02] by the same authors). Except for adapting that algorithm to a set

variable context, we discuss the other changes after the description below. The

algorithm takes as arguments H , G, capacity, size, and P as described above:
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Algorithm 7.2 A local search algorithm for the progressive party problem.

1: function PARTYLS(H,G,capacity,size,P)

2: 〈V,D,C〉 ← PARTY(H,G,capacity,size,P)
3: k← random configuration that satisfies all Partition(X) ∈C

4: best← penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k)
5: history← /0

6: it← 0

7: stable← 0

8: tabu← /0

9: while penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k) > 0 and it < 4 ·500000 do

10: it← it + 1

11: if it mod500000 = 0 then

12: k← random configuration that satisfies all Partition(X) ∈ C

13: best← penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k)
14: history← /0

15: stable← 0

16: end if

17: choose Shp ∈V maximising conflict(〈V,D,C〉)(Shp,k) for

18: N ← TRANSFER({Shp},{Sgp | g ∈H})(k)
19: choose � ∈ N : � /∈ tabu or penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(�) < best
20: minimising penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(�) for

21: tabu← tabu∪{(�, it + random integer in 2 . . .20)}
22: k← �
23: end choose

24: end choose

25: if penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k) < best then

26: best← penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k)
27: history←{k}
28: stable← 0

29: else

30: stable← stable + 1

31: if penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k) = best then

32: history← history∪{k}
33: else if stable > 500 then

34: k← random configuration in history
35: stable← 0

36: end if

37: end if

38: end while

39: return k
40: end function
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• A set-CSP of the progressive party problem is first instantiated (line 2).

A random configuration for all set variables is then initialised such

that all constraints of the form Partition(X) in the set-CSP are satisfied

(line 3). By only exploring neighbourhoods that preserve all constraints

of the form Partition(X) we then make sure that these constraints are

never violated during the solving process.

• After the instantiation of local variables (lines 4 to 8) a loop continues

until a solution is found or a maximum number of iterations has been

reached (lines 9 to 38). We chose 2,000,000 as this maximum number

of iterations, restarting the search from scratch three times if a solution

is not found within 500,000 iterations (lines 11 to 16).

• A most conflicting set variable is then chosen (line 17), and a neighbour-

hood is constructed with moves that transfer a value in the most conflict-

ing set variable to any other set variable in the same period (line 18).

• This neighbourhood is then searched for a configuration minimising the

penalty that is not in the tabu list or satisfies the aspiration criterion of

being the best configuration found so far. When such a configuration

is found it is inserted into the tabu list for t iterations, where t, called

the tabu tenure, is a random integer between 2 and 20, after which the

current configuration is updated (lines 19 to 24).

• Whenever a new best configuration is found, it is stored in a set of such

best configurations (lines 26 and 32). The size of this set is limited to

100. If a configuration does not improve the best configuration found so

far, a stable counter is incremented (line 30). When this stable counter

reaches 500, the search is restarted from one of the best found configu-

rations (lines 31 to 36).

• The current configuration (which may be a solution) is returned (line 39).

The parameter choices described above were determined empirically. The

changes compared to the algorithm in [VHM05] are:

• The maximum number of iterations and when the search should be

restarted from scratch are respectively 1,000,000 and 100,000 in the

algorithm in [VHM05].

• The tabu tenure is not a random integer in the algorithm in [VHM05] but

a dynamically changing integer between 2 and 10 which is decreased

when the search moves to a neighbour where the penalty is decreased,

and increased otherwise.

• The maximum value for the stable counter is 2,000 in the algorithm

in [VHM05].
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Table 7.3: Experimental results for the progressive party problem: S denotes the num-

ber of successful runs out of 100; I denotes the average number of iterations of the

successful runs; T denotes the average running time in seconds of the successful runs.

An empty entry means that the corresponding instance was not run (since it probably

has no solution).

Host boats H

{1−12,16} {1−13} {1,3−13,19}

P S I T S I T S I T

1. . . 6 100 166 0.0 100 766 0.1 100 785 0.1

1. . . 7 100 284 0.1 100 2075 0.3 100 2218 0.3

1. . . 8 100 560 0.1 100 10164 1.5 100 10091 1.5

1. . . 9 100 1533 0.3 100 105054 17.1 100 149302 24.1

1. . . 10 100 12190 2.2

Host boats H

{3−13,25,26} {1−11,19,21} {1−9,16−19}

P S I T S I T S I T

1. . . 6 100 1327 0.2 100 20111 2.4 100 42025 4.9

1. . . 7 100 4139 0.6 100 210364 27.5 99 589876 79.5

1. . . 8 100 21587 3.2

1. . . 9 100 261297 43.3

• Only one best configuration is stored in the algorithm in [VHM05].

Storing more than one best configuration for the progressive party prob-

lem was previously also done in [Boh04].

Experimental Results

The classical (real-life) data for this problem are shown in Table 7.13 at the

end of this chapter. It contains information about the size of the crew of each

boat and the spare capacity of each boat. The experimental results given dif-

ferent choices of host boats and periods are displayed in Table 7.3. We have

run the same classical instances as in, e.g., [Wal97, Boh04, VHM05]. This

means that we have run experiments using the following choices of host boats

given the data in Table 7.13:

{1−12,16},{1−13},{1,3−13,19},

{3−13,25,26},{1−11,19,21},{1−9,16−19}

This also means that, for each such choice of host boats, the problem was

solved for between six and (up to) ten periods of partying.

Our running times are very good and comparable with the currently best

local search approaches to solving the progressive party problem that we are

aware of [Boh04, VHM05]. All 100 runs were successful for each instance,
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except for {1−9,16−19} over seven periods, where 99 of the 100 runs were

successful. The average running time was below 30 seconds for all but two

instances, and only above one minute for {1−9,16−19} over seven periods.

This clearly shows the practical usefulness of high-level modelling using set

variables and set constraints in local search.

7.3 Scheduling a Golf Tournament

The social golfer problem is about scheduling a golf tournament (see, for ex-

ample, [Har01, Smi01, BB02, DVH05] and problem 10 of [GW99]) and is

here stated as follows:

Given a number of golfers that meet every week (i), in order to
play golf in groups of the same size (ii), construct a schedule of
play over a given number of weeks such that two different golfers
play together at most once (iii).

This problem was originally posted in 1998 on the Usenet newsgroup sci.

op-researchwhere the question was for how many weeks a schedule with

eight groups of size four can be constructed. While a solution over nine weeks

was found shortly afterwards by a set-based ECLiPSe [AW06] constraint pro-

gram written by Stefano Novello, it took until 2004 until a solution over ten

weeks was found, and then by construction [Agu04].1 This problem is a gen-

eralisation of Kirkman’s schoolgirl problem [Kir50] solved by Thomas Kirk-

man already in the early 1850s.

Set-CSP Model

A set-CSP model of the social golfer problem is shown in Model 7.4 on the

following page. The arguments to this model are

• a set of golfers G;

• a positive integer s denoting the size of each group of golfers (hence s
must divide |G|); and

• a set of weeks W over which the schedule is to be constructed.

In the model, the value of a set variable Swg denotes the set of golfers that

play together in group g in week w (lines 3 and 6). The constraints are then

modelled as follows (lines 9 to 11):

(i) A Partition(X) constraint on all set variables X of each week across all

groups ensures that all golfers play in exactly one group in each week

(line 9).

1Computationally finding a solution over ten weeks is still open to our knowledge.
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Model 7.4 A set-CSP model of the social golfer problem.

1: csp GOLFER(G,s,W )

2: variables

3: {Swg | w ∈W ∧g ∈G}
4: end variables

5: domain

6: P(G)
7: end domain

8: constraints

9: ∀w ∈W : Partition({Swg | g ∈ G})
10: ∀w ∈W : ∀g ∈ G : |Swg|= s
11: MaxIntersect({Swg | w ∈W ∧g ∈ G},1)
12: end constraints

13: end csp

(ii) A cardinality constraint |Swg| = s on each set variable Swg ensures that

all groups are of size s (line 10).

(iii) A MaxIntersect(X ,1) constraint on all set variables X ensures that no

two golfers meet in the same group more than once (line 11).

Note that the Partition(X) constraints may be replaced by AllDisjoint(X) con-

straints, since these constraints express the same requirement in conjunc-

tion with the |Swg| = s constraints. This set-based model is used in sev-

eral constraint programming approaches to solving the social golfer problem:

see [Smi01, BB02], for example.

Local Search Algorithm

The local search algorithm that we use to solve the social golfer problem is

shown in Algorithm 7.5 on the next page. The algorithm takes as arguments

G, s, and W as described above and is very similar to Algorithm 7.2 for the

progressive party problem. The only differences (determined empirically) are

• the random initial configuration (line 3), which here satisfies all con-

straints of the forms Partition(X) and |S|= s in C;

• the maximum number of iterations (line 9), which is here 1,000,000,

restarting the search from scratch 199 times if a solution is not found

within 5,000 iterations (line 11);

• the neighbourhood (line 18), which here contains moves that swap an

element in the most conflicting set variable with any element in any

other set variable in the same week;

• the tabu tenure (line 21), which is here a random integer between 10

and 20; and
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Algorithm 7.5 A local search algorithm for the social golfer problem.

1: function GOLFERLS(G,s,W )

2: 〈V,D,C〉 ← GOLFER(G,s,W )

3: k←

[
random configuration that satisfies all |S|= s ∈ C

and all Partition(X) ∈ C

]
4: best← penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k)
5: history← /0

6: it← 0

7: stable← 0

8: tabu← /0

9: while penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k) > 0 and it < 200 ·5000 do

10: it← it + 1

11: if it mod5000 = 0 then

12: k←

[
random configuration that satisfies all |S|= s ∈C

and all Partition(X) ∈C

]
13: best← penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k)
14: history← /0

15: stable← 0

16: end if

17: choose Swg ∈ V maximising conflict(〈V,D,C〉)(Swg,k) for

18: N ← SWAP({Swg},{Swh | h ∈ G})(k)
19: choose � ∈ N : � /∈ tabu or penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(�) < best
20: minimising penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(�) for

21: tabu← tabu∪{(�, it + random integer in 10 . . .20)}
22: k← �
23: end choose

24: end choose

25: if penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k) < best then

26: best← penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k)
27: history←{k}
28: stable← 0

29: else

30: stable← stable + 1

31: if penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k) = best then

32: history← history∪{k}
33: else if stable > 50 then

34: k← random element in history
35: stable← 0

36: end if

37: end if

38: end while

39: return k
40: end function
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Table 7.6: Experimental results for the social golfer problem: S denotes the number of

successful runs out of 100; I denotes the average number of iterations of the successful

runs; T denotes the average running time in seconds of the successful runs.

g− s−w S I T g− s−w S I T

6−3−7 100 126 0.0 6−3−8 66 453542 133.9

7−3−9 100 29341 11.6 8−3−10 100 1756 0.9

9−3−11 100 420 0.3 10−3−12 100 182 0.2

10−3−13 100 33604 31.6 6−4−5 100 50 0.0

6−4−6 88 337813 127.2 7−4−6 100 92 0.0

7−4−7 95 292962 156.8 8−4−7 100 127 0.1

8−4−8 98 205571 151.0 9−4−8 100 155 0.1

10−4−9 100 213 0.2 6−5−5 100 100325 47.6

6−5−6 20 470107 275.0 7−5−4 100 23 0.0

7−5−5 100 199 0.1 8−5−6 100 772 0.6

9−5−6 100 77 0.1 10−5−7 100 131 0.2

6−6−3 100 16 0.0 7−6−4 100 197 0.1

8−6−5 100 1898 1.8 9−6−5 100 83 0.1

10−6−6 100 224 0.3 7−7−3 100 24 0.0

8−7−4 100 550 0.6 9−7−4 100 60 0.1

10−7−5 100 172 0.3 8−8−3 100 34 0.0

8−8−4 28 483704 671.8 9−8−3 100 30 0.0

10−8−4 100 83 0.1 9−9−3 100 45 0.1

10−9−3 100 38 0.1 10−10−3 100 57 0.1

• the maximum value of the stable counter (line 33), which here triggers

a restart from a best found configuration when it reaches the value 50.

Experimental Results

The experimental results for the social golfer problem are displayed in Ta-

ble 7.6. We identify an instance of the problem by g− s−w, where g denotes

the number of golfers in each group, s denotes the size of each group, and w
denotes the number of weeks to find a schedule for. We have run the same

instances as in [DVH05, DVH07]: the currently best local search approach to

solving the social golfer problem that we are aware of.

Since we are (here) only interested in the performance of local search al-

gorithms, we disregard the constructive heuristic of [DVH05, DVH07]. (This

constructive heuristic uses the knowledge that all golfers but one in a particu-

lar group and week cannot be assigned the same group in any following week,

and, e.g., trivially solves instances of the form p− p− (p + 1) when p is a

prime. See [DVH05, DVH07] for more details.) If we do this, our running

times are comparable with those reported in [DVH05, DVH07] on most in-
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stances. However, the number of successful runs (20 and 28, respectively) for

the instances 6−5−6 and 8−8−4 were low in comparison. We believe that

this is partly due to the different neighbourhoods that are being used. While in

our case we reason on the group level and swap any golfer from one most con-

flicting set variable with any golfer in any other set variable of the same week

(line 17 in Algorithm 7.5), in their case they reason on the golfer level and

swap any conflicting golfer with any other golfer in another group of the same

week. While in our local search framework, it is not yet possible to reason on

specific set elements (golfers within a group here), they may do this directly

since their model is based on scalar variables denoting the position of a golfer

within a group. Such value-directed neighbourhoods would be a nice addition

to our local search framework and we discuss this further in Section 8.2. It

should also be noted that the local search algorithm of [DVH05, DVH07] is a

problem-specific algorithm implemented in C, while our algorithm runs on a

high-level model in a generic local search framework that could, e.g., easily

be extended with additional constraints.

7.4 Constructing an Academic Curriculum

The balanced academic curriculum problem is about planning an academic

curriculum (see, e.g., [CM01, HKW02, HLS05, LCMS06, SDDR07] and prob-

lem 30 of [GW99]) and is stated as follows:

Given a sequence of academic periods and a set of courses where
each course earns a passing student a certain number of credits,
construct a curriculum including all periods and all courses (i),
such that: the number of courses offered in each period is between
given minimum and maximum values (ii); the accumulated course
credits of each period are between given minimum and maximum
values (iii); and a number of given course prerequisites are ful-
filled (iv).

The particular instances of this problem (from Federico Santa María Techni-

cal University, Chile) that we consider here were first considered in [CM01].

The problem is usually stated as an optimisation problem where the target is

to obtain a curriculum where the accumulated course credits (the academic

load) of each period vary as little as possible over all periods. The most com-

monly used (and the one considered here) optimality measure to express this

is to minimise the maximum academic load over all periods. Note that re-

cent papers consider another optimality measure based on a new Deviation
constraint [SDDR07, SDD07].
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Model 7.7 A set-CSP model of the balanced academic curriculum problem.

1: csp CURRICULUM

(
A,P,minCourse,maxCourse,

minCredit,maxCredit,credit,requires

)
2: variables

3: {Sp | p ∈ P}
4: end variables

5: domain

6: P(A)
7: end domain

8: constraints

9: Partition({Sp | p ∈ P})
10: for all p ∈ P do

11: |Sp| ≥ minCourse
12: |Sp| ≤ maxCourse
13: MinWeightedSum(Sp,credit,minCredit)
14: MaxWeightedSum(Sp,credit,maxCredit)
15: end for

16: for all (a,b) ∈ requires do

17: Precedence(a,{Sp | p ∈ P},b)
18: end for

19: end constraints

20: end csp

Set-CSP Model

A set-CSP model of the balanced academic curriculum problem is shown in

Model 7.7. The arguments to this model are

• a set of courses A;

• a set of academic periods P;

• values minCourse and maxCourse denoting respectively the minimum

and maximum number of courses in each period;

• values minCredit and maxCredit denoting respectively the minimum

and maximum accumulated course credits in each period;

• a function credit where credit(a) denotes the number of credits of course

a ∈ A; and

• a relation requires where (a,b) ∈ requires if and only if course a must

be given in a period preceding the period where course b is given.

In the model, the value of a set variable Sp denotes the set of courses offered in

period p (lines 3 and 6). The constraints are then modelled as follows (lines 9

to 18):
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(i) A Partition(X) constraint on all set variables X in the model ensures

that each course is offered exactly once (line 9).

(ii) Two cardinality constraints |Sp| ≥minCourse and |Sp| ≤maxCourse on

each set variable Sp ensure that the number of courses offered in each

period p is between minCourse and maxCourse (lines 11 and 12).

(iii) Two weighted sum constraints MinWeightedSum(Sp,credit,minCredit)
and MaxWeightedSum(Sp,credit,maxCredit) on each set variable Sp en-

sure that the accumulated course credits of each period p are between

minCredit and maxCredit (lines 13 and 14).

(iv) A Precedence(u,X ,v) constraint on all set variables X for each (u,v) ∈
requires ensures that all course prerequisites are respected (line 17).

This is essentially the model based on set variables proposed for constraint

programming in [HKW02] (which is also used in, e.g., [CLS03, HLS05]) but

the course prerequisites are stated using higher-level Precedence(u,X ,v) con-

straints. We are not aware of any previous local search approaches to solving

the balanced academic curriculum problem but [LCMS06] reports on a hybrid

approach using constraint programming and genetic algorithms.

Local Search Algorithm

The local search algorithm that we use to solve the balanced academic curricu-

lum problem is shown in Algorithm 7.8 on the next page. It is a very simple

algorithm: the only technique used to escape local optima is a sometimes

random choice of variable instead of always choosing the maximum conflict-

ing variable. The algorithm takes as arguments A, P, minCourse, maxCourse,

minCredit, maxCredit, credit, and requires as above:

• A set-CSP of the balanced academic curriculum problem is first instan-

tiated (line 2). A random configuration for all set variables is then ini-

tialised such that the constraint Partition(V) is satisfied (line 3). By only

exploring neighbourhoods that preserve this constraint we then make

sure that it is never violated during the solving process.

• After the instantiation of local variables (lines 4 to 6) a loop continues

until a solution is found or a maximum number of iterations has been

reached (lines 7 to 23). We here chose 10,000 as this maximum number

of iterations.

• A set variable is then chosen among the maximum conflicting set vari-

ables if a stable counter has not reached 100 yet, or among all set vari-

ables if this stable counter has reached 100 (lines 9 to 12).

• A neighbourhood is then constructed with moves that transfer an ele-

ment in the chosen set variable to any other set variable, or swap an
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Algorithm 7.8 A local search algorithm for the balanced academic curriculum

problem.

1: function CURRICULUMLS

(
A,P,minCourse,maxCourse,

minCredit,maxCredit,credit,requires

)

2: 〈V,D,C〉 ← CURRICULUM

(
A,P,minCourse,maxCourse,

minCredit,maxCredit,credit,requires

)
3: k← random configuration that satisfies Partition(V) ∈C

4: best← penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k)
5: it← 0

6: stable← 0

7: while penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k) > 0 and it < 10000 do

8: it← it + 1

9: S← (if stable < 100 then

10: random T in V maximising conflict(〈V,D,C〉)(T,k)
11: S← (else

12: random element in V)
13: N ← TRANSFER({S},V)(k)∪SWAP({S},V)(k)
14: choose � ∈ N minimising penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(�) for

15: k← �
16: end choose

17: if penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k) < best then

18: best← penalty(〈V,D,C〉)(k)
19: stable← 0

20: else

21: stable← stable + 1

22: end if

23: end while

24: return k
25: end function

element in the chosen set variable with any element in any other set

variable (line 13).

• The current configuration is then updated to a configuration in this neigh-

bourhood minimising the penalty (lines 14 to 16).

• The value for the best penalty is updated whenever a new best config-

uration is found and the stable counter is incremented whenever this is

not the case (lines 17 to 22).

• The current configuration (which may be a solution) is returned (line 24).
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Table 7.9: Experimental results for the balanced academic curriculum problem: S
denotes the number of successful runs out of 100; I denotes the average number of

iterations of the successful runs; T denotes the average running time in seconds of the

successful runs.

Problem S I T

8 100 296 0.5

10 100 287 0.3

12 100 575 2.2

Experimental Results

The (real-life) data for this problem are shown in Tables 7.14 to 7.16 at the

end of this chapter. There are three problem instances given with respect to

eight, ten, and twelve academic periods. The experimental results for the

balanced academic curriculum problem are displayed in Table 7.9. Note that

each instance was run with a known optimal (minimum) value for maxCredit.
This value is 17 for the eight period instance, 14 for the ten period instance,

and 17 for the twelve period instance [Stu07]. Since in our framework we

cannot solve the optimisation problem, we used the corresponding decision

problem with the known optima to test our algorithms.

Our results are good: All 100 runs were successful for each instance. The

average running time was at most half a second for the eight and ten period

instances, and slightly above 2 seconds for the twelve period instance. These

results are comparable with the currently best constraint programming ap-

proaches to finding optimal solutions to the balanced academic curriculum

problem that we are aware of [CM01, HKW02, CLS03, HLS05]. One should

of course note that a direct comparison with these constraint programming

approaches is not really fair, since we used the knowledge of the optimal val-

ues for maxCredit in order to find such optimal solutions. However, since

the running times are so low, we see no reason why our local search frame-

work should not perform well on this problem, if it was extended to handle

optimisation problems in the future.

7.5 Using ∃MSO Constraints

We now consider the usage of set constraints modelled in ∃MSO as discussed

in Chapter 5. Towards this we assume that the AllDisjoint(X) constraint is

not available as a built-in constraint in our local search framework. We may

model this constraint in ∃MSO and use that version instead in our applications.

Hence, we may experiment with the ∃MSO version without having to come

up with penalty and variable-conflict functions and implement incremental

algorithms for a new built-in constraint.
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Table 7.10: Experimental results for the progressive party problem where the built-in

AllDisjoint(X) constraints are replaced by ∃MSO versions: S denotes the number of

successful runs out of 100; I denotes the average number of iterations of the successful

runs; T denotes the average running time in seconds of the successful runs. An empty

entry means that the corresponding instance was not run (since it probably has no

solution).

Host boats H

{1−12,16} {1−13} {1,3−13,19}

P S I T S I T S I T

1. . . 6 100 170 0.2 100 766 0.6 100 752 0.6

1. . . 7 100 273 0.3 100 2047 1.9 100 2082 2.0

1. . . 8 100 520 0.7 100 10491 11.4 100 10527 11.1

1. . . 9 100 1522 2.1 100 99142 126.1 100 153389 198.2

1. . . 10 100 12882 19.8

Host boats H

{3−13,25,26} {1−11,19,21} {1−9,16−19}

P S I T S I T S I T

1. . . 6 100 1281 1.0 100 19620 15.5 100 41323 31.3

1. . . 7 100 4481 4.3 100 209239 197.2 96 555147 518.7

1. . . 8 100 21824 23.9

1. . . 9 100 278067 353.7

In Table 7.10 we show the experimental results for solving the progres-

sive party problem where each AllDisjoint(X) constraint is replaced by an

∃MSO version derived from the corresponding ∃MSO schema in Table 5.4 on

page 69:

∃S1 · · ·∃Sn

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝∀x

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

(x ∈ S1 → (x /∈ S2∧·· ·∧x /∈ Sn))

∧

(x ∈ S2 → (x /∈ S3∧·· ·∧x /∈ Sn))

∧·· ·∧

(x ∈ Sn−1 → x /∈ Sn)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

Everything else in Model 7.1 and Algorithm 7.2 is the same.

Comparing the average numbers of iterations with the values in Table 7.3 on

page 146 we see that they are similar. Hence, the robustness of the local search

algorithm did not degrade when using the ∃MSO versions of AllDisjoint(X).
Comparing the average running times with the values in Table 7.3 we see that

the figures when using the ∃MSO versions of AllDisjoint(X) were roughly

ten times higher.2 This does not come as a surprise since, of course, the

2Note that the slowdown reported here is higher than the fourfold slowdown reported in

our [ÅFP07a]. This can partly be explained by the fact that we more carefully reimplemented
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built-in AllDisjoint(X) may take advantage of global properties of the con-

straint that make it possible to define a much faster incremental algorithm.

However, as the results show, the overall performance for using the modelled

AllDisjoint(X) is still acceptable, making a constraint modelled in ∃MSO a

good alternative when a particular constraint is not built in. In general, an

∃MSO constraint may have some overhead in terms of formula length. For ex-

ample, the ∃MSO version of AllDisjoint(X) is of a length (measured in num-

ber of literals) that is quadratic in |X |. Indeed, recall from Section 5.4.3 that

the worst-case running time of a call that updates the DAG of the ∃MSO ver-

sion of AllDisjoint(X) is quadratic in |X |. However, the figures in Table 7.10

seem to indicate that this slowdown (at least in the particular cases) is only

constant. Unfortunately, some slowdown in terms of running time is a price

we have to pay for the convenience of using ∃MSO.

7.6 Using Constraint-Directed Neighbourhoods

We now consider the usage of constraint-directed neighbourhoods as dis-

cussed in Chapter 6. Towards this we assume that Π in CDSPRESERVING

of Algorithm 6.11 is the set of all Partition(X) constraints of Model 7.1 of the

progressive party problem. Hence, the neighbourhoods will be generated from

these Partition(X) constraints. We also assume that CDSPRESERVING is ex-

tended with the same metaheuristics, maximum number of iterations, and so

on, as in PARTYLS of Algorithm 7.2. In order to measure the actual overhead

when using constraint-directed neighbourhoods we also restrict the preserving

neighbourhood to only transfer moves, because swap moves are not consid-

ered in Algorithm 7.2.

In Tables 7.11 and 7.12 on pages 158 and 159 respectively, we show the

experimental results for solving the progressive party problem using the al-

gorithm discussed above given respectively built-in and ∃MSO versions of

the Partition(X) constraints. The ∃MSO versions of Partition(X) are derived

from the corresponding ∃MSO schema in Table 5.4 on page 69:

∃S1 · · ·∃Sn

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∀x

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

(x ∈ S1 → (x /∈ S2∧·· ·∧x /∈ Sn))

∧

(x ∈ S2 → (x /∈ S3∧·· ·∧x /∈ Sn))

∧·· ·∧

(x ∈ Sn−1 → x /∈ Sn)

∧

(x ∈ S1∨·· ·∨x ∈ Sn)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

much of our local search framework since then, obtaining a much more efficient system. How-

ever, we have not yet reimplemented the ∃MSO part of the local search framework, and we

expect the slowdown to be less when this is done.
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Table 7.11: Experimental results for the progressive party problem using constraint-

directed neighbourhoods and the built-in Partition(X): S denotes the number of suc-

cessful runs out of 100; I denotes the average number of iterations of the successful

runs; T denotes the average running time in seconds of the successful runs. An empty

entry means that the corresponding instance was not run (since it probably has no

solution).

Host boats H

{1−12,16} {1−13} {1,3−13,19}

P S I T S I T S I T

1. . . 6 100 175 0.0 100 753 0.1 100 756 0.1

1. . . 7 100 303 0.1 100 1928 0.3 100 2069 0.3

1. . . 8 100 534 0.1 100 10170 1.8 100 12676 2.2

1. . . 9 100 1577 0.4 100 107434 20.6 100 152088 26.6

1. . . 10 100 13474 3.1

Host boats H

{3−13,25,26} {1−11,19,21} {1−9,16−19}

P S I T S I T S I T

1. . . 6 100 1219 0.2 100 19604 2.4 100 48412 5.8

1. . . 7 100 3977 0.6 100 222710 30.2 94 589768 79.4

1. . . 8 100 22572 3.5

1. . . 9 100 280474 48.6

Comparing the average numbers of iterations with the values in Table 7.3

on page 146 we see that they are similar. Hence, the robustness of the local

search algorithm did not degrade when using either the built-in or the ∃MSO

version of Partition(X) to generate the neighbourhoods. Comparing the av-

erage running times with the values in Table 7.3 we see similar values when

using the built-in version of Partition(X) but (as expected) a slowdown when

using the ∃MSO version of Partition(X). As we noted in Section 7.5, this

is not surprising since, of course, the built-in Partition(X) may take advan-

tage of global properties of the constraint that make it possible to generate the

neighbourhoods much faster. However, the overall performance for using the

∃MSO version of Partition(X) is still acceptable, making a constraint mod-

elled in ∃MSO a good alternative when a particular constraint is not built in,

also for using constraint-directed neighbourhoods.
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Table 7.12: Experimental results for the progressive party problem using constraint-

directed neighbourhoods and the ∃MSO version of Partition(X): S denotes the num-

ber of successful runs out of 100; I denotes the average number of iterations of the

successful runs; T denotes the average running time in seconds of the successful runs.

An empty entry means that the corresponding instance was not run (since it probably

has no solution).

Host boats H

{1−12,16} {1−13} {1,3−13,19}

P S I T S I T S I T

1. . . 6 100 172 0.5 100 839 1.8 100 883 1.9

1. . . 7 100 274 0.8 100 2041 4.2 100 2194 4.7

1. . . 8 100 525 1.3 100 10253 20.4 100 12567 25.9

1. . . 9 100 1490 3.3 100 108471 216.5 100 173601 362.3

1. . . 10 100 14989 30.3

Host boats H

{3−13,25,26} {1−11,19,21} {1−9,16−19}

P S I T S I T S I T

1. . . 6 100 1327 2.9 100 23050 46.4 100 40027 82.1

1. . . 7 100 4232 9.3 100 225285 467.9 97 567507 1200.1

1. . . 8 100 22721 49.7

1. . . 9 100 252433 565.1
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Table 7.13: Boat data for the progressive party problem (taken from [SBHW96]).

Boat Crew Capacity Boat Crew Capacity

1 2 6 22 5 8

2 2 8 23 4 7

3 2 12 24 4 7

4 2 12 25 2 7

5 4 12 26 2 7

6 4 12 27 4 7

7 4 12 28 5 7

8 1 10 29 2 6

9 2 10 30 4 6

10 2 10 31 2 6

11 2 10 32 2 6

12 3 10 33 2 6

13 4 8 34 2 6

14 2 8 35 2 6

15 3 8 36 2 6

16 6 12 37 4 6

17 2 8 38 5 6

18 2 8 39 7 9

19 4 8 40 2 0

20 2 8 41 3 0

21 4 8 42 4 0
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Table 7.14: Course data for the eight period instance of the balanced academic cur-

riculum problem (taken from [GW99]). The table shows the name of each course,

how many credits each course earns a passing student, as well as the prerequisites (if

any) for each course.

Course Credit Prerequisites Course Credit Prerequisites

dew100 1 /0 fis100 3 /0

hcw310 1 /0 iwg101 2 /0

mat190 4 /0 mat192 4 /0

dew101 1 {dew100} fis101 5 {mat192,fis100}

iwi131 3 /0 mat191 4 {mat190}

mat193 4 {mat192,mat190} fis102 5 {mat193,fis101}

hxwxx1 1 /0 iei134 3 {iwi131}

iei141 3 {iwi131} mat194 4 {mat193,mat191}

dewxx0 1 {dew101} hcw311 1 {hcw310}

iei132 3 {iei134} iei133 3 {iei134}

iei142 3 {iei141} iei162 3 /0

iwn170 3 /0 mat195 3 {mat194}

hxwxx2 1 /0 iei231 4 {iei134}

iei241 4 {iei142} iei271 3 {iei162}

iei281 3 {mat195} iwn261 3 /0

hfw120 2 /0 iei233 4 {iei231}

iei238 3 {iei231} iei261 3 {iwn261}

iei272 3 {iei271} iei273 3 {iei271}

iei161 3 {iwn261} iei232 3 {iei273}

iei262 3 {iwn261} iei274 3 {iei273}

iwi365 3 /0 iwn270 3 /0

hrw130 2 /0 iei218 3 /0

iei219 3 {iei232} iei248 3 {iei233}
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Table 7.15: Course data for the ten period instance of the balanced academic curricu-

lum problem (taken from [GW99]). The table shows the name of each course, how

many credits each course earns a passing student, as well as the prerequisites (if any)

for each course.

Course Credit Prerequisites Course Credit Prerequisites

dew100 1 /0 fis100 3 /0

hrwxx1 2 /0 iwg101 2 /0

mat021 5 /0 qui010 3 /0

dew101 1 {dew100} fis110 5 {mat021,fis100}

hrwxx2 2 /0 iwi131 3 /0

mat022 5 {mat021} dewxx0 1 {dew101}

fis120 4 {mat022,fis110} hcw310 1 /0

hrwxx3 2 /0 ili134 4 {iwi131}

ili151 3 {iwi131} mat023 4 {mat022}

hcw311 1 {hcw310} ili135 4 {ili134}

ili153 3 {ili151,ili134} ili260 3 /0

iwn261 3 /0 mat024 4 {mat023}

fis130 4 {mat022,fis110} ili239 4 {ili135}

ili245 4 {ili153} ili253 4 {ili153}

fis140 4 {fis130,fis120} ili236 4 {ili239}

ili243 4 {ili245} ili270 3 {iwn261,ili260}

ili280 4 {mat024} ici344 4 {ili243}

ili263 3 {iwn261,ili260} ili332 4 {ili236}

ili355 4 {ili280,ili153} iwn170 3 /0

icdxx1 3 /0 ili362 3 {ili263}

iwn270 3 /0 icdxx2 3 /0
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Table 7.16: Course data for the twelve period instance of the balanced academic cur-

riculum problem (taken from [GW99]). The table shows the name of each course,

how many credits each course earns a passing student, as well as the prerequisites (if

any) for each course.

Course Credit Prerequisites Course Credit Prerequisites

dew100 1 /0 fis100 3 /0

hcw310 1 /0 iwg101 2 /0

mat111 4 /0 mat121 4 /0

dew101 1 {dew100} fis110 5 {mat121,fis100}

iwi131 3 /0 mat112 4 {mat111}

mat122 4 {mat121,mat111} dewxx0 1 {dew101}

fis120 4 {mat122,fis110} hcw311 1 {hcw310}

hxwxx1 1 /0 ili142 4 {iwi131}

mat113 4 {mat122,mat112} mat123 4 {mat122,mat112}

fis130 4 {mat122,fis110} ili134 4 {iwi131}

ili151 3 {mat112} iwm185 3 /0

mat124 4 {mat123,mat113} fis140 4 {fis130,fis120}

hxwxx2 1 /0 ile260 3 {mat124,fis120}

ili260 3 /0 iwn170 3 /0

qui104 3 /0 ili231 3 {iwi131}

ili243 4 /0 ili252 4 {iwi131}

ili273 3 {ili260} mat210 4 {mat113}

mat260 4

{
mat123,mat113,

iwi131

}
ili221 4

{
mat260, ili231,

ili134

}
ild208 3 /0 ili274 3 {ili273}

ili281 3 {mat260} iwn270 3 /0

mat270 4

{
mat123,mat113,

iwi131

}
hrw150 2 /0

ili238 4 {ili134} ili242 3 {ili142}

ili275 3 {ili274} ili355 4 {ili221}

hrw110 2 {hrw150} ici393 4 {mat260,mat210}

ili237 4 {ili252,ili231} ili334 4 {ili238}

ili363 3 {ili273} iwn261 3 /0

hrw100 2 {hrw110} ici382 4 {ili334}

ili331 4 {ili238,ili274} ili362 3 {ili363}

ili381 3 {ili281,mat210} iln230 3 {iwn170}

ici313 2 {ili331} ici315 2 /0

ici332 3 {ili331,ici393} ici344 4 {ili243}

icn336 3 {ici393} iwi365 3 /0

ici314 2 {ici313} ici367 2 /0
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8. Conclusion

We summarise the contributions of the thesis, after which we out-
line possible future work.

8.1 Summary

We have laid the foundation for higher-level modelling and solving by intro-

ducing set variables and (possibly user defined) set constraints in a constraint-

based local search framework.

Set Variables and Set Constraints

First, in Chapter 3, we generalised important local search concepts, such as

moves and neighbourhoods, for higher-order (set) variables. After having

shown in the introductory Chapter 2 the importance of natural and balanced

constraint measures (namely penalty and variable-conflict functions), we in-

troduced a general scheme for defining such natural and balanced measures

for set constraints, which we called ideal measures. Using a model-driven ap-

proach, we then, in Chapter 4 (and further in Appendix A), introduced more

than a dozen set constraints for local search and showed that these constraints

perform well both in theory and in practice. On the theoretical side, this meant

that

• we presented measures for calculating the penalty and variable conflicts

of these set constraints;

• we showed that these measures give ideal values (for all but one of these

set constraints); and

• we sketched (for some of the more involved set constraints) algorithms

for initialising and incrementally maintaining the constraint measures.

On the practical side, this meant that we implemented a local search frame-

work for set variables and set constraints. We then used this framework for

solving three real-life problems, and the experimental results in Chapter 7

show the usefulness in practice of the approach: the running times when us-

ing set variables and set constraints within our implementation are comparable

to the running times obtained using their encodings based on scalar variables

and scalar constraints in the state-of-the-art in constraint-based local search.
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Generic Set Constraints

When all necessary constraints for a particular model are already available in a

local search framework, the solving process can be simple: the user models the

problem using the available constraints, and a local search algorithm applied

to the model finds a solution that satisfies all the constraints.

However, when some necessary constraints for a particular model are not

available in a local search framework, things get more complicated. The user

may then either give up or (assuming that he or she has the necessary knowl-

edge) add a new constraint to the local search framework. In our case, this

means that (preferably ideal) constraint measures must be found and that algo-

rithms for initialising and (preferably incrementally) maintaining these mea-

sures must be implemented: these tasks can be very time consuming and error

prone!

To improve this situation for the user, we introduced in local search the

usage of monadic existential second-order logic for modelling set constraints

in Chapter 5. On the theoretical side, this meant that

• we presented measures for calculating the penalty and variable conflicts

of any set constraint modelled in the logic;

• we showed that these measures give values in accordance with our no-

tion of penalties and variable conflicts;

• we showed that the variable conflict function gives values that are lower

bounded by ideal variable conflicts, and upper bounded by the penalty;

• by providing counter-examples, we showed that the penalty function

unfortunately does not always give ideal values;

• we presented algorithms for initialising and incrementally maintaining

these measures and discussed the worst-case space and time complexi-

ties of these algorithms;

• we discussed modelling issues for set constraints modelled in the logic,

and proposed an extension to the logic that addresses some of these

modelling issues; and

• we discussed the expressive power of the logic.

On the practical side, this meant that we implemented the presented algo-

rithms for initialising and incrementally maintaining the constraint measures

for set constraints modelled in monadic existential second-order logic. We

further replaced a built-in constraint for one of the real-life problems in Chap-

ter 7 and showed that good enough performance can still be obtained when

using a modelled version of a constraint.
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Generating Neighbourhoods from Constraints

Constraint-directed neighbourhoods are known in advance to contain only

moves with specific properties, e.g., moves that result in a decreased, pre-

served, or increased penalty of a set of constraints. Using such neighbour-

hoods in local search algorithms can simplify these algorithms considerably

and may even make them more efficient. We introduced constraint-directed

neighbourhoods to local search, and did so for our framework in Chapter 6.

On the theoretical side, this meant that

• we defined such neighbourhoods for any constraint modelled in monadic

existential second-order logic;

• we showed how to define such neighbourhoods, by example for one of

the constraints introduced in Chapter 4; and

• we showed how using constraint-directed neighbourhoods can simplify

the design of several known local search algorithms.

On the practical side, this meant that we implemented new primitives for the

set constraints in our local search framework (both for built-in set constraints

as well as for any set constraint modelled in monadic existential second-order

logic), thereby enabling the usage of constraint-directed neighbourhoods in

practice. We further used these new primitives to implement a local search

algorithm using constraint-directed neighbourhoods (both using a built-in set

constraint as well as using a version of that set constraint modelled in monadic

existential second-order logic), and presented experimental results that showed

the practical usefulness of the approach. No overhead worth mentioning was

observed when using the built-in set constraint, while an acceptable (and ex-

pected) overhead was observed when using the set constraint modelled in

monadic existential second-order logic.

8.2 Future Work

Efficiency of Set Variables and Set Constraints

At the modelling level, it is already known from constraint programming that

set variables and set constraints give the user an extended and more high-level

toolbox (e.g., [Ger97]). It is also already known from constraint programming

that set variables are useful at the solving level since they may relieve the user

from handling certain issues, such as symmetry breaking [Smi01]. Recent

results [vHS07] also show that using set variables may even be necessary (in

constraint programming) to be able to solve certain problem instances within

reasonable time and using a reasonable amount of memory. Although we have

shown that set variables and set constraints in local search do not mean worse

performance, it would be interesting to identify particular problem classes

where set variables and set constraints in local search are crucial.
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Mixed CSPs

We have presented a framework for local search with set variables. How-

ever, there are many combinatorial problems where CSP models that mix set

variables with variables of some other kinds of domains are adequate. In

particular the mix of set variables with integer variables is common (see,

e.g., [Smi01, CLS03]). Consider, for example, bounding the cardinality of

a group of nurses in a rostering problem with an integer variable. We can do

this with a constraint of the form |S| ≤ x, where S is a set variable represent-

ing the group of nurses and x is an integer variable representing the bound on

the cardinality of that group of nurses. By adding the possibility of such a

constraint we face at least the following difficulties.

First, defining (ideal) constraint measures will be more complicated. Con-

sider, for example, the penalty function of |S| ≤ s given in Appendix A.2 (note

that s ∈ N is a given constant):

penalty(|S| ≤ s)(k)
def
= max{|k(S)|− s,0}

This means that the penalty of |S| ≤ s under a configuration k is equal to the

number of excess elements in k(S) with respect to the maximum s, and that

we can satisfy the constraint by dropping this number of elements from S.

Considering now |S| ≤ x, in what way does the fact that the variable x may

change during a move affect the penalty function of this constraint? Is the

penalty only one whenever the constraint can be satisfied by only increasing

x? Is the penalty the number of excess elements in S with respect to the value

of x under a given configuration?

Second, the set of considered move functions must be extended to accom-

modate integer variables. One such move function (which is applicable to

variables of any kind of domain) is the assign move function given in Exam-

ple 2.19 on page 16. Other move functions should be added as well, possibly

move functions that combine set variables and integer variables. Consider, for

example, the move function intVarAdd(S,x) that adds the value of the integer

variable x to the set variable S.

Implementation Generality

Given a built-in set constraint c in our local search framework, the incremen-

tal algorithms used to maintain the measures of c are currently specialised for

each such set constraint in our prototype implementation. However, imple-

menting such incremental algorithms is both time-consuming and error-prone,

and it would therefore be nice to provide a more general underlying layer, such

as the (set) invariants used in Localizer [VHM00] and Comet [VHM05].

Additional Measure Schemes

In Section 3.3 we saw examples of several constraint measure schemes for

scalar constraints. This contrasts with our approach where we use only one
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such scheme. A natural extension to the (set) constraint measure scheme that

we introduced in Section 3.2 (where we used the length of a shortest com-

pound move function in terms of only add and drop move functions to identify

an ideal penalty of a constraint) would be to consider also the flip, transfer, and

swap move functions as atomic move functions. This would mean that also the

flip, transfer, and swap move functions would be allowed within compound

move functions, and consequently that some constraint measures presented in

this thesis would have to change, if not be parametrised by an allowed set of

atomic move functions. For example, consider the penalty function of S ⊂ T
introduced in Example 3.8 on page 35:

penalty(S ⊂ T )(k)
def
= |k(S)\ k(T )|+

{
1, if k(T )⊆ k(S)

0, otherwise

This means that the penalty of S ⊂ T is equal to the number of elements in

S that are not in T (this number of elements must then be dropped from S or

added to T ), plus one if S contains all elements in T (one element must then

be dropped from S or added to T ). As we show in Appendix A.7, this penalty

function gives ideal penalties according to the measure scheme introduced in

the thesis. However, this penalty function does not always give ideal penalties

when, e.g., transfer move functions are allowed within a shortest compound

move function. Consider the configuration k = {S �→ {a},T �→ /0} for exam-

ple. We then have that penalty(S ⊂ T )(k) = 2 and, indeed, considering the

compound move function add(T,a) ◦ drop(S,a) of length two, we have that

(add(T,a)◦drop(S,a))(k) = {S �→ /0,T �→ {a}} satisfies S⊂ T . However, this

is in general not a shortest compound move function since, considering the

compound move function transfer(S,a,T ) only of length one, we also have

that transfer(S,a,T )(k) = {S �→ /0,T �→ {a}} satisfies S⊂ T .

Apart from an extension to the current constraint measure scheme as above,

one could also imagine other more application-directed measure schemes for

set constraints, such as the object-based violation measure of [BP04].

Extending the ∃MSO Language

The ∃MSO language that we use for modelling set constraints is currently

rather small and there are many possible extensions that would make the lan-

guage more convenient, both from a modelling as well as a technical view-

point. For example, as we saw in Section 5.6, adding a count quantifier

would be good in terms of algorithmic performance, since this would mean

that many counting constraints could be expressed using only one nested first-

order quantifier. This is often crucial since, as we saw in Section 5.5, more

than one nested first-order quantifier is best avoided for improved algorithmic

performance.

Coming back to mixing set variables and integer variables, adding, say,

arithmetic constraints on integer (first-order) variables would be another in-

teresting extension to the language. Combining this with count quantifiers as
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we discussed above, one could imagine a count quantifier where the “count”

parameter of the quantifier is an integer variable. We could then express the

constraint |S| ≤ x we saw above by:

∃x∃S(∃≥(|U|−x)y(y /∈ S))

Note that, since the count quantifier is an “at least” counting quantifier, we

are forced to state the constraint negatively here and that we actually restrict

the values that are not in S to be at least |U| − x. However, note that an “at

most” counting quantifier could also be added. This would in turn mean that

an “exact” counting quantifier could be expressed, by combining the “at least”

and “at most” quantifiers.

The addition of first-order arithmetic constraints to ∃MSO could be made

possible by techniques such as those proposed in [VHM06].

Additional Neighbourhood Functions

The neighbourhood functions that we have considered do not distinguish dif-

ferent values. For example, we may express things like “drop any element

from the set variable S” or “flip any element in S with any element in its

complement”, or “transfer any element from S to T ”. However, we may not

express something like “add the value a to any set variable” or “swap any oc-

currence of a (in any set variable) with any occurrence of b (in any other set

variable)”. This kind of neighbourhood functions is useful for certain appli-

cations. Consider, for example, the neighbourhood function used in [DVH05]

for solving the social golfer problem. This neighbourhood function expresses:

“swap any conflicting golfer with any other golfer in another group in the same

week”. Such value-directed neighbourhoods would be a nice addition to our

local search framework, and one example would be the neighbourhood func-

tion SWAPA(X ,A,Y ) defined by:

SWAPA(X ,A,Y )(k)
def
= {swap(S,u,v,T )(k) | S ∈ X ∧T ∈ Y ∧S �= T ∧

u ∈ A∧v ∈ k(S)∧v ∈ k(T )∧u ∈ k(T )}

This neighbourhood function returns the set of all possible swap moves that

swap any occurrence of a value in the ground set A in any set variable in X
with any value in any set variable in Y .

Improved Constraint-Directed Neighbourhoods

There are many directions for future work when it comes to our proposed

constraint-directed neighbourhoods.

First, considering that flip, transfer, and swap moves essentially are trans-

actions over the atomic add and drop moves, it should be possible to assist the

designer of a constraint by inferring the constraint-directed neighbourhoods

for the former moves from the latter atomic moves.
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Also, for built-in constraints, we just precompute the sign of the penalty

change for built-in constraints in our constraint-directed neighbourhoods, but

it should be possible to precompute the actual value of that change, as we

have already done for ∃MSO constraints in Definition 6.3 on page 125. Then,

upon adding the built-in constraints as further base cases both to the BNF

grammar of ∃MSO in Figure 5.2 on page 67 and to the inductive definition of

Δ(Φ)(k) in Definition 6.3, the step cases of Definition 6.3 enable the precom-

putation of the penalty change of an arbitrary ∃MSO formula over constraints.

For instance, noting that Partition(X)≡ AllDisjoint(X)∧Union(X), we could

then precompute the constraint-directed neighbourhoods of Partition(X) from

those of the non-basic constraints AllDisjoint(X) and Union(X).
The user should be supported in the choice of Π, the set of constraints that

are to be satisfied in a first phase and preserved in a second phase of a multi-

phase heuristic. We proposed an initial technique [ÅFP07b], along the ideas

of [Min96].

Further, in line 4 of Algorithm 6.10 on page 132, instead of choosing a

neighbour in the preserving neighbourhood Π=
k minimising penalty(Σ)(k),

one might choose a neighbour in Π=
k ∩Σ↓k , by representing the intersection of

the moves preserving the penalty of Π and the moves decreasing the penalty

of Σ, if that intersection is non-empty, thereby saving at each iteration the

consideration of the non-decreasing moves on Σ.

Finally, the neighbourhoods of Definition 6.1 on page 124 should take as

additional argument the neighbourhood function to be used, rather than hard

wiring the universal neighbourhood function N(X), and the user should be

supported in the choice of this parameter.

With such improvements, and a careful reimplementation, we hope to pro-

duce experiments where constraint-directed neighbourhoods yield actual im-

provements in runtime, rather than just being a tool for simplifying local

search algorithms.
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A. Built-in Set Constraints

A.1 a ∈ S and a /∈ S

Definition

Given a set variable S and a value a in the universe U, the constraint a ∈ S is

satisfied under a configuration k if and only if a ∈ k(S).1

Measures

We can define ideal penalty and variable-conflict functions of a ∈ S by:

penalty(a ∈ S)(k)
def
=

{
1, if a /∈ k(S)

0, otherwise
(A.1)

conflict(a ∈ S)(R,k)
def
=

{
penalty(a ∈ S)(k), if R = S

0, otherwise
(A.2)

This means that the penalty of a ∈ S (as well as the variable conflict of S with

respect to a ∈ S) is equal to one if a is not in S (a must then be added to S),

and is zero otherwise.

Example A.3 The penalty of a ∈ S (as well as the variable conflict of S with

respect to a ∈ S) under k = {S �→ /0} is:

penalty(a ∈ S)(k) = 1

Indeed, considering the compound move function add(S,a) of length one we

have that add(S,a)(k) satisfies a ∈ S, and we show below that there is no

shorter such compound move function (by proving that (A.1) gives ideal penal-

ties). �

Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition A.4 The penalty function (A.1) of a ∈ S gives ideal penalties in

accordance with Definition 3.7.

Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

penalty(a ∈ S)(k) = idealPenalty(a ∈ S)(k)

1Since the reasoning for a /∈ S is similar to the one for a ∈ S we only discuss the latter.
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Assume first that penalty(a ∈ S)(k) = 0:2

penalty(a ∈ S)(k) = 0

⇔a ∈ k(S) (by (A.1))

⇔k satisfies a ∈ S (by definition of a ∈ S)

⇔ idealPenalty(a ∈ S)(k) = 0(
by Definition 2.23 of penalty since idealPenalty(a ∈ S)

is a penalty function by Proposition 3.9

)

Assume now that penalty(a ∈ S)(k) = 1:

penalty(a ∈ S)(k) = 1

⇔a /∈ k(S) (by (A.1))

⇔add(S,a)(k) satisfies a ∈ S

(by definition of a ∈ S and since a ∈ (add(S,a)(k))(S))

⇔ the length of a shortest compound move function

M such that M(k) satisfies a ∈ S is one(
since M = add(S,a) is of length one

and since id(k) does not satisfy a ∈ S

)
⇔ idealPenalty(a ∈ S)(k) = 1

(by Definition 3.7 of ideal penalty) �

Proposition A.5 The variable-conflict function (A.2) of a∈ S gives ideal vari-

able conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a set variable R and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(a ∈ S)(R,k) = idealConflict(a ∈ S)(R,k)

The result follows directly from (A.2) and Proposition 3.14 when R �= S. As-

suming that R = S, the result follows from Proposition 3.13 since:

(i) For all k ∈ K: there exists a configuration in the variable-specific neigh-

bourhood of S under k that satisfies a ∈ S (e.g., {S �→ {a}, . . .}).

(ii) For all k ∈ K: penalty(a ∈ S)(k) = conflict(a ∈ S)(S,k) (by (A.1) and

(A.2)).

(iii) penalty(a ∈ S) is a penalty function by Propositions A.4 and 3.9. �

2 Note that the reasoning here is generic since, for the particular constraint, it only depends

on the penalty being zero if and only if the constraint is satisfied. We will reuse this generic

reasoning for several other constraints in the appendix.
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A.2 |S|�s (� ∈ {<,≤,=, �=,≥,>})

Definition

Given a set variable S and a non-negative integer s, the constraint |S| ≤ s is

satisfied under a configuration k if and only if the cardinality of k(S) is at

most s.3

Measures

We can define ideal penalty and variable-conflict functions of |S| ≤ s by:

penalty(|S| ≤ s)(k)
def
= max{|k(S)|− s,0} (A.6)

conflict(|S| ≤ s)(R,k)
def
=

{
penalty(|S| ≤ s)(k), if R = S

0, otherwise
(A.7)

This means that the penalty of |S| ≤ s (as well as the variable conflict of S with

respect to |S| ≤ s) is equal to the number of excess elements in S with respect

to the maximum s (this number of elements must then be dropped from S).

Example A.8 The penalty of |S| ≤ 1 (as well as the variable conflict of S with

respect to |S| ≤ 1) under k = {S �→ {a,b,c}} is:

penalty(|S| ≤ 1)(k) = max{|{a,b,c}|−1,0} = 2

Indeed, considering, e.g., the compound move function

M
def
= drop(S,b)◦drop(S,a)

of length two we have that

M(k) = {S �→ {c}}

satisfies |S| ≤ 1, and we show below that there is no shorter such compound

move function (by proving that (A.6) gives ideal penalties). �

Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition A.9 The penalty function (A.6) of |S| ≤ s gives ideal penalties in

accordance with Definition 3.7.

Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

penalty(|S| ≤ s)(k) = idealPenalty(|S| ≤ s)(k)

3Since the reasoning for |S|�s where � ∈ {<,=, �=,≥,>} is similar to the one for |S| ≤ s we

only discuss the latter.
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Assume first that penalty(|S| ≤ s)(k) = 0:4

penalty(|S| ≤ s)(k) = 0

⇔|k(S)|− s≤ 0 (by (A.6))

⇔|k(S)| ≤ s

⇔k satisfies |S| ≤ s (by definition of |S| ≤ s)

⇔ idealPenalty(|S| ≤ s)(k) = 0(
by Definition 2.23 of penalty since idealPenalty(|S| ≤ s)

is a penalty function by Proposition 3.9

)

Assume now that penalty(|S| ≤ s)(k) = p > 0:

penalty(|S| ≤ s)(k) = p

⇔|k(S)|− s = p (by (A.6) and since p > 0)

⇔|k(S)|− p = s

⇔ there is a set A⊆ k(S) of size p such that

|k(S)\A| ≤ s and there is no smaller such set

⇔|(drop(S,a1)◦ · · · ◦drop(S,ap)(k))(S)| ≤ s

(assuming that {a1, . . . ,ap}= A)

⇔(drop(S,a1)◦ · · · ◦drop(S,ap))(k) satisfies |S| ≤ s

(by definition of |S| ≤ s)

⇔ the length of a shortest compound move function

M such that M(k) satisfies |S| ≤ s is p(
since M = drop(S,a1)◦ · · · ◦drop(S,ap) is of length p and

A = {a1, . . . ,ap} is a smallest set such that |k(S)\A| ≤ s

)
⇔ idealPenalty(|S| ≤ s)(k) = p

(by Definition 3.7 of ideal penalty) �

Proposition A.10 The variable-conflict function (A.7) of |S| ≤ s gives ideal

variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a set variable R and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(|S| ≤ s)(R,k) = idealConflict(|S| ≤ s)(R,k)

The result follows directly from (A.7) and Proposition 3.14 when R �= S. As-

suming that R = S, the result follows from Proposition 3.13 since:

(i) For all k ∈ K: there exists a configuration in the variable-specific neigh-

bourhood of S under k that satisfies |S| ≤ s (e.g., {S �→ /0, . . .}).

4We here follow the same generic reasoning as on page 174 for a ∈ S.
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(ii) For all k ∈ K: penalty(|S| ≤ s)(k) = conflict(|S| ≤ s)(S,k) (by (A.6) and

(A.7)).

(iii) penalty(|S| ≤ s) is a penalty function by Propositions A.9 and 3.9. �

A.3 S = T

Definition

Given two set variables S and T , the constraint S = T is satisfied under a

configuration k if and only if k(S) = k(T ).

Measures

We can define ideal penalty and variable-conflict functions of S = T by:

penalty(S = T )(k)
def
= |k(S)	 k(T )| (A.11)

conflict(S = T )(R,k)
def
=

{
penalty(S = T )(k), if R ∈ {S,T}

0, otherwise
(A.12)

This means that the penalty of S = T (as well as the variable conflicts of both

S and T with respect to S = T ) is equal to the number of elements that are

only in one of S and T (this number of elements must then be dropped from

or added to S or T ). Recall that A	B is the symmetric set difference between

A and B.

Example A.13 The penalty of S = T (as well as the variable conflicts of both

S and T with respect to S = T ) under k = {S �→ {a,b,c},T �→ {b,c,d}} is:

penalty(S = T )(k) = |{a,b,c}	{b,c,d}| = |{a,d}| = 2

Indeed, considering, e.g., the compound move function

M
def
= add(S,d)◦drop(S,a)

of length two we have that

M(k) = {S �→ {b,c,d},T �→ {b,c,d}}

satisfies S = T , and we show below that there is no shorter such compound

move function (by proving that (A.11) gives ideal penalties). �

Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition A.14 The penalty function (A.11) of S = T gives ideal penalties

in accordance with Definition 3.7.
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Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

penalty(S = T )(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
α

= idealPenalty(S = T )(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
β

Let A be the symmetric set difference between S and T under k, and let M be a

shortest compound move function of length n such that M(k) satisfies S = T .

So α is equal to the size of A and β is equal to n.

We first show that α ≤ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume that

α > β . Then there must be at least one value u in A such that there is no atomic

move function of the form

add(S,u) or drop(S,u) or add(T,u) or drop(T,u)

in M. But then the symmetric set difference between S and T under M(k)
cannot be empty (since it will contain at least the value u), which means that

M(k) does not satisfy S = T . So the assumption must be false and α ≤ β .

We now show that α ≥ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume that

α < β . Then there must be at least one atomic move function m of the form

add(S,u) or drop(S,u) or add(T,u) or drop(T,u)

in M such that u /∈ A. By Proposition 3.5 we can assume that M is of the form:

m1 ◦ · · · ◦mn−1 ◦m

But then M cannot be the shortest compound move function such that M(k)
satisfies S = T , since M′(k) must also satisfy S = T , where

M′ def
= m1 ◦ · · · ◦mn−1

is shorter than M. So the assumption must be false and α ≥ β . �

Proposition A.15 The variable-conflict function (A.12) of S = T gives ideal

variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a set variable R and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(S = T )(R,k) = idealConflict(S = T )(R,k)

The result follows directly from (A.12) and Proposition 3.14 when R /∈ {S,T}.
Assuming that R ∈ {S,T}, the result follows from Proposition 3.13 since:

(i) For all k ∈ K: there exists a configuration in the variable-specific neigh-

bourhood of R under k that satisfies S = T (e.g., {S �→ k(T ),T �→ k(T ), . . .}
when R = S and {T �→ k(S),S �→ k(S), . . .} when R = T ).

(ii) For all k ∈ K: penalty(S = T )(k) = conflict(S = T )(S,k) (by (A.11) and

(A.12)).

(iii) penalty(S = T ) is a penalty function by Propositions A.14 and 3.9. �
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A.4 S �= T

Definition

Given two set variables S and T , the constraint S �= T is satisfied5 under a

configuration k if and only if k(S) �= k(T ).

Measures

We can define ideal penalty and variable-conflict functions of S �= T by:

penalty(S �= T )(k)
def
=

{
1, if k(S) = k(T )

0, otherwise
(A.16)

conflict(S �= T )(R,k)
def
=

{
penalty(S �= T )(k), if R ∈ {S,T}

0, otherwise
(A.17)

This means that the penalty of S �= T (as well as the variable conflicts of both S
and T with respect to S �= T ) is equal to one if S and T are equal (one element

must then be dropped from or added to S or T ), and is zero otherwise.

Example A.18 The penalty of S �= T (as well as the variable conflicts of both

S and T with respect to S �= T ) under k = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ {a,b}} is:

penalty(S �= T )(k) = 1

Indeed, either of, e.g., the compound move functions drop(S,a) and drop(T,a)
of length one applied to k satisfies S �= T , and we show below that there is

no shorter such compound move function (by proving that (A.16) gives ideal

penalties). �

Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition A.19 The penalty function (A.16) of S �= T gives ideal penalties

in accordance with Definition 3.7.

Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

penalty(S �= T )(k) = idealPenalty(S �= T )(k)

Assume first that penalty(S �= T )(k) = 0:6

penalty(S �= T )(k) = 0

⇔k(S) �= k(T ) (by (A.16))

⇔k satisfies S �= T (by definition of S �= T )

⇔ idealPenalty(S �= T )(k) = 0(
by Definition 2.23 of penalty since idealPenalty(S �= T )

is a penalty function by Proposition 3.9

)

5We assume that U �= /0 since, otherwise, the constraint would not be satisfiable.
6We here follow the same generic reasoning as on page 174 for a ∈ S.
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Assume now that penalty(S �= T )(k) = 1. By (A.16) we then have that

k(S) = k(T ). Consider first the case when k(S) = k(T ) = /0:

penalty(S �= T )(k) = 1

⇔k(S) = k(T ) (by (A.16))

⇔ there exists v ∈U such that either add(S,v)(k)

or add(T,v)(k) satisfies S �= T

(since both k(S) and k(T ) equal the empty set)

⇔ the length of a shortest compound move function

M such that M(k) satisfies S �= T is one(
since both add(S,v) and add(T,v) are of length

one and since id(k) does not satisfy S �= T

)
⇔ idealPenalty(S �= T )(k) = 1

(by Definition 3.7 of ideal penalty)

Consider now the case when k(S) = k(T ) �= /0:

penalty(S �= T )(k) = 1

⇔k(S) = k(T ) (by (A.16))

⇔ there exists u ∈ k(S) and u ∈ k(T ) such that either

drop(S,u)(k) or drop(T,u)(k) satisfies S �= T

(since k(S) = k(T ) �= /0)

⇔ the length of a shortest compound move function

M such that M(k) satisfies S �= T is one(
since both drop(S,u) and drop(T,u) are of length

one and since id(k) does not satisfy S �= T

)
⇔ idealPenalty(S �= T )(k) = 1

(by Definition 3.7 of ideal penalty) �

Proposition A.20 The variable-conflict function (A.17) of S �= T gives ideal

variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a set variable R and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(S �= T )(R,k) = idealConflict(S �= T )(R,k)

The result follows directly from (A.17) and Proposition 3.14 when R /∈ {S,T}.
Assuming that R ∈ {S,T}, the result follows from Proposition 3.13 since:

(i) For all k ∈ K: there exists a configuration in the variable-specific neigh-

bourhood of R under k that satisfies S �= T . For example:
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• {S �→ /0,T �→ k(T ), . . .} when R = S and k(T ) �= /0.

• {S �→ U,T �→ k(T ), . . .} when R = S and k(T ) = /0.

• {T �→ /0,S �→ k(S), . . .} when R = T and k(S) �= /0.

• {T �→ U,S �→ k(S), . . .} when R = T and k(S) = /0.

(ii) For all k ∈ K: penalty(S �= T )(k) = conflict(S �= T )(S,k) (by (A.16) and

(A.17)).

(iii) penalty(S �= T ) is a penalty function by Propositions A.19 and 3.9. �

A.5 S⊆ T

Definition

Given two set variables S and T , the constraint S ⊆ T is satisfied under a

configuration k if and only if k(S)⊆ k(T ).

Measures

We can define ideal penalty and variable-conflict functions of S⊆ T by:

penalty(S ⊆ T )(k)
def
= |k(S)\ k(T )| (A.21)

conflict(S⊆ T )(R,k)
def
=

{
penalty(S ⊆ T )(k), if R ∈ {S,T}

0, otherwise
(A.22)

This means that the penalty of S ⊆ T (as well as the variable conflicts of both

S and T with respect to S⊆ T ) is equal to the number of elements that are in S
but not in T (this number of elements must then be dropped from S or added

to T ).

Example A.23 The penalty of S ⊆ T (as well as the variable conflicts of both

S and T with respect to S ⊆ T ) under k = {S �→ {a,b,c},T �→ {b,c}} is:

penalty(S⊆ T )(k) = |{a,b,c}\{b,c}| = 1

Indeed, considering, e.g., the compound move function add(T,a) of length

one we have that add(T,a)(k) = {S �→ {a,b,c},T �→ {a,b,c}} satisfies S⊆ T ,

and we show below that there is no shorter such compound move function (by

proving that (A.21) gives ideal penalties). �

Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition A.24 The penalty function (A.21) of S ⊆ T gives ideal penalties

in accordance with Definition 3.7.
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Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

penalty(S⊆ T )(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
α

= idealPenalty(S ⊆ T )(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
β

Let A be the set of values that are in S but not in T under k, and let M be a

shortest compound move function of length n such that M(k) satisfies S ⊆ T .

So α is equal to the size of A and β is equal to n.

We first show that α ≤ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume that

α > β . Then there must be at least one value u in A such that there is no atomic

move function of the form

add(S,u) or drop(S,u) or add(T,u) or drop(T,u)

in M. But then there must be at least one value in S that is not in T under

M(k), which means that M(k) does not satisfy S⊆ T . So the assumption must

be false and α ≤ β .

We now show that α ≥ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume that

α < β . Then there must be at least one atomic move function m of the form

add(S,u) or drop(S,u) or add(T,u) or drop(T,u)

in M such that u /∈ A. By Proposition 3.5 we can assume that M is of the form:

m1 ◦ · · · ◦mn−1 ◦m

But then M cannot be the shortest compound move function such that M(k)
satisfies S ⊆ T , since M′(k) must also satisfy S ⊆ T , where

M′ def
= m1 ◦ · · · ◦mn−1

is shorter than M. So the assumption must be false and α ≥ β . �

Proposition A.25 The variable-conflict function (A.22) of S ⊆ T gives ideal

variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a set variable R and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(S ⊆ T )(R,k) = idealConflict(S⊆ T )(R,k)

The result follows directly from (A.22) and Proposition 3.14 when R /∈ {S,T}.
Assuming that R ∈ {S,T}, the result follows from Proposition 3.13 since:

(i) For all k ∈ K: there exists a configuration in the variable-specific neigh-

bourhood of R under k that satisfies S⊆ T (e.g., {S �→ k(S)∩ k(T ),T �→
k(T ), . . .} when R = S and {T �→ k(T )∩ k(S),S �→ k(S), . . .} when R =
T ).

(ii) For all k ∈ K: penalty(S⊆ T )(k) = conflict(S⊆ T )(S,k) (by (A.21) and

(A.22)).

(iii) penalty(S ⊆ T ) is a penalty function by Propositions A.24 and 3.9. �
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A.6 S �⊆T

Definition

Given two set variables S and T , the constraint S �⊆T is satisfied7 under a

configuration k if and only if k(S) �⊆k(T ), i.e., if and only if there exists at

least one element in k(S) that is not in k(T ).

Measures

We can define ideal penalty and variable-conflict functions of S �⊆T by:

penalty(S �⊆T )(k)
def
=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

2, if /0 = k(S)⊆ k(T ) = U

1, if k(S)⊆ k(T ) and (k(S) �= /0 or k(T ) �= U)

0, otherwise

(A.26)

conflict(S �⊆T )(R,k)
def
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1, if R ∈ {S,T} and /0 = k(S)⊆ k(T ) = U

1, if R = S and k(S)⊆ k(T ) �= U

1, if R = T and /0 �= k(S)⊆ k(T )

0, otherwise

(A.27)

This means that:

• The penalty of S �⊆T is equal to

– two if S is empty and T is the universe (one element must then be

dropped from T and added to S);

– one if S is a subset of T and S is not empty or T is not the universe

(one value not in T must then be added to S or one value in S must

be dropped from T ); and

– zero otherwise.

• The variable-conflict of S with respect to S �⊆T is equal to one if S is

empty and T is the universe (one value can then be added to S), or if S
is a subset of T and T is not the universe (one value not in T can then

be added to S).

• The variable-conflict of T with respect to S �⊆T is equal to one if S is

empty and T is the universe (one value can then be dropped from T ), or

if S is a subset of T and S is not empty (one element in S can then be

dropped from T ).

7We assume that U �= /0 since, otherwise, the constraint would not be satisfiable.
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Example A.28 Given U = {a,b,c}, the penalty of S �⊆T under the configura-

tion k = {S �→ /0,T �→ {a,b}} is:

penalty(S �⊆T )(k) = 1

Indeed, considering, e.g., the (compound) move function add(S,c) of length

one we have that add(S,c)(k) = {S �→ {c},T �→ {a,b}} satisfies S �⊆T , and we

show below that there is no shorter such compound move function (by proving

that (A.26) gives ideal penalties).

The variable conflicts of S and T with respect to S �⊆T under k are respec-

tively:

conflict(S �⊆T )(S,k) = 1

conflict(S �⊆T )(T,k) = 0

Indeed, we cannot decrease the penalty of S �⊆T under k by only changing T .

However, as we saw above, the move function add(S,c) of length one (only

affecting S) applied to k satisfies S �⊆T . �

Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition A.29 The penalty function (A.26) of S �⊆T gives ideal penalties

in accordance with Definition 3.7.

Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

penalty(S �⊆T )(k) = idealPenalty(S �⊆T )(k)

Assume first that penalty(S �⊆T )(k) = 0:8

penalty(S �⊆T )(k) = 0

⇔k(S) �⊆k(T ) (by (A.26))

⇔k satisfies S �⊆T (by definition of S �⊆T )

⇔ idealPenalty(S �⊆T )(k) = 0(
by Definition 2.23 of penalty since idealPenalty(S �⊆T )

is a penalty function by Proposition 3.9

)

8We here follow the same generic reasoning as on page 174 for a ∈ S.
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Assume now that penalty(S �⊆T )(k) = 2:

penalty(S �⊆T )(k) = 2

⇔k(S) = /0∧k(T ) = U (by (A.26))

⇔ there exists u ∈ U such that M(k) satisfies

S �⊆T , where M
def
= add(S,u)◦drop(T,u)(

since then there is at least one element in S that is not in T

under M(k), which is exactly the definition of a satisfied S �⊆T

)
⇔ the length of a shortest compound move function

M such that M(k) satisfies S �⊆T is two⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

since add(S,u)◦drop(T,u) is of length two and since none

of the possible shorter compound move functions (of the

form id, drop(T,v), and add(S,v), given v ∈ U) applied to

k satisfy S �⊆T

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⇔ idealPenalty(S �⊆T )(k) = 2 (by Definition 3.7 of ideal penalty)

Assume now that penalty(S �⊆T )(k) = 1 and note that this means that k(S) �=
/0 or k(T ) �= U by (A.26). We then have that:

penalty(S �⊆T )(k) = 1

⇔k(S)⊆ k(T ) (by (A.26))

⇔ there exists u ∈ k(T )∩ k(S) such that drop(T,u)(k) satisfies S �⊆T ,

or there exists v ∈ k(T ) such that add(S,v)(k) satisfies S �⊆T⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

since either k(S) �= /0 (which implies that k(T )∩ k(S) �= /0)

or k(T ) �= U, and this implies that there is at least one element

in S that is not in T under both drop(T,u)(k) and add(S,v)(k),

which is exactly the definition of a satisfied S �⊆T

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⇔ the length of a shortest compound move function

M such that M(k) satisfies S �⊆T is one(
since both drop(T,u) and add(S,v) are of length

one and since id(k) does not satisfy S �⊆T

)
⇔ idealPenalty(S �⊆T )(k) = 1 (by Definition 3.7 of ideal penalty) �

Proposition A.30 The variable-conflict function (A.27) of S �⊆T gives ideal

variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a set variable R and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(S �⊆T )(R,k) = idealConflict(S �⊆T )(R,k)
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The result follows directly from (A.27) and Proposition 3.14 when R /∈ {S,T}.
Assume now that R∈ {S,T} and let L be the variable-specific neighbourhood

of R under k. We have that:

idealConflict(S �⊆T )(R,k)

= max{penalty(S �⊆T )(k)−penalty(S �⊆T )(�) | � ∈L }

(by Definition 3.10 of ideal conflict)

= penalty(S �⊆T )(k)−penalty(S �⊆T )(�)

(picking some � ∈L that maximises this expression)

=

α︷ ︸︸ ︷⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

2, if /0 = k(S)⊆ k(T ) = U

1, if k(S)⊆ k(T ) and (k(S) �= /0 or k(T ) �= U)

0, otherwise

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭−⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
2, if /0 = �(S)⊆ �(T ) = U

1, if �(S)⊆ �(T ) and (�(S) �= /0 or �(T ) �= U)

0, otherwise

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭︸ ︷︷ ︸

β

(by (A.26))

An � ∈L that maximises α−β above must minimise β since α is constant.

The possible values for β depend on α . Hence, we now proceed by case

analysis. Assume first that α = 2. Then we have that k(S) = /0 and k(T ) =
U. Consider first the case when R = S. We must have that �(S) �= /0 since,

otherwise, β would not be minimised (since any configuration in L different

from {S �→ /0, . . .} would make β smaller). We must also have that �(S)⊆ �(T )
since �(T ) = k(T ) = U. Given this we have that

α−β = 2−1 = 1

and the result follows by (A.27) under the current assumptions. The case when

R = T is similar to this one.

Assume now that α = 1. Then we have that k(S) ⊆ k(T ) and that k(S) �= /0

or k(T ) �= U. Consider first the case when R = S and k(S) �= /0. Since k(S) �= /0

implies that k(S)∩ k(T ) �= /0, we must have that �(S) �⊆�(T ) since, otherwise,

β would not be minimised (since any configuration in L where at least one

element in the intersection between S and T under k is dropped from S would

make β smaller). Given this we have that

α−β = 1−0 = 1

and the result follows by (A.27) under the current assumptions. Consider now

the case when R = S and k(T ) �= U. Then we must have that �(S) �⊆�(T ) since,

otherwise, β would not be minimised (since any configuration in L where at
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least one element in the complement of T under k is added to S would make β

smaller). Given this we have that

α−β = 1−0 = 1

and the result follows by (A.27) under the current assumptions. The case when

R = T is similar to these ones.

Assume now that α = 0. Then k(S) �⊆k(T ) and (regardless of R being S or

T ) we must have that β = 0 as well since, otherwise, β would not be minimised

(since the configuration k in L would make β smaller). Given this we have

that

α−β = 0−0 = 0

and the result follows by (A.27) under the current assumptions. �

A.7 S⊂ T

Definition

Given two set variables S and T , the constraint S ⊂ T is satisfied9 under a

configuration k if and only if k(S)⊂ k(T ).

Measures

We can define an ideal penalty function of S ⊂ T by:

penalty(S ⊂ T )(k)
def
= |k(S)\ k(T )|+

{
1, if k(T )⊆ k(S)

0, otherwise
(A.31)

This means that the penalty of S ⊂ T is equal to the number of elements in

S that are not in T (this number of elements must then be dropped from S or

added to T ), plus one if S contains all elements in T (one element must then

be dropped from S or added to T ).

Note that penalty(S⊂ T )(k) = penalty(S⊆ T )(k)+penalty(T �⊆S)(k) given

respectively the penalty functions (A.21) and (A.26): we will use this fact in

the proof of Proposition A.35 below.

Example A.32 The penalty of S ⊂ T under k = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ /0} is:

penalty(S ⊂ T )(k) = |{a,b}\ /0|+ 1 = 3

Indeed, considering, e.g., the compound move function

M
def
= add(T,a)◦drop(S,b)◦drop(S,a)

of length three we have that M(k) = {S �→ /0,T �→ {a}} satisfies S⊂ T , and we

show below that there is no shorter such compound move function (by proving

that (A.31) gives ideal penalties). �

9We assume that U �= /0 since, otherwise, the constraint would not be satisfiable.
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We can define an ideal variable-conflict function of S ⊂ T by:

conflict(S⊂ T )(R,k)
def
=⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
|k(S)\ k(T )|+

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1, if R = S and /0 �= k(T )⊆ k(S)

1, if R = T and k(T )⊆ k(S) �= U

0, otherwise

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ , if R = S or R = T

0, otherwise

(A.33)

This means that:

• The variable-conflict of S with respect to S ⊂ T is equal to the number

of elements in S that are not in T (this number of elements can then be

dropped from S), plus one if S contains all elements in T and T is not

empty (one element in T can then be dropped from S).

• The variable-conflict of T with respect to S ⊂ T is equal to the number

of elements in S that are not in T (this number of elements can then be

added to T ), plus one if S contains all elements in T and S is not the

universe (one element not in S can then be added to T ).

Note (also) that, when k(S) �= U or k(T ) �= /0,

conflict(S ⊂ T )(R,k) = conflict(S⊆ T )(R,k)+ conflict(T �⊆S)(R,k)

given respectively the variable conflict functions (A.22) and (A.27): we will

use this fact in the proof of Proposition A.36 below.

Example A.34 The variable conflicts of S and T with respect to S ⊂ T under

k = {S �→ {a,b},T �→ /0} (when U = {a,b,c}) are respectively:

conflict(S⊂ T )(S,k) = |{a,b}\ /0|+ 0 = 2

conflict(S⊂ T )(T,k) = |{a,b}\ /0|+ 1 = 3

Indeed, considering the compound move function

MS
def
= drop(S,b)◦drop(S,a)

of length two (only affecting S) we have that penalty(S ⊂ T )(MS(k)) = 1.

However, considering the compound move function

MT
def
= add(T,c)◦add(T,b)◦add(T,a)

of length three (only affecting T ) we have that penalty(S ⊂ T )(MT (k)) = 0. �
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Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition A.35 The penalty function (A.31) of S ⊂ T gives ideal penalties

in accordance with Definition 3.7.

Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

penalty(S⊂ T )(k) = idealPenalty(S ⊂ T )(k)

Assume first the special case when k(S) = U and k(T ) = /0. Then, to satisfy

S ⊂ T , each value in U must either be added to T or dropped from S and, in

addition to this, exactly one value that is added to T (or dropped from S) must

be dropped from S (or added to T ). Given this we have that:

idealPenalty(S⊂ T )(k)

= |U|+ 1

= |U\ /0|+ 1

= |k(S)\ k(T )|+ 1

= penalty(S ⊂ T )(k)

(since k(T ) = /0⊆U = k(S))

Assume now that k(S) �= U or k(T ) �= /0. The constraint S ⊂ T can then be

seen as the conjunction of

• a constraint S ⊆ T , as defined in Appendix A.5; and

• a constraint T �⊆S, as defined in Appendix A.6.

Under the assumption that k(S) �= U or k(T ) �= /0, these two constraints are

independent of each other in the sense that, given a configuration k:

idealPenalty(S ⊆ T ∧T �⊆S)(k)

= idealPenalty(S ⊆ T )(k)+ idealPenalty(T �⊆S)(k)

To see this, consider the following (let M be a shortest compound move func-

tion such that M(k) satisfies S ⊆ T , and let M′ be a shortest compound move

function such that M′(k) satisfies T �⊆S):

• There are no add moves on S in M, since an add move on S can never

decrease the size of the set difference between S and T .

• There are no add moves on S in M′, since an add move on S can never

falsify T ⊆ S (under the assumption that k(S) �= U or k(T ) �= /0).

• An atomic move function of the form drop(S,u) in M must decrease the

size of the set difference between S and T . This implies that u /∈ k(T )
and, hence, drop(S,u) cannot be in M′, since that move can then never

falsify T ⊆ S (under the assumption that k(S) �= U or k(T ) �= /0).
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• An atomic move function of the form drop(S,u) in M′ must falsify T ⊆ S
(under the assumption that k(S) �= U or k(T ) �= /0). This implies that

u ∈ k(T ) and, hence, drop(S,u) cannot be in M, since that move can

then never decrease the size of the set difference between S and T .

The reasoning for T is similar to the reasoning above. We then have that:

penalty(S ⊂ T )(k)

= |k(S)\ k(T )|+

{
1, if k(T )⊆ k(S)

0, otherwise

}
(by (A.31))

= penalty(S ⊆ T )(k)+ penalty(T �⊆S)(k)

(by (A.21) and (A.26) since k(S) �= U or k(T ) �= /0 by assumption)

= idealPenalty(S⊆ T )(k)+ idealPenalty(T �⊆S)(k)

(by Propositions A.24 and A.29)

= idealPenalty(S⊆ T ∧T �⊆S)(k)(
since the two constraints are independent of each other

under the assumption that k(S) �= U or k(T ) �= /0

)
idealPenalty(S⊂ T )(k) (by definition of S⊂ T ) �

Proposition A.36 The variable-conflict function (A.33) of S ⊂ T gives ideal

variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a set variable R and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(S ⊂ T )(R,k) = idealConflict(S⊂ T )(R,k)

The result follows directly from (A.33) and Proposition 3.14 when R /∈ {S,T}.
Assuming that R ∈ {S,T}, we follow the same reasoning as in the proof of

Proposition A.35 above.

Assume first the special case when k(S) = U and k(T ) = /0:

idealConflict(S ⊂ T )(R,k)

= max{penalty(S⊂ T )(k)−penalty(S⊂ T )(�) | � ∈L }

(by Definition 3.10 of ideal conflict)

= penalty(S⊂ T )(k)−penalty(S⊂ T )(�)

(picking some � ∈L that maximises this expression)

=

∣∣∣∣∣|U|+ 1

∣∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
α

−

(
|�(S)\ �(T )|+

{
1, if �(T )⊆ �(S)

0, otherwise

})
︸ ︷︷ ︸

β

(by (A.31) and since k(S) = U and k(T ) = /0)
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An � ∈L that maximises α−β above must minimise β since α is constant.

We now proceed by case analysis. Assume first that R = S. Since �(T ) = /0,

we must have that the second term of β is one. Hence, since {S �→ /0, . . .} in

L minimises the first term of β we have that

α−β = |U|+ 1−1 = |U|

and the result follows by (A.33) under the current assumptions. The case when

R = T is similar to this one.

Assume now that k(S) �= U or k(T ) �= /0:

conflict(S ⊂ T )(R,k)

= |k(S)\ k(T )|+

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1, if R = S and /0 �= k(T )⊆ k(S)

1, if R = T and k(T )⊆ k(S) �= U

0, otherwise

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ (by (A.33))

= conflict(S ⊆ T )(R,k)+ conflict(T �⊆S)(R,k)

(by (A.22) and (A.27) under the assumption that k(S) �= U or k(T ) �= /0)

= idealConflict(S ⊆ T )(R,k)+ idealConflict(T �⊆S)(R,k)

(by Propositions A.25 and A.30)

= idealConflict(S ⊆ T ∧T �⊆S)(R,k)(
since the two constraints are independent of each other

under the assumption that k(S) �= U or k(T ) �= /0

)
idealConflict(S ⊂ T )(R,k) (by definition of S⊂ T )

�

A.8 Union(X)

Definition

Given a set X of set variables, the constraint Union(X) is satisfied under a

configuration k if and only if the union of all variables in X under k equals the

common universe U, i.e., if and only if:⋃
S∈X

k(S) = U

Measures

We can define ideal penalty and variable-conflict functions of Union(X) by:

penalty(Union(X))(k)
def
=

∣∣∣∣∣U\ ⋃
S∈X

k(S)

∣∣∣∣∣ (A.37)

conflict(Union(X))(S,k)
def
=

{
penalty(Union(X))(k), if S ∈ X

0, otherwise
(A.38)
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This means that the penalty of Union(X) (as well as the conflict of a variable

S ∈ X with respect to Union(X)) is equal to the number of values in U that are

not in any of the variables in X (this number of values must then be added to

the variables in X ).

Example A.39 Given U = {a,b,c,d}, the penalty of Union({R,S,T}) (as well

as the variable conflicts of R, S, and T with respect to Union({R,S,T})) under

the configuration

k = {R �→ {a,b,c},S �→ {a},T �→ {b,c}}

is:

penalty(Union({R,S,T}))(k) = |{a,b,c,d}\{a,b,c}| = 1

Indeed, either of the compound move functions of length one that add d to R,

S, or T applied to k satisfies Union({R,S,T}), and we show below that there is

no shorter such compound move function (by proving that (A.37) gives ideal

penalties). �

Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition A.40 The penalty function (A.37) of Union(X) gives ideal penal-

ties in accordance with Definition 3.7.

Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

penalty(Union(X))(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
α

= idealPenalty(Union(X))(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
β

Let A be the set such that

A = U\
⋃

S∈X

k(S)

and let M be a shortest compound move function such that M(k) satisfies

Union(X). So α is equal to the size of A and β is equal to the length of

M.

We first show that α ≤ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume that

α > β . There are no drop moves in the compound move function M since a

drop move can never decrease the number of values in U that are not in any

variable in X . Hence M must be of the form

add(S1,v1)◦ · · · ◦add(Sβ ,vβ )

where {S1, . . . ,Sβ} ⊆ X . So we may obtain a solution to Union(X) by adding

the values in the set B = {v1, . . . ,vβ} to the variables in X . But all values in A
must be added to the variables in X in order to satisfy Union(X). Hence, after
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adding the values in B, there must be at least one value in A that was not added

yet. So the assumption must be false and α ≤ β .

We now show that α ≥ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume

that α < β . Then A = {v1, . . . ,vα} such that a compound move function of the

form

add(S1,v1)◦ · · · ◦add(Sα ,vα )

applied to k satisfies Union(X). But then M cannot be a shortest compound

move function such that M(k) satisfies Union(X), since the compound move

function above is shorter. So the assumption must be false and α ≥ β . �

Proposition A.41 The variable-conflict function (A.38) of Union(X) gives

ideal variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a set variable S and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(Union(X))(S,k) = idealConflict(Union(X))(S,k)

The result follows directly from (A.38) and Proposition 3.14 when S /∈ X . As-

suming that S ∈ X , the result follows from Proposition 3.13 since:

(i) For all k ∈ K: there exists a configuration in the variable-specific neigh-

bourhood of R under k that satisfies Union(X) (e.g., {S �→ U, . . .}).

(ii) For all k ∈ K: penalty(Union(X))(k) = conflict(Union(X))(S,k) (by

(A.37) and (A.38)).

(iii) penalty(Union(X)) is a penalty function by Propositions A.40 and 3.9.�

A.9 AllDisjoint(X)

Definition

Given a set X of set variables, the constraint AllDisjoint(X) is satisfied under

a configuration k if and only if all variables in X are disjoint under k, i.e., if

and only if:

∀S �= T ∈ X : k(S)∩ k(T ) = /0

Note that this constraint is equivalent to MaxIntersect(X ,0). We keep the

constraint AllDisjoint(X) separate however, since we currently do not have

ideal measures of the MaxIntersect(X ,m) constraint. We discuss this further

in Section A.14 below.
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Measures

When we present the constraint measures of AllDisjoint(X) below, we con-

sider all sets to be multisets.10 Given two multisets A and B where u occurs a
times in A and b times in B:

• u occurs a+ b times in A�B.

• u occurs max{a,b} times in A∪B.

• u occurs min{a,b} times in A∩B.

• u occurs max{0,a−b} times in A\B.

• A ⊆ B if and only if the number of occurrences of any value in A is at

most the number of occurrences of that value in B.

• |A| is the number of elements in A where duplicates are counted.

This is an extension of the definitions in [Knu97] where the first three cases

are given. Note that they agree with the classical definitions for sets when

each value occurs at most once in A and at most once in B.

We can define an ideal penalty function of AllDisjoint(X) by:

penalty(AllDisjoint(X))(k)
def
=

∣∣∣∣∣⊎
S∈X

k(S)\
⋃

S∈X

k(S)

∣∣∣∣∣ (A.42)

This means that the penalty of AllDisjoint(X) equals the size of the (multi)set

of values that must be dropped from the variables in X to make them all dis-

joint.

Example A.43 The penalty of AllDisjoint({R,S,T}) under the configuration

k = {R �→ {a,b,c},S �→ {a,d},T �→ {b,c}}

is:

penalty(AllDisjoint({R,S,T}))(k) =

|{a,a,b,b,c,c,d}\{a,b,c,d}| = |{a,b,c}| = 3

Indeed, considering the compound move function of length three

M
def
= drop(T,c)◦drop(R,a)◦drop(R,b)

we have that

M(k) = {R �→ {c},S �→ {a,d},T �→ {b}}

satisfies AllDisjoint({R,S,T}), and we show below that there is no shorter such

compound move function (by proving that (A.42) gives ideal penalties). �

10Note that a set is just a multiset where each universe value occurs at most once and that the

value k(S) of a set variable S under a configuration k never contains multiple occurrences of any

such universe value.
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We can define an ideal variable-conflict function of AllDisjoint(X) by:

conflict(AllDisjoint(X))(S,k)
def
=⎧⎨

⎩
∣∣∣∣k(S)∩

( ⊎
T∈X

k(T )\
⋃

T∈X
k(T )

)∣∣∣∣ , if S ∈ X

0, otherwise

(A.44)

This means that the conflict of a variable S ∈ X with respect to Partition(X)
is equal to the size of the intersection of S and the (multi)set of values that

must be dropped to make all variables in X disjoint (these values can then be

dropped from S).

Example A.45 The variable conflicts of R, S, and T with respect to the con-

straint AllDisjoint({R,S,T}) under

k = {R �→ {a,b,c},S �→ {a,d},T �→ {b,c}}

are respectively:

conflict(AllDisjoint({R,S,T}))(R,k) = |{a,b,c}∩{a,b,c}| = 3

conflict(AllDisjoint({R,S,T}))(S,k) = |{a,d}∩{a,b,c}| = 1

conflict(AllDisjoint({R,S,T}))(T,k) = |{b,c}∩{a,b,c}| = 2

Indeed, considering the compound move functions

MR = drop(R,c)◦drop(R,b)◦drop(R,a)

MS = drop(S,a)

MT = drop(T,c)◦drop(T,b)

we have that:

penalty(AllDisjoint({R,S,T}))(MR(k)) = 0

penalty(AllDisjoint({R,S,T}))(MS(k)) = 2

penalty(AllDisjoint({R,S,T}))(MT (k)) = 1

So by changing R we may decrease the penalty by three to zero, by changing

S we may decrease the penalty by one to two, and by changing T we may

decrease the penalty by two to one. �

Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition A.46 The penalty function (A.42) of AllDisjoint(X) gives ideal

penalties in accordance with Definition 3.7.
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Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

α︷ ︸︸ ︷
penalty(AllDisjoint(X))(k) =

β︷ ︸︸ ︷
idealPenalty(AllDisjoint(X))(k)

Let A be the multiset such that

A =
⊎

S∈X

k(S)\
⋃

S∈X

k(S)

and let M be a shortest compound move function such that M(k) satisfies

AllDisjoint(X). So α is equal to the size of A and β is equal to the length

of M.

We first show that α ≤ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume

that α > β . There are no add moves in the compound move function M since

an add move can never decrease the size of the intersection between two set

variables. Hence M must be of the form

drop(S1,u1)◦ · · · ◦drop(Sβ ,uβ )

where {S1, . . . ,Sβ} ⊆ X . So we may obtain a solution to AllDisjoint(X) by

dropping the values in the multiset B = {u1, . . . ,uβ} from the variables in X .

But all values in A must be dropped in order to satisfy AllDisjoint(X) since,

otherwise, at least one value will still be in more than one variable in X . Hence,

after dropping the values in B, there must be at least one value in A that was

not dropped yet. So the assumption must be false and α ≤ β .

We now show that α ≥ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume that

α < β . Then A = {u1, . . . ,uα} such that a compound move function of the

form

drop(S1,u1)◦ · · · ◦drop(Sα ,uα)

applied to k satisfies AllDisjoint(X). But then M cannot be a shortest com-

pound move function such that M(k) satisfies AllDisjoint(X). So the assump-

tion must be false and α ≥ β . �

Proposition A.47 The variable-conflict function (A.44) of AllDisjoint(X) gives

ideal variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a variable S and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(AllDisjoint(X))(S,k) = idealConflict(AllDisjoint(X))(S,k)

The result follows directly from (A.44) and Proposition 3.14 when S /∈ X . As-

sume that S ∈ X and let L be the variable-specific neighbourhood of S under
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k. We have that:

idealConflict(AllDisjoint(X))(S,k)

= max{penalty(AllDisjoint(X))(k)−penalty(AllDisjoint(X))(�) | � ∈L }

(by Definition 3.10 of ideal variable conflict)

= penalty(AllDisjoint(X))(k)−penalty(AllDisjoint(X))(�)

(picking some � ∈L that maximises this expression)

=

∣∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

k(T )\
⋃

T∈X

k(T )

∣∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

�(T )\
⋃

T∈X

�(T )

∣∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
α

(by (A.42))

To develop α above further, without loss of generality, we can assume the

following about the picked configuration �:

(i) �(S)⊆ k(S) since:

• If u ∈ �(S) and u /∈ k(S) such that u ∈ k(T ) for some T ∈ X , then

α above is not maximised by �, since α under the configuration

�⊕{S �→ �(S)\{u}} is then larger than α under �.

• If u ∈ �(S) and u /∈ k(S) such that u /∈ k(T ) for all T ∈ X , then α

above under the configuration �⊕{S �→ �(S)\{u}} is equal to α

under �.

(ii) If u∈ k(S) and u /∈ �(S), then there exists at least one variable T ∈X \{S}
such that u ∈ k(T ), since if there is no such variable T , then α above

under the configuration �⊕{S �→ �(S)∪{u}} is equal to α under �.

(iii) If u ∈ k(S) and u ∈ �(S), then there exists no variable T ∈ X \{S} such

that u ∈ k(T ), since if there is such a variable T , then α above is not

maximised by �, since α under the configuration �⊕{S �→ �(S)\{u}} is

then larger than α under �.
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Given this we have that:

idealConflict(AllDisjoint(X))(S,k)

=

∣∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

k(T )\
⋃

T∈X

k(T )

∣∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

�(T )\
⋃

T∈X

�(T )

∣∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
α∣∣∣∣ ⊎

T∈X
k(T )

∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
T∈X

k(T )

∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

�(T )

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
T∈X

�(T )

∣∣∣∣(
since

⋃
T∈X

k(T )⊆
⊎

T∈X
k(T ) and

⋃
T∈X

�(T )⊆
⊎

T∈X
�(T )

)
=

∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

k(T )

∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
T∈X

k(T )

∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

�(T )

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
T∈X

k(T )

∣∣∣∣
(by (i) and (ii) above and since only S changed in � compared to k)

=

∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

k(T )

∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

�(T )

∣∣∣∣ (by cancelling terms)

=

∣∣∣∣ ⊎
T∈X

k(T )\
⊎

T∈X
�(T )

∣∣∣∣
⎛
⎝since

⊎
T∈X

�(T )⊆
⊎

T∈X
k(T ) by (i) above and

since only S changed in � compared to k

⎞
⎠

= |k(S)\ �(S)| (since only S changed in � compared to k)

Now, to see that |k(S) \ �(S)| = conflict(AllDisjoint(X))(S,k) it is enough to

show that ∣∣∣∣∣k(S)\ �(S)

∣∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

= k(S)∩

(⊎
T∈X

k(T )\
⋃

T∈X

k(T )

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

by (A.44) and since S ∈ X .

We first show that A ⊆ B. Let u ∈ B and assume that u /∈ A. Since u ∈ B
implies that u ∈ k(S) we must have that u ∈ �(S). By (iii) above we then have

that there is no other variable T ∈ X \{S} such that u ∈ k(T ). But then u /∈ B
so the assumption must be false and hence u ∈ A.

We now show that B⊆ A. Let u ∈ A and assume that u /∈ B. Since u ∈ A we

have that u∈ k(S) and u /∈ �(S). By (ii) above we then have that there is at least

one variable T ∈ X \{S} such that u ∈ k(T ). But then u ∈ B so the assumption

must be false and hence u ∈ B. �

A.10 Partition(X)

Definition

Given a set X of set variables, the constraint Partition(X) is satisfied under a

configuration k if and only if all variables in X are disjoint under k and their
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union equals the common universe U, i.e., if and only if:11

(∀S �= T ∈ X : k(S)∩ k(T ) = /0)∧U =
⋃

S∈X

k(S)

Measures

As for AllDisjoint(X) in Appendix A.9, we consider all sets to be multisets

when we present the constraint measures of Partition(X) below. Given this,

we can define an ideal penalty function of Partition(X) by:

penalty(Partition(X))(k)
def
=

∣∣∣∣∣⊎
S∈X

k(S)\
⋃

S∈X

k(S)

∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣U\ ⋃

S∈X

k(S)

∣∣∣∣∣ (A.48)

This means that the penalty of Partition(X) is equal to the number of values

that must be dropped from the variables in X to make them all disjoint, plus

the number of values in U that are not in any of the variables in X (this number

of values must then be added to the variables in X ).

Example A.49 Given U = {a,b,c,d}, the penalty of Partition({R,S,T}) un-

der the configuration

k = {R �→ {a,b,c},S �→ {a},T �→ {b,c}}

is:

penalty(Partition({R,S,T}))(k)

= |{a,a,b,b,c,c}\{a,b,c}|+ |{a,b,c,d}\{a,b,c}|

= |{a,b,c}|+ |{d}|

= 4

Indeed, considering the compound move function of length four

M
def
= add(S,d)◦drop(T,c)◦drop(R,a)◦drop(R,b)

we have that

M(k) = {R �→ {c},S �→ {a,d},T �→ {b}}

satisfies Partition({R,S,T}), and we show below that there is no shorter such

compound move function (by proving that (A.48) gives ideal penalties). �

We can define an ideal variable-conflict function of Partition(X) by:

conflict(Partition(X))(S,k)
def
=⎧⎨

⎩
∣∣∣∣k(S)∩

( ⊎
T∈X

k(T )\
⋃

T∈X
k(T )

)∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣U\ ⋃

T∈X
k(T )

∣∣∣∣ , if S ∈ X

0, otherwise

(A.50)

11Note that a set variable S in X may equal the empty set under k.
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This means that the conflict of a variable S ∈ X with respect to Partition(X)
is equal to the size of the intersection of S and the (multi)set of values that

must be dropped to make all variables in X disjoint (these values can then be

dropped from S), plus the size of the subset of values of the universe that are

not in any of the variables in X (these values can then be added to S.

Example A.51 Given U = {a,b,c,d}, the variable conflicts of R, S and T with

respect to Partition({R,S,T}) under

k = {R �→ {a,b,c},S �→ {a},T �→ {b,c}}

are respectively:

conflict(Partition({R,S,T})(R,k)

= |{a,b,c}∩{a,b,c}|+ |{a,b,c,d}\{a,b,c}|

= |{a,b,c}|+ |{d}|

= 4

conflict(Partition({R,S,T})(S,k)

= |{a}∩{a,b,c}|+ |{a,b,c,d}\{a,b,c}|

= |{a}|+ |{d}|

= 2

conflict(Partition({R,S,T})(T,k)

= |{b,c}∩{a,b,c}|+ |{a,b,c,d}\{a,b,c}|

= |{b,c}|+ |{d}|

= 3

Indeed, considering the compound move functions

MR
def
= add(R,d)◦drop(R,c)◦drop(R,b)◦drop(R,a)

MS
def
= add(S,d)◦drop(S,a)

MT
def
= add(T,d)◦drop(T,c)◦drop(T,b)

we have that:

penalty(Partition({R,S,T}))(MR(k)) = 0

penalty(Partition({R,S,T}))(MS(k)) = 2

penalty(Partition({R,S,T}))(MT (k)) = 1

So by only changing R we may decrease the penalty by four to zero, by only

changing S we may decrease the penalty by two to two, and by only changing

T we may decrease the penalty by three to one. �
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Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition A.52 The penalty function (A.48) of Partition(X) gives ideal penal-

ties in accordance with Definition 3.7.

Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

penalty(Partition(X))(k) = idealPenalty(Partition(X))(k)

The Partition(X) constraint can be seen as the conjunction of

• an AllDisjoint(X) constraint, as defined in Appendix A.9; and

• a Union(X) constraint, as defined in Appendix A.8.

These two constraints are independent of each other in the sense that, given a

configuration k:

idealPenalty(AllDisjoint(X)∧Union(X))(k)

= idealPenalty(AllDisjoint(X))(k)+ idealPenalty(Union(X))(k)

To see this, consider that

• there are no add moves in a shortest compound move function M such

that M(k) satisfies AllDisjoint(X), since an add move can never decrease

the size of the intersection between two set variables; and

• there are no drop moves in a shortest compound move function M such

that M(k) satisfies Union(X), since a drop move can never decrease the

number of values in U that are not in any variable in X .

We then have that:

penalty(Partition(X))(k)

=

∣∣∣∣ ⊎
S∈X

k(S)\
⋃

S∈X
k(S)

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣U\ ⋃

S∈X
k(S)

∣∣∣∣ (by (A.48))

= penalty(AllDisjoint(X))(k)+ penalty(Union(X))(k)

(by (A.42) and (A.37))

= idealPenalty(AllDisjoint(X))(k)+ idealPenalty(Union(X))(k)

(by Propositions A.46 and A.40)

= idealPenalty(AllDisjoint(X)∧Union(X))(k)

(since the two constraints are independent of each other)

idealPenalty(Partition(X))(k)

(by definition of Partition(X)) �
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Proposition A.53 The variable-conflict function (A.50) of Partition(X) gives

ideal variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a set variable S and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(Partition(X))(S,k) = idealConflict(Partition(X))(S,k)

The result follows directly from (A.50) and Proposition 3.14 when S /∈ X . As-

suming that S ∈ X , we follow the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposi-

tion A.52 above:

conflict(Partition(X))(S,k)

=

∣∣∣∣k(S)∩

( ⊎
T∈X

k(T )\
⋃

T∈X
k(T )

)∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣U\ ⋃

T∈X
k(T )

∣∣∣∣ (by (A.50))

= conflict(AllDisjoint(X))(S,k)+ conflict(Union(X))(S,k)

(by (A.44) and (A.38))

= idealConflict(AllDisjoint(X))(S,k)+ idealConflict(Union(X))(S,k)

(by Propositions A.47 and A.41)

= idealConflict(AllDisjoint(X)∧Union(X))(S,k)

(since the two constraints are independent of each other)

idealConflict(Partition(X))(S,k)

(by definition of Partition(X)) �

A.11 MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m)

Definition

Given a set variable S, a weight function w : U→N, and a non-negative integer

m, the constraint MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) is satisfied under a configuration

k if and only if the weighted sum with respect to w of all values in S under k
is at most m, i.e., if and only if:12

∑
u∈k(S)

w(u)≤ m

Measures

We can define ideal penalty and variable-conflict functions of the constraint

MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) by

penalty(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k)
def
=

min

{
|A|

∣∣∣∣∣ A⊆ k(S)∧ ∑
u∈k(S)\A

w(u)≤m

}
(A.54)

12Allowing negative values in range(w) is considered future work.
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and:

conflict(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(R,k)
def
={

penalty(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k), if R = S

0, otherwise
(A.55)

This means that the penalty of MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) (as well as the vari-

able conflict of S with respect to MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m)) is equal to the

size of the smallest set of values that must be dropped from S such that the

weighted sum of the remaining values is at most m.

Example A.56 Consider the configuration k = {S �→ {a,b,c}} and assume

that w = {a �→ 2,b �→ 1,c �→ 3}. The penalty of MaxWeightedSum(S,w,3) (as

well as the variable conflict of S with respect to MaxWeightedSum(S,w,3))
under k is:

penalty(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,3))(k) =

min{|{c}|, |{a,b}|, |{a,c}|, |{b,c}|, |{a,b,c}|} = 1

Indeed, considering the (compound) move function of length one

M
def
= drop(S,c)

we have that M(k) = {S �→ {a,b}} satisfies MaxWeightedSum(S,w,3), and we

show below that there is no shorter such compound move function (by proving

that (A.54) gives ideal penalties). �

Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition A.57 The penalty function (A.54) of MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m)
gives ideal penalties in accordance with Definition 3.7.

Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

α︷ ︸︸ ︷
penalty(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k) =

idealPenalty(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
β

Let A be a smallest subset of k(S) such that

∑
u∈k(S)\A

w(u)≤m
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and let M be a shortest compound move function such that M(k) satisfies

MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m). So α is equal to the size of A and β is equal to

the length of M.

We first show that α ≤ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume that

α > β . There are no add moves in the compound move function M since we

do not allow negative values in the range of w, which means that an add move

can never decrease the weighted sum. Hence M must be of the form:

drop(S,u1)◦ · · · ◦drop(S,uβ )

So we may obtain a solution to MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) by dropping the

values in B = {u1, . . . ,uβ} from k(S). But then A is not the smallest subset of

k(S) such that

∑
u∈k(S)\A

w(u)≤m

since |B|< |A| and

∑
u∈k(S)\B

w(u)≤m

as well. So the assumption must be false and α ≤ β .

We now show that α ≥ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume that

α < β . Then A = {u1, . . . ,uα} such that a compound move function of the

form

drop(S,u1)◦ · · · ◦drop(S,uα )

applied to k satisfies MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m). But then M cannot be a short-

est compound move function such that M(k) satisfies MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m),
since the compound move function above is shorter. So the assumption must

be false and α ≥ β . �

Proposition A.58 The variable-conflict function (A.55) of

MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m)

gives ideal variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a variable R and a configuration k ∈ K, we must show that:

conflict(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(R,k) =

idealConflict(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(R,k)

The result follows directly from (A.55) and Proposition 3.14 when R �= S. As-

suming that R = S, the result follows from Proposition 3.13 since:

(i) For all k ∈ K: there exists a configuration in the variable-specific neigh-

bourhood of R under k that satisfies MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m) (e.g.,

{S �→ U, . . .}).
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(ii) For all k ∈ K:

penalty(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k) =

conflict(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m))(S,k)

(by (A.54) and (A.55)).

(iii) penalty(MaxWeightedSum(S,w,m)) is a penalty function by Proposi-

tions A.57 and 3.9. �

A.12 MinWeightedSum(S,w,m)

Definition

Given a set variable S, a weight function w : U→N, and a non-negative integer

m the constraint MinWeightedSum(S,w,m) is satisfied13 under a configuration

k if and only if the weighted sum with respect to w of all values in S under k
is at least m, i.e., if and only if:14

∑
u∈k(S)

w(u)≥ m

Measures

We can define ideal penalty and variable-conflict functions of the constraint

MinWeightedSum(S,w,m) by

penalty(MinWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k)
def
=

min

{
|A|

∣∣∣∣∣ A⊆ k(S)∧ ∑
u∈k(S)∪A

w(u)≥m

}
(A.59)

and:

conflict(MinWeightedSum(S,w,m))(R,k)
def
={

penalty(MinWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k), if R = S

0, otherwise
(A.60)

This means that the penalty of MinWeightedSum(S,w,m) (as well as the vari-

able conflict of S with respect to MinWeightedSum(S,w,m)) is equal to the size

of the smallest set of values that must be added to S such that the weighted

sum of the remaining values is at least m.

13We assume that m≤∑u∈U w(u) since, otherwise, the constraint would not be satisfiable.
14Allowing negative values in range(w) is considered future work.
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Example A.61 Assume that w = {a �→ 2,b �→ 1,c �→ 3} and that U = {a,b,c}.
The penalty of MinWeightedSum(S,w,3) (as well as the variable conflict of S
with respect to MinWeightedSum(S,w,3)) under the configuration k = {S �→ /0}
is:

penalty(MinWeightedSum(S,w,3))(k) =

min{|{c}|, |{a,b}|, |{a,c}|, |{b,c}|, |{a,b,c}|} = 1

Indeed, considering the (compound) move function of length one

M
def
= add(S,c)

we have that M(k) = {S �→ {c}} satisfies MinWeightedSum(S,w,3), and we

show below that there is no shorter such compound move function (by proving

that (A.59) gives ideal penalties). �

Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition A.62 The penalty function (A.59) of MinWeightedSum(S,w,m)
gives ideal penalties in accordance with Definition 3.7.

Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

α︷ ︸︸ ︷
penalty(MinWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k) =

idealPenalty(MinWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
β

Let A be a smallest subset of k(S) such that

∑
u∈k(S)∪A

w(u)≥ m

and let M be a shortest compound move function such that M(k) satisfies

MinWeightedSum(S,w,m). So α is equal to the size of A and β is equal to

the length of M.

We first show that α ≤ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume that

α > β . There are no drop moves in the compound move function M since we

do not allow negative values in the range of w, which means that a drop move

can never increase the weighted sum. Hence M must be of the form:

add(S,v1)◦ · · · ◦add(S,vβ )

So we may obtain a solution to MinWeightedSum(S,w,m) by adding the values

in B = {v1, . . . ,vβ} to k(S). But then A is not the smallest subset of k(S) such

that

∑
u∈k(S)∪A

w(u)≥ m
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since |B|< |A| and

∑
u∈k(S)∪B

w(u)≥ m

as well. So the assumption must be false and α ≤ β .

We now show that α ≥ β . Assume that this is not the case, i.e., assume

that α < β . Then A = {v1, . . . ,vα} such that a compound move function of the

form

add(S,v1)◦ · · · ◦add(S,vα )

applied to k satisfies MinWeightedSum(S,w,m). But then M cannot be a short-

est compound move function such that M(k) satisfies MinWeightedSum(S,w,m),
since the compound move function above is shorter. So the assumption must

be false and α ≥ β . �

Proposition A.63 The variable-conflict function (A.60) of

MinWeightedSum(S,w,m)

gives ideal variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a set variable R and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(MinWeightedSum(S,w,m))(R,k) =

idealConflict(MinWeightedSum(S,w,m))(R,k)

The result follows directly from (A.60) and Proposition 3.14 when R �= S. As-

suming that R = S, the result follows from Proposition 3.13 since:

(i) For all k ∈ K: there exists a configuration in the variable-specific neigh-

bourhood of R under k that satisfies MinWeightedSum(S,w,m) (for ex-

ample {S �→ U, . . .}).

(ii) For all k ∈ K:

penalty(MinWeightedSum(S,w,m))(k) =

conflict(MinWeightedSum(S,w,m))(S,k)

(by (A.59) and (A.60)).

(iii) penalty(MinWeightedSum(S,w,m)) is a penalty function by Propositions

A.62 and 3.9. �
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A.13 Precedence(u,X ,v)

Definition

Given two distinct values u and v in U and a set of set variables X = {S1, . . . ,Sn},
the constraint Precedence(u,X ,v) is satisfied under a configuration k if and

only if all occurrences of u precede all occurrences of v in the sequence

〈S1, . . . ,Sn〉 under k, i.e., if and only if:

∀Si ∈ X : u ∈ k(Si)→ (∀Sj ∈ X : v ∈ k(Sj)→ i < j)

Note that we assume that u and v occur at most once in the sequence 〈S1, . . . ,Sn〉
when we define and discuss the measures below.

Measures

We can define an ideal penalty function of Precedence(u,X ,v) by:

penalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))(k)
def
={

1, if ∃1≤ j ≤ i≤ n : u ∈ k(Si)∧v ∈ k(Sj)

0, otherwise
(A.64)

This means that the penalty of Precedence(u,X ,v) is equal to zero if at least

one of u and v is not in any variable in X or u precedes v in the sequence

〈S1, . . . ,Sn〉, and is one otherwise (one of u and v must then be dropped from

a variable in X ).

Example A.65 The penalty of Precedence(a,{S1,S2,S3},b) under the config-

uration

k = {S1 �→ {b},S2 �→ {a},S3 �→ {c}}

is:

penalty(Precedence(a,{S1,S2,S3},b))(k) = 1

Indeed, considering the (compound) move function of length one

M
def
= drop(S1,b)

we have that

M(k) = {S1 �→ /0,S2 �→ {a},S3 �→ {c}}

satisfies Precedence(a,{S1,S2,S3},b), and we show below that there is no

shorter such compound move function (by proving that (A.64) gives ideal

penalties). �

We can define an ideal variable-conflict function of Precedence(u,X ,v) by:

conflict(Precedence(u,X ,v))(S,k)
def
={

penalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))(k), if S ∈ X ∧(u ∈ k(S)∨v ∈ k(S))

0, otherwise
(A.66)
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This means that the conflict of a variable S ∈ X with respect to the constraint

Precedence(u,X ,v) is equal to the penalty of Precedence(u,X ,v) if S contains

u or v.

Example A.67 The variable conflicts of S1, S2, and S3 with respect to

Precedence(a,{S1,S2,S3},b)

under

k = {S1 �→ {b},S2 �→ {a},S3 �→ {c}}

are respectively:

conflict(Precedence(a,{S1,S2,S3},b))(S1,k) = 1

conflict(Precedence(a,{S1,S2,S3},b))(S2,k) = 1

conflict(Precedence(a,{S1,S2,S3},b))(S3,k) = 0

Indeed, we cannot decrease the penalty of Precedence(a,{S1,S2,S3},b) under

k by only changing S3. However, considering the compound move functions

MS1

def
= drop(S1,b)

and

MS2

def
= drop(S2,a)

we have that

penalty(Precedence(a,{S1,S2,S3},b))(MS1
(k)) = 0

and:

penalty(Precedence(a,{S1,S2,S3},b))(MS2
(k)) = 0

So by only changing S1 or S2 we may decrease the penalty by one to zero. �

Measure Properties

The proposed constraint measures give ideal values:

Proposition A.68 The penalty function (A.64) of Precedence(u,X ,v) gives

ideal penalties in accordance with Definition 3.7.

Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

penalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))(k) = idealPenalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))(k)
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Assume first that penalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))(k) = 0:15

penalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))(k) = 0

⇔¬(∃1≤ j ≤ i≤ n : u ∈ k(Si)∧v ∈ k(Sj)) (by (A.64))

⇔k satisfies Precedence(u,X ,v)

(since u or v is not in any variable in X or u precedes v in 〈S1, . . . ,Sn〉)

⇔ idealPenalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))(k) = 0(
by Definition 2.23 of penalty since idealPenalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))

is a penalty function by Proposition 3.9

)

Assume now that penalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))(k) = 1:

penalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))(k) = 1

⇔∃1≤ j ≤ i≤ n : u ∈ k(Si)∧v ∈ k(Sj) (by (A.64))

⇔drop(Si,u)(k) or drop(Sj,v)(k) satisfies Precedence(u,X ,v)⎛
⎜⎝by definition of Precedence(u,X ,v) since u /∈ (drop(Si,u)(k))(S)

and v /∈ (drop(Sj,v)(k))(S), for all S ∈ X , picking the only variables

Si and Sj that contain u and v

⎞
⎟⎠

⇔ the length of a shortest compound move function

M such that M(k) satisfies Precedence(u,X ,v) is one(
since M = drop(Si,u) is of length one and

id(k) does not satisfy Precedence(u,X ,v)

)
⇔ idealPenalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))(k) = 1

(by Definition 3.7 of ideal penalty)

�

Proposition A.69 The variable-conflict function (A.66) of Precedence(u,X ,v)
gives ideal variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a set variable S and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(Precedence(u,X ,v))(S,k) =

idealConflict(Precedence(u,X ,v))(S,k)

15We here follow the same generic reasoning as on page 174 for a ∈ S.
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Let L be the variable-specific neighbourhood of S under k. We have that:

idealConflict(Precedence(u,X ,v))(S,k)

= max

{
penalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))(k)−

penalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))(�)

∣∣∣∣∣� ∈L

}
(by Definition 3.10 of ideal conflict)

= penalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))(k)−penalty(Precedence(u,X ,v))(�)

(picking some � ∈L that maximises this expression)

=

α︷ ︸︸ ︷{
1, if ∃1≤ j ≤ i≤ n : u ∈ k(Si)∧v ∈ k(Sj)

0, otherwise

}
−{

1, if ∃1≤ j ≤ i≤ n : u ∈ �(Si)∧v ∈ �(Sj)

0, otherwise

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

β

(by (A.64))

We now proceed by case analysis. Assume first that α = 1. Then there are

two variables Si and Sj such that u ∈ k(Si) and v ∈ k(Sj) and j ≤ i. We now

have three cases: S is the variable Si, S is the variable Sj, or S is none of these

variables. If S = Si we must have that u /∈ �(Si) since, otherwise, α−β would

not be maximised. Given this we have that

α−β = 1−0 = 1

and the result follows by (A.66) under the current assumptions. The case when

S = Sj is similar to this one. If S is none of Si and Sj we must have that β = 1

since then u ∈ �(Si) = k(Si) and v ∈ �(Sj) = k(Sj), since only S is changed in �
compared to k. Given this we have that

α−β = 1−1 = 0

and the result follows by (A.66) under the current assumptions.

Assume now that α = 0. Then either u or v is not in any variable in X , or u
precedes v in the sequence 〈S1, . . . ,Sn〉. Then we must have that β = 0 as well

since, otherwise, � would not maximise α−β . Given this we have that

α−β = 0−0 = 0

and the result follows by (A.66) under the current assumptions. �

A.14 MaxIntersect(X ,m)

Definition

Given a set X = {S1, . . . ,Sn} of set variables, the constraint MaxIntersect(X ,m)
is satisfied under a configuration k if and only if the intersection between any
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pair of distinct variables in X contains at most m ∈N elements under k, i.e., if

and only if:

∀S �= T ∈ X : |k(S)∩ k(T )| ≤m

Note that this means that MaxIntersect(X ,0) is equivalent to AllDisjoint(X).
We keep the AllDisjoint(X) constraint of Section A.9 for this special case

however, since the penalty function of MaxIntersect(X ,m) below does not

give ideal values for all m.

Measures

Coming up with an ideal penalty function for MaxIntersect(X ,m) is a delicate

task. The following penalty function, for example, may give non-ideal values:

penalty(MaxIntersect({S1, . . . ,Sn},m))(k)
def
=

∑
1≤i< j≤n

max(|k(Si)∩ k(Sj)|−m,0) (A.70)

This means that the penalty of MaxIntersect(X ,m) equals the number of ex-

cess elements with respect to m in the intersection between any pair of distinct

variables (these elements must then be dropped from some of those variables).

Example A.71 The penalty of MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1) under the config-

uration

k = {S1 �→ {a,b,c},S2 �→ {b,c,d},S3 �→ {a,c,d}}

is:

penalty(MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1))(k)

= max{|{b,c}|−1,0}+ max{|{a,c}|−1,0}+ max{|c,d|−1,0}

= 1+ 1+ 1

= 3

Indeed, considering the compound move function of length three

M1
def
= drop(S3,c)◦drop(S2,b)◦drop(S1,a)

we have that

M1(k) = {S1 �→ {b,c},S2 �→ {c,d},S3 �→ {a,d}}

satisfies MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1).
However, the ideal penalty of MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1) under k is two.

Considering the compound move function

M2
def
= drop(S2,c)◦drop(S1,c)
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(which is only of length two) we also have that

M2(k) = {S1 �→ {a,b},S2 �→ {b,d},S3 �→ {a,c,d}}

satisfies MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1). So penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m)) is not

an ideal penalty function as it sometimes overestimates the ideal penalty. It

is still an open question whether or not it may also underestimate the ideal

penalty although we believe that this is not the case. �

Even though (A.70) is not an ideal penalty function, it is possible to de-

fine an ideal variable-conflict function of MaxIntersect(X ,m). Recall that

a variable-conflict function is always defined in the context of a particular

penalty function, which is here the non-ideal (A.70):

conflict(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(S,k)
def
=⎧⎨

⎩ ∑
T∈X\{S}

max(|k(S)∩ k(T )|−m,0), if S ∈ X

0, otherwise
(A.72)

This means that the conflict of a variable S ∈ X with respect to the constraint

MaxIntersect(X ,m) is equal to the number of excess values in the intersec-

tion between S and any other variable in X . Note that this variable-conflict

function is defined with respect to the non-ideal penalty function (A.70) above

and, hence, may not give ideal values with respect to another (ideal) penalty

function of MaxIntersect(X ,m).

Example A.73 The variable conflicts of S1, S2, and S3 with respect to the

constraint MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1) under

k = {S1 �→ {a,b,c},S2 �→ {b,c,d},S3 �→ {a,c,d}}

are respectively:

conflict(MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1)(S1,k)

= max{|{b,c}|−1,0}+ max{|{a,c}|−1,0}

= 2

conflict(MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1)(S2,k)

= max{|{b,c}|−1,0}+ max{|{c,d}|−1,0}

= 2

conflict(MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1)(S3,k)

= max{|{a,c}|−1,0}+ max{|{c,d}|−1,0}

= 2
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Indeed, considering the compound move functions

MS1

def
= drop(S1,b)◦drop(S1,a)

MS2

def
= drop(S2,c)◦drop(S2,b)

MS3

def
= drop(S3,d)◦drop(S3,c)

we have that:

penalty(MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1))(MS1
(k)) = 1

penalty(MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1))(MS2
(k)) = 1

penalty(MaxIntersect({S1,S2,S3},1))(MS3
(k)) = 1

So by changing any variable we may decrease the penalty by two. �

Measure Properties

Since (A.70) is not an ideal penalty function of MaxIntersect(X ,m), see Ex-

ample A.71 above, we can only show that it is a penalty function:

Proposition A.74 The function (A.70) is a penalty function of the constraint

MaxIntersect(X ,m) in accordance with Definition 2.23.

Proof. Given a configuration k we must show that:

(i) penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(k)≥ 0

(ii) penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(k) = 0 ⇔ k satisfies MaxIntersect(X ,m)

Case (i) follows directly from (A.70). Consider now case (ii):

penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(k) = 0

⇔∀S �= T ∈ X : max{|k(S)∩ k(T )|−m,0}= 0 (by (A.70))

⇔∀S �= T ∈ X : |k(S)∩ k(T )|−m≤ 0 (by definition of max)

⇔∀S �= T ∈ X : |k(S)∩ k(T )| ≤ m

⇔k satisfies MaxIntersect(X ,m)

(by definition of MaxIntersect(X ,m)) �

The variable-conflict function of MaxIntersect(X ,m) gives ideal values with

respect to the non-ideal penalty function (A.70):

Proposition A.75 The variable-conflict function (A.72) of MaxIntersect(X ,m)
gives ideal variable conflicts in accordance with Definition 3.10.

Proof. Given a variable S and a configuration k we must show that:

conflict(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(S,k) =

idealConflict(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(S,k)
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The result follows directly from (A.72) and Proposition 3.14 when S /∈ X . As-

sume that S = Sh ∈X , let L be the variable-specific neighbourhood of Sh under

k, and let excess(i, j,k) denote the number of excess values in the intersection

between Si and Sj under k:

excess(i, j,k)
def
= max{|k(Si)∩ k(Sj)|−m,0}

We have that:

idealConflict(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(Sh,k)

= max

{
penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(k)−

penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(�)

∣∣∣∣∣� ∈L

}
(by Definition 3.10 of ideal variable conflict)

= penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(k)−penalty(MaxIntersect(X ,m))(�)

(picking some � ∈L that maximises this expression)

= ∑
i< j∈1...n

excess(i, j,k)− ∑
i< j∈1...n

excess(i, j, �) (by (A.70))

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

α︷ ︸︸ ︷
∑

i< j∈1...n\{h}

excess(i, j,k)+

∑
i∈1...(h−1)

excess(i,h,k)+ ∑
j∈(h+1)...n

excess(h, j,k)

−
β︷ ︸︸ ︷

∑
i< j∈1...n\{h}

excess(i, j, �)−(
∑

i∈1...(h−1)
excess(i,h, �)+ ∑

j∈(h+1)...n
excess(h, j, �)

)

(by splitting the two sums with respect to Sh)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

γ︷ ︸︸ ︷
∑

i∈1...(h−1)

excess(i,h,k)+ ∑
j∈(h+1)...n

excess(h, j,k)−(
∑

i∈1...(h−1)

excess(i,h, �)+ ∑
j∈(h+1)...n

excess(h, j, �)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

δ

(since α = β when only Sh is changed in k compared to �)

Given that � maximises γ− δ above we must have that � minimises δ since γ

is constant. Since δ is the number of excess values between Sh and all other

variables in X , it can never be negative. However, since � minimises δ , and
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since the excess values between Sh and any other variable is always zero under

the configuration {Sh �→ /0, . . .} ∈L , we must have that δ = 0. This implies

that

idealConflict(MaxIntersect(X))(Sh,k)

= ∑
i∈1...(h−1)

excess(i,h,k)+ ∑
j∈(h+1)...n

excess(h, j,k)

= ∑
i∈1...(h−1)

max{|k(Si)∩ k(Sh)|−m,0}+ ∑
j∈(h+1)...n

max{|k(Sh)∩ k(Sj)|−m,0}

= ∑
T∈X\{Sh}

max{|k(Sh)∩ k(T)|−m,0} (by combining the two sums)

and the result follows by (A.72). �

Note that this set constraint is the only built-in set constraint in the thesis

for which we have not been able (despite our efforts) to construct a search-free

ideal penalty function: it is still an open question whether the ideal penalty of

MaxIntersect(X ,m) can be computed in polynomial time. See our [ÅFP05b,

Section 3.3] for further discussion about this constraint, including a discussion

on the lower bound of its ideal penalty.
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